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INTRODUCTION

t has become idmOst trite to point out that the popu-
lation of the United States is aging, that there are
growing numbers of part-time students at the post-
secondary level, and that the _eat for continuing edu-,
cal:3n intensifies as the pace of change in our society
accelerates. Nevertheless, these things are true. Also
true is the fact that traditional patterns of college at
tendance are not always appropriate for adults in a so-
ciety that provides information freely to its inhabitants
from many different sources but, at the same time, re-
quires an increasing amount of certification for the ac-
quisition of knowledge to be recognized.

The social response to these facts has been a growth
in systems of Open Learningan exciting and exhila-
rating, if slightly scary, field. Most simply defined,
Open-Learning systems are nontraditional systems of
education that attempt to reach new students in new
ways and without many of the requirements that have
heretofore characterized higher education. Participa-
tion in an Open-Learning system is not limited by age
or previous education and Open-Learning systems in-
clude a wide variety of programs that diverge to a
greater or lesser extent from traditional education
models. Many are assisted by the use of recently devel-
oped technologies for communication and information
dissemination.

Telecoursescourses delivered in part by broadcast
television or other forms of telecommunicationare an
example of the use of technology in an Open-Learning
system. The content of the materials delive. I to stu-
dents through telecourses often parallels that of on-
campus courses, but the use of a nontraditional deliv-
ery system has wrought changes in the ways in which
that content is presented, the Types of students who
now have access to it, and the organizations that pre-
pare and deliver it.

The increasing use of telecourses by colleges and
universities across the United States has also created a
new set of relationships between public television sta-
tions and institutions of put-secondary education. By
and large these relationships have been mutually bene-
ficial but, as with the introduction of any novel system,
a need exists in some areas to clarify roles and provide
information to new participants on both sides. This
need was behind the Corporation for Public Broadcast-

...

ing's decision to fund the Station-College Executive
Project in Adult Learning (SCEPAL) in 1978.

College levef credit courses are wit, one aspect of the
many possible uses Of television in st-secondiry for-
mal and non formal education but they provide an ex-

* cellent starting point for wider exploration. Telecourses
can be clearly identified. They have an institutional
base in both colleges and stations, and there is a well-
defined relationship between the "iner"--2the learner
of telecourses and the institutions that are responsible
for them. Because of this base and that consequent re-
lationship, a certain amount of data exists .on tele-
courses, although before this project much of it had
neither been assembled nor examined critically.

These considerations formed a context and a ra-
tionale for the...specific goal of the SCEPAL project'
". .. to aid station executives and &liege/university ad-
ministrators to make effective decisions about the use
and implementation of television courses" (SCEPAL,
1978). To achieve this goal, the project contracted to
develop materials and to condu.ct a number of regional
Executive Development Seminars for teams from edu-
cational institutions and local public television stations
during the summer of 1979. The materials would then
be revised and incorporated in a "stand-alone' package
that could be used by other interested individuals and
organizations. Preparatory to developing materials for
the seminars, the project was to review the existing lit-
erature about telecourses and, synthesizing it with in-
terviews, to prepare a narrative document outlining the
current state of the art. This paper is that document. It
is based on a review of existing literature about tele-
courses and interviews with over fifty individuals at
twelve television stations, twenty-two two- and four-
year colleges and un;versities, and a number of other
organizations including publishers and commercial
producers of educational materials for television. (A
list of persons interviewed together with a longer de-
scription of the data base is included in Appendix A;
most documents reviewed are included in the bibliogra-
phy.) For most of the interviews, a structured interview
was used. Copies of the interview forms arc also found
in Appendix A.

This document is one of several products prepared
for SCEPAL Executive Development Seminars. Other

1
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2 TELECOURSES: REFLECTIONS '80

Seminar materials include an Executive Summary of
the document, a workshop guidebook, and a booklet on
the administration of telecourses. In a second phase of
the project (1979-80) the entire set of documents will
be distributed to all public television licensees in the

,.

United Statei and to participants in a series of semi-
nars offered in conjunction with the Public Telecom-
unications Institute of the National Association of
Educational Broadcasters.

9
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TELECOURSES:- ^.

DEA ON AND SCOPE

. . .
I

"Telecouise" is defined as "an integrated learning system that
employs television' and Vacious print materials ... specifically
designed to involve a variety of larninq strategies to forge a
complete education unit aVailableito the student in the convenience
of his own home, fo.

In telecourses, the television programs are usually supported by a
print package which contains three components: (L) textbook. (2)
study guide, (3) book of readings.

Telecourses have been categorized as "courses for television" and
"courses from television" (or "wrap-around" courses).

ollege credit courses using television have ex-
isted for many years; "telecourses"- have not. Tradi-
tional television courses have presented a lecturer,

'supported by a blackboard, artifacts and, perhaps,
slides. The teachers oi'such "television courses" essen-
tially brought their classroom to the television studio.
They deliyered a talk and supported it, by'and large.
with reading assignments in their favorite ttitts.

A telecourse, on the other band, uses television in a
different way and for different purposes. The television

intendedcomponent
,

is t to take the student out of,
lather than in to, the classroom, and the support mate-
rials play an enhanced role. Mort specifically, a tele-
course is .

... an integrated learning system that employs television
and various print materials. This system is specifically de-
signed to involve a variety of learning strategies to forge a
complete education unit available to the student in the
convenience of his own' home. (ii) is not a correspondence
course with pictures, nor is it a televised lecture with sup-
plementary readings. It is an examination and presenta-
tion of a body of knowledge and information through the

,. use of sight, sound. color.Movement, and print in a man
ner designed to stimulate, motivate, clarify, and quantify
A telecourse is designed to take maximum advantage of
the strengths of each component to" lead the student
through a "success-oriented" experience. (Gripp. 1977)

The emergence of telecourses is a naturalputgrowth
of increasing sophistication in the use of television and
in instructional design. Their origins came at two
points in the early 1970s: with the design of As Man
Behaves at coast Community College District and
Man and His Environment at Miami-Dade Commu-
nity College District in 1972; and with the first broad-

A

cast of The Ascent of Man in 1974. These develop-
ments changed the face of instructional television at
the post- secojidary level.

Once video techniques in ITV courses had been refined
and brought up to commercial standards, and once it be-
came evident that audiences were both entertained apd
instructed by Civilization" and the "Ascent of Man."
the total design of the course presented on television was
systematized. With the disa ppearince. or the reduced vis-
ibility. of a teacher who is firmly-in charge, the essential
functions of siimmarizing. synthesizing, and prescribing
for the student were transferred fo packages of supportive
materials: (Zigereli, 1979) . ..

Technically speaking, such courses can either be
broadcast or delivered 'through closed circuit/non-
broadcast systems. For the purposes of this project,
however, we hive confined ourselves primarily to a con-
sideration of broadcast courses for college credit. We

, also made a ditision to deal only with courses that
have been used by more ,than one institution.

. i 0

TELECOURSE COMPONENTS
The television programs are, for a student. the focal
point of the telecourse. Ideally, they use the medium to
its fullest capacity, providing illustrations of processes
and places. engaging a stbdent's attention. and speak-
ing to the affective domain. Educationally. there are
few reasons to standardize the numbers and lengths of
such programs, but because of administrative and fi-
nancial, considerations' they tend to be about Wert

1 Same states require a minimum number of hours of televised
instructions for FTE or ADA calculation. stations find it easier to
program for definite amts each week over a period rather than at
odd intervals

e
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- .

Slours in total length, either in a,format of thirty pro:
"grams, each thirty minutes long, Ir in a thirteen- to

' fifteettunit series of one-hour programs. ;
The television program is upportedrfor the student,

by a print package (see Table I). This contains two and
sometimes three elements:

Text
In most telecourses the text has been an existing book,
either adapted from a trade book created to accom-
pany a tdevision series or existing independently of the
programs.

Study Guide
The study guide is a key element for the student and
perfOrms many of the functions normally assigned to a
classroom teacher. It provides the student with instruc-
tional or specific learning objectives for the course and
for each unit. It describes the assignments for each
unit. It includes self-study questions so the student can
assess-his or her mastery of the material. It may also
contain such features as a narrative section for each
unit that integrates the television and text and/or adds
to them, summaries of the programs, a glossary ore
other learning aids.

Readings
Some, but not all, courses include a book of readings to
present alternative views to that of the text author, to
extend certain concepts, and to provide the student
with a range of intellectual exploration not available in
the other, more closely integrated components of a
course. Its existence is predicated on the assumption
that although it may be difficult for the home-based
television student to visit a library, that student should
not be denied the kinds of resources available to an on-
campus student.

h.

Taken together, these elements can provide the stu-
dent access to a successful earning experience without
his or her having any contact with an educational in-
stitlition. Because of this interested viewers could, the-
oretically, purchase a package of books, follow the
atsignments. and watch the television programs in
order to learn about a subject without registering, pay-
ing fees, or taking ex nations. In practice, although
this does happen (wet-link, for we have no certain
measures), it 0 probably on a very small scale.

Needed Rrearch: Telecourses are a learning system
that is' easily available to a wide audience. How many
nonenrolled viewers purchase books, follow the assign-
mefts, and watch the programs? If very few. why not
more? WilPantwers to these questions give us insights
Into motivation for going to college?

k

An institution that offers a telecourse is usually
(again, not always) the recipient of additional, non-
broadcast materials for its own use. A typical support
package (often called an Academic and Administrative
Support or AAS Package) contains proCedures for
plementing telecourses, suggestions for ffculty roles
and for teaching strategies, test banks and publicity/
promotional materials with suggestions for student re-
cruitment. (Excerpts from such a package are included
in Appendix C.)

Combining the resources of this Academic and Ad-
ministrative Support Package with the expertise of its
staff and faculty, an insiltunun offers a telecourse to its
own studenti, using- its own credit, charging its own
fee, and determining its own* requirements for comple-
tion. Local adaptations have enabled user institutions
to take -advantage of nationally produced resources
without the necessity of conforming to a single national
standard of performance or approach to education.

TYPES OF TELECOURSES
The courses with which we shall deal can be defined by
their audience (cf. Section IV) but may also be ap:
proached through another set of criteria: whethr the
programs have been explicitly created for instruction.

We have labeled telecourses in which programs have
been made for instruction "courses for television."
These telecourses have a wide range in production
quality, are normally tied to "standard" subjects (e.g.,
English I, American Government, Biology) and are
usually syndicated. This means that the user institution
arranges for their purchase, rental, or lease, and broad-

Table 1. Telecourse Materials

User Material Where/How Acquired

Institution Programs

Academic and
Administrative
Support Package/
Administrator's Guide

Students: Programs

Text
Study Guide
(Readings)

(Additional materials
from local institution)

Leased/purchased or
used in wrap-around
fashion when
broadcast by PBS/
local station

Purchased/received
from telecourse
developers

Received on home
television set

Purchased from
bookstore or received
from local institution
upon registration

L.
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-.. ,

cast time There are, at present, a large number of in-
stitutions producing telecourses for use in the United
States, including colleges in collaboration with televi-
sion stations and private enterprise. ,

Courses from television. or 'wrap-around* tele-
courses are those in which the programs have been pro-
duced for general audience viewing but whose content
and academic quality also render them suitable for ed-
ucational use. In courses such as theseThe Asceitt of
Man, The Shakespeare Plays, and Routs -- programs
are aired nationally by the Public Broadcasting Service

.

--,

.00

,.,

f
1

f

or a commercial network. Users of the telecourse,
therefore. are not, responsible for arranging the broad-
cast, but neither do they have a great deal of control
over the time that it will be available.

Genemll% wrap -around courses are aired in "prime-
time" (between eight and eleven on a week day eve-
ning) and courses for television in "fringe-time" (early
morning, late afternoon. late evening, and weekends)

Other differences between the two, as well as distinc-
Lions among other kinds of telecourse& will emerge in
la;er sections of the paper.

,.,
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T1ELECOURSES:
,,THE INSTITUTIONAL ENVIRONMENT

Colleges/universities have offered telecourses through a variety of
administrative structures: as part of the regular college curriculum,
as part of an Evening College or Continuing Education division, and
on a noncredit basis.

More than 1800 of the nation's 2993 colleges and universities use
broadcast and nonbroadcast television for instruction. In 1978-79,
735 colleges/universities offered more than 2300 courses over
te'evision, enrolling 500,000 students in those courses.

Most (89%) public television stations report that they broadcast
series suitable for credit and/or noncredit courses.

elecourses are handled in a variety of ways by the
colleges that offer them. With some exceptions, they
are most likely to be a part of a regular educational
program in community and junior colleges, and to be
located in a Continuing Education or Extension divi-
sion in four-year institu.ions. The following list illus-
trates the range of importance telecourses can hold for
different organizations.

I Telecourses as part of a ''College Without Walls"
or an Open-Learning Division" In this model telecourses
constitute an important, if sometimes small. part of the
regular curriculum and are administered by.the divi-
sion or colic rather than an academic department.
They are treated, in terms of the student's record and
transferability, like other courses. Students can be en-
rolled either part or full time (e.g., Coastline Commu-
nity College, Miami-Dade Community College).

2. Telecourset offered as a part of the regular col-
lege curriculum. Here, as above, telecourses are like
other courses as far as student records and trans-
ferability are concerned, but they are most likely to be
(a) administered by a district-wide offic- and offered
through individual college departments (e.g., Dallas
County Community College District, TV College in

,5 the San Diego Community College District) or (b) a
minot alternative part of the college curriculum with
each one administered through the appropria' aca-
demic department (e.g.. Jackson State University, Eliz-
abethtown Community College).

3. felecourses as part of an Evening College or Con-
tinuing Education division and offered for replor col-
lege credit. The operative milieu is no longer that of the

6

whole college, but that of a section; within the sec,ion
telecourses may constitutz more or lebs important
part. Stitdents arc more often part-time. The courses
a?e for regular credit and may be applied toward a de-
greet but may not always be accepted as departmental
requkements (e.g., Eastern Kentucky University).

4. TNeCOarSeS as part of an Extension or Continuing
Education (#vision and offered for Extension or Con-
tinuing) Education credit. In this case, the credit is
proltitlily not Transferable to a regular degree pr "gram
within that insftitution. but may be applicable in other
areas such alobtaining certain types of teaching cre-
dentials or advancement within a professional situation
(e.g.. Seattle Pacific University, University of Califor-
nia at San Diego).

5. Telecourses as a part of a Continuing Education
Or Extension division for noncredit. This does not occur
with great frequency because it decreases student in-
centive to enroll. When it does occur, it is most often
with self-improvement or skills classes such as freehand
sketching or home gardening.

A television station normally treats a telecourse in
one of two ways, and the difference in treatment is lime
lb%) to a small area of operationsthat of adoption. In
either ntode, the amount of time and attention given
the educational aspect of the station's obligations dc-
pends on the individual station rather than the type of
program. The technical aspects usually do not vary.
(I) In the Telecourse as telecourse mode, the tele-
course programs are viewed as components of an edu-
cational system. Aesthetic quality is important but
may be sacrificed to educational merit (courses for
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television). (2) Telerourse ,as other consists of series
that would be aired regardless of local educational in-
terest (wrap-around courses).

Kenneth Boulding's concept of "image" (Boulding,
1956) is useful in conceptualizing the di ering roles of
telecourses within educational institution d televi-
sion stations. The "psychic space" tl ey occupy in the
world of an administrator or faculty member will de-
termine the amount of time, attention, and, ultimately,
resources they are given. Divergent mental images of
the telecourse may be a source of friction among indi-
viduals in different roles unless the discrepancy is rec-
ognized and acknowledged.

Generally, the initiation of a telecourse requires con-
siderable effort from at least one individual in an edu-
cational institution. Telecourses are a deviation from a
normal pattern. Usually their use must be approved by
various committees. A patu:d' outcome is that there is
normally at least one person in a college for whom tele-
4.oumes have a magnified image or importance because
lie or she has been their advocate.

The image of tclecourses in the world of the televi-
sion station, on the other hand, is generally reduced.
Broadcasting telecourse programs is not a "venture"
for a station in the sense that offering a telecourse is for
many educational institutions. Moreover, stations per-
ceive themselves as serving a iariety of community
needs of which education is liut one, and in almost all
cases the individual responsible for education at a sta-
tion gives more attention to Kindergarten through
Grade 12 than he or she gives to post-secondary
education.

We do not know exact numbers of colleges and uni-
versities offering tclecourses or educational programs
using telecommunications, but a number of studies
have begun to provide some answers. One, conducted
by the American Association of Community and
Junior Colleges (AACJC) and the Corporation for
Public Broadcasting (CPB), has foundit hat 74 percent
of responding two-year institutions in te United States
use television in some education -related function. Of
that 74 percent, 48 percent use ttlevision for off-
campus instruction (Dirr, Kressel, and Pednne, 1979).
In another study (Howard and Froke, 1979), the Na-
tional Association of State Universities and Land
Grant Colleges (NASULGC) found that almost all itb

members (95 percent) and those of the American As-
sociation of State Colleges and Uniiersities (AASCU)
(92.7 percent) "provided telecommunication facilities
for instructional media services for faculty ant' staff'
Most of the institutions also used their telecommtmica-

"tion facilities to provide some instruction for the adult
public-86.8 percent of NASULGC members and
83.5 percent of AASCU members. A fair number "in-

&ea ted that the instruction is used as part of an open
learning and/or external degree program offered by
the institution" (NASULGC: 33.9 percent; AASCU:
22.6 percent). The report went on to say that "instruc-
tional materials, including televised courses that arc
produ_ed by outside agencies or institutions, were re-
ported to be widely used by the members of both in-
stitutions" (NASULGC:, 86 & Acent; AASCU: 83.3
percent). In another approach, major college telecourse
distributors estimate they have reached 600 educa-
tional institutions and Media Five, a commercial orga-
nization in Los Angeles, sells continuing education
courses for teachers to over 130 colleges.,,In a study
nearing completion as this report is being published,
the Corporation for Public Broadcasting and the No-
tional Center for Education Statistics found that 1824
of the nation's 2993 colleges and universities used tele-
vision for instruction in 1978-79 and 735 colleges and
universities offered more than 2300 courses over televi-
sion in that ycar, generating approximately ih million
enrollments (Dirr and redone, 1979). These figures,
however, include oncampus as well as off-campus use
of television,

A Corporation for Public Broadcasting (CPB) sur-
vey (CPB, 1978) of PBS licensees in the base year
1975 -76 found that of the 156 stations responding
(total licensees = 158), 56 percent carried in-service
courses. 70.5 percent carried post-secondary formal
courses, and 80.1 percent cal tied post-secondary infor-
mal courses.' Additionally, many commercial stations
carry telecourses. In the past the CBS Network has es-
timated that 80-85 percent of its affiliates carried Sun-
rise Semester, but we have not been able to determine
whether there is similar data for current programming.

Needed Research. How many stations carry what
kinds of educational programs' Are there correlations
between station characteristics and educational pro-
gramming?

The support of top administrators is important for
the success of telecourses in both stations and colleges.
The nature of this support, who gives it, and the degree
of actual involvement, however, may vary.

The consensus of our respondents was that key ad-
ministrators were as follows: Presidents of two-year
college.; and smaller four-year colleges; the Academic
Dean of large four-year institutions in which tele-
courses were a part of the regular curriculum; the
Dean of continuing Education or Extension divisions
of large four-year institutions that placed telceourses in
those arm.. the general manager or director of pro-

2 be soonc overlap among these categories
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gramming of television stations. Clear lines were not
drawn about the conditions that governed the latter. In
stations and colleges, top administrators were more apt
to be directly involved with telecourses if the institu-
tions were small.

In each institution, the key administrator normally
had a common set of concerns. We compiled the follow-
ing list for college presidents; many of the questions
could easily be adapted to fit the ni .3 of station
managers.

IF I WERE A COLLEGE PRESIDENT...
WHAT WOULD I WANT TO KNOW ABOUT

TELECOURSES'

1. Wily should my college bother with telecourses?
They can reach out to a new type of student. They
will provide new means of access to Anon U. from
the community. They may provide you with a means
to enhance and ektend your image in the commu-
nity. They can enhance and enrich existing
curriculum.

2. Will telecourses constitute a financial or admin-
istrative drain on my institution?
Anything new or different is demanding, but teie-
course operations can be affordable. Telecourses
should pay their own costs or provide added income
if your telecourse operations people are aware of
various types of costs and if they take the trouble to
learn and arrange for administration.

3. Will telecourses lower the quality /hurt the image
of the kind of education currently available at my
college or university?
Like any other kind of educational material, there
are good and bad telecourses. Most of those based
on nationally disseminated PBS series arc created

by major universities who seek the assistance of out-
standing academics in the area. Similarly, many of
the well-produced telecourses now available have
been reviewed by academics and instructional de-
signers and feature interviews and commentary with
leading individuals in a particular field. The key is
the quality of instruction a telecourse permits. With
the same care and screening a faculty member gives
to text and book choices, telecourses can be fitted
into the existing quality a education at your college
or university and might even enhance it.

4. Will telecourses cause me problems from faculty
groups?
Not if they understand their use. Telecourses have
not, to date, lowered enrollment in on-campus
classes and your faculty should have a say about
telecourse quality and selection. Most importantly,
your faculty needs to understand that in telecourses
television is not meant to replace the instructor. It is
user- to enhance his or her roleand ways an in-
structor uses telecourse rr.terials can be tailored to
the needs and requirements of your institution.

5. How can I support telecourse use and what de-
mands might be made of me?
Your continued interest in telecourses and their use
at Anon U. will provide most of the support you
need to give. Otherwise, your greatest role may be in
representing your institution with outside agencies
vis-i-vis telecourses. You may, for instance, wis o
represent your institution's needs as your state le:AIL
laturc considers the status of off-campus or non-
traditional education for funding. You may wish to
meet with the manager of your local PTV station
occasionally, and you may be asked to represent
your institution in national groups concerned with
telecourses.

1;)
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TELECOURSES: THE AUDIENCE

Telecourses can be categorized according to the needs of their
primary audiences: (1) Continuing Professional Education courses,
(2) General Interest courses, (3) Core Requirement courses, (4)
Other courses.

Telecourse enrollees tend to be older, female, and more wealthy
than the average on-campus college student.

Little is known about those who view the telecourse programs but
do not enroll in the telecourse.

Most institutions choose telecourses based on what is available,
how they relate to core degree requirements, and probable number
of persons who might be interested in a specific course area. Student
telecourse interests were found to correlate closely with career
interests and degree requirements.

Appeal of a telecourse can be affected by five factors: (1)
relationship to the students' vocational advancement; (2) relationship
to degree requirements; (3) whether it features a well-known
individual; (4) whether it costs the student Ls than or the same a.
other courses; (5) whether it offers the student greater convenience
than other courses.

he striking fact about the "telecourse audience" is
that it is not one :, it is many. The student in a Bible
studies class in Hattiesburg. Mississippi, the nurse tak-
ing a course in the use of a child abuse assessment scale
in Denver, and the part-time undergraduate enrolled in
American History I in Texas illustrate some of the
many ways telecourses arc used in the educational
world.

During the course of this project two possible ap-
proaches to these audiences emerged. The first was by
category or type of teleemase. The second was by type
of institution. In this section we deal with both ap-
proaches even though they arc, essentially, simply two
different ways of dividiAg the same audiences. Our rea-
son for doing so is because the first seems to raise the
most interesting questions, but our data is primarily for
the second.

TELECOURSE AUDIENCES BY TYPE OF
TELECOURSE
We have identified four categories of telecourses, each
of which seems to be tied to a different audience pro-
file. These arc (1) Continuing Professional Education,
(2) General Interest, (3) Core Requirement Courses,
and (4) (somewhat anomalous) Other. Categories 2

16

and 3 overlap to a degree but they present real dif-
ferences to broadcast stations and, we feel, probably
will require a substantially different type of audience
assessment. There is no discrete category for upper di-
vision courses because the incidence of those types of
tclecourses has, at least until 'the present, been low
Lower division electives are included in the General In-
terest category.

1. Continuing Professional Education. These courses
are directed at practicing professionals. These include
doctors, nurses. lawyers, engineers, and teachers,
among others. Such courses could also provide skills
training for employed nonprofessionals (secretaries, as-
sembly line workers, etc.), but we have found little in-
dication that this occurs with the use of broadcast
television.'

This project has no demographic data on profession-
als enrolled in telecourses or enrolled in courses with a
telecommunications component. It is possible, however.
to pose some probable characteristics of such an au-

3 The University of Southern California offers some secretarial
skills courses over their IT FS system. and a number of industries
offer in-service training with video components Some proprietary
schools also use closed circuit or inhouse video systems
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dience, drawing them from current knowledge about
members of various professions.

These would be: Professionals enrolled in further ed-
ucation are generally highly motivated (by a need for
the knowledge offered in the course or for the certifica-
tion contingent upon successfu: completion) and are
accustomed to studying in a post-secondary environ-
ment by virtue of their professional training. With rare
exceptions they would be older than an average under-
graduate student. They are often employed and, if em-
ployed, in middle to higher income brackets. Sex ratios
are probably proportionate to those of their profession.

Needed Research. What are the characteristics of in-
dividuals enrolled in continuing professional edura-
tion courses. and do they have any relationship to
advancement within the fields? Would the knowledge
of this relationship aid in equalizing participation in a
profession on the basis of sex and ethnic background?

Each professional group comprises a discrete au-
dience. This audience is numerically limited, easily
identifiable, and individual protestations to the con-
trary, probably able to pay for continuing education.
The subjects/programs in which they would be inter-
ested are unlikely uihave broad appeal for the general
public r- , therefore, the prevailing practice of using
nonbroadcast systems for the delivery of continuing
professional education will probably continue. A gen-
eral description of such systems appears in Section
XII!

Teachers are sometimes exceptions to this profile.
Many of the courses they take are specific to their pro-
fession, but they also enroll in general interest courses
in order to maintain certification or to progress on a
salary scale.

2. General Interest Courses. We have defined gen-
eral interest courses as those in which the television
programs appeal to a much wider audience than the
enrolled student population. This is not to argue that
there are no casual viewers for other telecourses. There
are. but no one knows how many unless they show up
on the Nielsen or on Arbitrun ratings (or are the sub-
ject of special and expensive surveys). and the pro-
grams for core requirement courses do not generally do
so. The programs in this category often do.

These courses include both courses made from tele-
vision (wrap-around courses) and courses made for
television. The wrap-around courses. as we noted ear-
lier, are based on a majcr series, arc the recipients of
extensive publicity efforts. and arc aired in prime time.
Thcir viewership in the first airing is many multiples
(up to 250) of the number of enrolled students. The
courses for television that attract such relatively large
audiences. according to our informants, have been in
self-improvement or "how-to" areas. Designing Home

Interiors and The Consumer Experience are two of
these.

General interest courses oftenustiatlycarry
credit but do not usually carry core requirement credit.
We hypothesize, therefore, that an individual's interest
iv: a subject is a determining factor in enrollment in
this type of telecourse and that demographic charac-
teristics will probably reflect the types of interest each
course represents rather than a more general "tele-
course norm." This is, of course, only a hypothesis, but
it bears-4n an important question of audience
id entificatior..

1

Needed Research: Is the "telecourse audience" de-
fined largely by the medium or by credit requirements'
noncredit requirements and /or interest? Is all or any
section of this audience a 'mite pool with G propor-
tionately small amount of change in overall numbers
each year or is it renewed each year in the manner of
an undergraduate student population?

3. Core Requirement Courses. These are courses for
television on subjects required for the completion of a
degree (usually an AA) or for the completion of lower
division requirements. These courses are the basic
building blocks of a general educationAmerican his-
tory, psychology, astronomy, and so onand attract rel-
atively large student audiences (up to several hundred
per college per showing), particularly in junior and
community colleges. They do not normally attract very
large general audiences and are usually shown in
fringe-time, although a number of telecourse producers
hope that with continually improved programs, they
will move out of this time "ghetto."

4. Other. This group includes . noncredit courses
composed of any of the above, G.E.D., or similar basic
secondary-school-level skills courses, upper division
courses attracting small or specialized audiences, and
short workshops. One respondent at an educational in-
stitution indicated that be wished to experiment with
noncredit television courses. but in no others was there
any mention of their use. nor was there mention of
credit courses that were offered successfully for non-
credit as well. A typical response was "If we don't offer
credit, why should the student pay us for the course?"
Given the widespread availability of the television pro-
grams and the fact that books for a course are nor-
mally accessible to interested individuals. this makes
sense. If pay cable systems such as QUBE (cf. Section
XIII) become more widespread or if courses are trans-
ferred to videodiscs. a means of generating revenue for
cffcring institutions to offset their costs may also be de-
veloped. Until that time, noncredit television courses
will probably remain a very minor part of the whole
from the point of view of the educational institution.
The stations may be in a different position since theii
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concern is with total viewership rather than paying
viewership!

Att :tough many station respondents expressed a be-
lief that there was a sizable viewership above and be-
yond the Aludents enrolled for credit in courses for
television, we were able to find hard data from only one
survey. The most pertinent was conducted by the Uni-
versity of Mid-America (Selection Research, 1978)
and covered St. Louis. Missouri, South Dakota, and
Iowa. In these areas one person in five had watched at
least one telecourse progr.m the previous year and re-
membered that fact.' Thy responding population was
more heavily female, was older, and had less Nlucation
than the average in the telecourse-for-credit audience.

Needed Research: What is the size of the noncredit
viewing audience for various kinds of telecourses?
What do the figures Indicate about the noncredit ap-
peal of various types of telecourse productions' How
high do these figures need ro be for this kind of pro-
gram to represent an attractive weworshtp to a public
television station?

The GED series by Kentucky arc being used success-
fully in a number of areas but data on total enrollments
are not readily available. TV is also being used as a
basis for professional workshops but, again, we have no
date on extent of use .°

TELECOURSE AUDIENCES BY INSTITUTION
The greatest amount cf audience data that we do have
is for general interest courses and core credit courses
and can best be broken down by institution. This
breakdown serves two purposes: it reflects the differing
perception. of audiences by each type of organization
and it seems to indicate. some differences between two
and four-year institutions and among types of
programs.

The twelve television stations interviewedboth the
PTV stations and the one commercial stationeither
had no demographic data on enrolled telecourse view-
ers or had received that data through colleges. One
of the station respondents (KOCE-TV, Huntington

I The NASULGC and C P13 surveys mentioned earlier (Howard
& Froke. 1979. Dom 1978) found that most stations and, unlike our
data, many educational institutions (NASUILC. 45 5%. A ASCU.
26.2%) offered "noncredit courses the ( P13 responses induded
series such as hOVA and Wall Suva Week, the NASUI.GC sur-
vey did not define "noncredit course We have. therefore. no
treated them as telecourset

S The courses in the survey included, in addition to the more tra-
ditional telecourse, three -Age of Urreerraini, Clam Theatre
The Hume:mom in Dram.., ;.rid Perspeenves on kffeense Parent-
mg --that were "wrap-around" and aired, presumably. in prime
tome

6 In some eases college/extension divisions have offered upper
division or graduate credit for "wrap-around" courses We have no
data on possible differences among audiences for these, .trod we have
very lade data regarding that use

I s

Beach, CA) believed that the audience that watched
telecourses was basically the same watching other PBS
programs. Other station respondents felt that the tele-
course audience they were trying to attract was signifi-
cantly different from their regular audience. The PTV
personnel generally saw their regular audiences as
uper-middle class, well educated, and containing a
preponderance of women: They drew a large number of
children (because of Sesame Street and the Electric
Company), skipped the teen-age group, and moved into
a slightly older adult population.

Among the educational institutions, the most com-
plete data were from those colleges that were also ma-
jor telecourse producers. By and large, the junior and
community colleges presented an audience that fit the
"typical" telecourse profile. The description by the
Dallas Community College District in its ITV Close-
Up; The First Six Years is representative: telecourse
students are about 30 years of age on the average with
more than three-fourths employed full or part-time. a
majority of whom are in white-collar occupations or
are housewives. Overall, the sex distribution is about
60 percent female and 40 percent male, but this varies
from course to course. The majority have family in-
comes over $15,000; more than 85 percent are high
school graduates aria over 50 percent have some
college.t

Dallas also noted that over time the age distribution
of their students has become bi-modal, peaking around
twenty and again around thirty-one. In other words,
more members of the traditional student-age popula-
tion are taking telecourses. Both Miami-Dade and Tar-
rant County noted similar trends and added that the
younger students, in general, performed more poorly in
television courses than older students.

Over time a more even sex ratio in telecourses has
been reported from a number of geographical areas. It
is entirely possible that this is a result of a change in
the subject areas of telecourses offered but we have not
been able to examine this in detail.

Two other phenomena, reported at a number of
junior colleges. call into question the assertion, held by
most respondents (see Section XI), that telecourses ap-
peal to a "new student" who would not otherwise have
access to education. First, many telecourse stuck. .s
(up to 70 percent) in junior and community college
telecourse programs are also enrolled in other, on-cam-
pus classes: second, the characteristics of the 'part-
tale and "evening college " -or even of the general

7 It is interesting to note that this fits a genial PBS audience
profile in spite of strong feelings that the two audiences differ and
some data to support those feelings This is a large country. how-
ever, and the apparent corcarta may be a mutt of the lonntations of
descriptive statistics
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collegepopulations at several institutions do not dif-
fer significantly from those of the telecourse students.
Characteristics do differ from the traditional on-cam-
pus student population in that on-campus students are
younger, more apt to be attending school full-time (al-
though both these are changing), and more apt to be
male for both two- and-four-year institutions.

With two exceptions (Dallas and Kingsborough), the
community colleges used both courses for television
and wrap-around courses. Audience characteristics
were not available from enough institutions on a
course-by-course basis to try to test some of the hy-
potheses presented earlier concerning possible dif-
ferences between students in each type of telecourse.

With the exception of the University of Mid-Amer-
ica, extensive data on demographic characteristics of
telecourse audiences was not available from any of the
four-year institutions surveyed. Generally, impression-
istic responses from individuals point to a slightly older,
slightly more heavily female, slightly higher income
bracket student if we control for the few cases in which
regular undergraduates were allowed/encouraged to
enroll. With one exception, telecourses were offered by
Continuing Education or Extension divisions and,
again with one exception but not the same one, these
divisions reported that telecourse student characteris-
tics were "probably" about the same as those of other
Extension or Continuing Education students. In gen-
eral, however, data was sparse and uncertain.

Four-year colleges and universities tended to offer
only the wrap-around courses unless the fees for pur-
chase/lease and broadcast time of the courses for tele-
vision were underwritten through state aid or a
consortial arrangement. Among those institutions that
we surveyed there was one exception to this pattern
Seattle Pacific Universitywhose offerings were pri-
marily continuing professional education courses for
teachers. These courses fulfilled state mandated
requirements.

Where data on ethnic origins of students existed,
black and Chicano students were either underrepre-
sented in telecourses or present in numbers proportion-
ate to their numbers in the general population.

This profile does not seem to be very different from
the profile of adults engaged in non-media-based edu-
cational activities. Adults participating in instructional
activities in Illinois (Study of Adult Learners. Sept. 26,
1978) were "younger, employed and affluent. in terms
of family income and education levels. On the other
hand, nonparticipants tend to be either older, less edu-
cated, unemployed. have lower incomes or some com-
bination thereof." The Illinois profile, according to this
report, paralleled findings in most such surveys. Since
these nvorts pertained to the entire population.
"younger" falls into the about-thirty telecourse age we

have elsewhere characterized as "older" and this de-
scription may also be applicable to the average tele-
course student.

.,.

CHOOSING TELECOURSES
To date the subjects offered through telecourses by ed-
ucational institutions have been limited by the avail-
ability of existing instructional packages. In this sec-
tion we shall briefly review how colleges and univer-
sities select the subjects they choose to offer, relate this
process to their selection of telecourses, explore factors
that make telecOurses appealing to students and view-
ers, and outline the process by which decisions to pro-
duce telecourses have been made. .

In the institutions surveyed, two general types of
courses and criteria for selecting them emerged. The
first was courses that were core 'credit requirements.
These courses were determined by the institution for
on-campus classes; teleeourses,needed to approximate
the on-campus course in subject matter covered,
length, and level of difficulty. The second was general
interest courses offered, for the most part, in Extension
divisions and evening colleges.

Regular noncredit, or noncore Extension courses
seemed to be selected through a combination of intuir
tion and factual information; the responsible individual
normally read widely in bis or her field, watched
trends, noted past enrollments, and made informed
guesses. For competent individuals this seemed to be a
highly successful method of selecting courses. In this
situation, numbers of potential students were often a
prime criterion and courses that did not enroll enough
students to co"er expenses were likely to be dropped.
Other reasons for offering a course included providing
breadth to the institutional program, fulfilling either
informal or explicit requirements. and taking advan-
tage of available resources. The same basic criteria
were purportedly used to determine which noncom
credit telecourses were generally adopted or not
adopted.

The most popular nontelevision areas of study for
Continuing Education or Extension divisions of four-
year institutions centered around business and the pro-
fessions. The responses were remarkably consistent.
"Business, Journalism, TV, Film, Social Sciences"
(Temple). "Biggest enrollments in Education, Reading
and Sper;a1 Education; for undergraduates, Business"
(Arizona State University). "Business, Education,
Computer Science, Mass Communications, Criminal
Justice" (;aekson State University). "Education,
Nursing, Law Enforcement, some undergraduate
courses" (Easton Kentucky University). "Ninety per-
cent are in Education. tcn percent are in Nursing,
Business" (Seattle Pacific University). Mary Walshok
of UCSD expressed two aspects of course selection that

1.9
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may pose problems for telecourses. "Business, manage-
merit, Physical Eclut.ation are popular, but not every as-
pect of them. fax courses. personnel. and investment
arc areas. for instance. that are nov. popular in busi-
ness. Basic skills writing. reading. math; career, life.
and financial planning. probably sophisticated con-
sumer courses, these go well, bur what is popular
changes very rapidly in Extension." An additional com-
plication for telecourse adoption in these subjects is
that many (real estate, for example) require modifica-
tion of content from state to state.

The answers of our respondents from four-year in-
stitutions were consistent with data from other studies.
A compilation of a number of surveys (Bruce Hamil-
ton. "The populat approach to learning needs assess-
ment, field surveys." ETS, 19i6, cited in Lord. 1979)
found that:

In general adult women say they want to learn more
about home and family subjects and skills, personal devel-
opment. and public affairs Men express interest in tech-
nical crafts, personal development. hobbies. and voca-
tional subjects But when asked what they need to learn.
these same persons choose professional fields and voca-
tional skills first General education (liberal arts) subjects
are a lower choice of either case.

The choice of noncredit or nonacademic courses in
community colleges is subject to the same considera-
tions. Some community college respondents, indeed,
noted that students were turning toward career courses
and away from liberal arts. For the most part. however,
the courses that All semester after semester at commu-
nity colleges are those that are required for a degree,
and telecourses arc no exception. Community colleges
indicated that telecourses that At degree requirements
were the most popular although the single telecourse
that consistently secured the largest number of enroll-
ments for both two- and four-year institutions was not
a "core" degree requirement course. It was The Ascent
of Man.

We identified a number of factors that might ac-
count for the appeal of a particular course or telecourse
to students and polled institutions on them. These in-
cluded the facts that: The telecourse contributed to-
ward vocational advancement. was part of a degree
requirement, offered an outstanding feature or a well-
known individual as teacher, cost the student less than
or the same as regular courszs. was assisted by an in-
stitution's imabc.

A discussion of vocational appeal as a factor that en-
hanced telecourse enrollment was curtailed by the lack
of courses. A number of respondents at both two- and
four-year institutions indicated this would be important
if courses were available. For some, those who are of-
fering continuing professional courses in education. it

was currently important. All respondents in four-year
institutions occupied one of these two positions; some
from two-year institutions, on the other hand, felt that
vocationally-oriented tclecourses would have little ap-
peal to their student body. A 1976 survey of the use of
television in both California two-year and four-year in-
stitutions of higher education, however, found that
"considering only courses offered for lower division
credit, the fields deriving greatest use of this mode of
instruction were: Rea: Estate, Business. Art, and Home
Economics" (California Postsecondary Education
Commission, 1979).

The importance to students of a telecourse carrying
credit toward a degree or a certification requirement
was given a low rating by only two institutions. Both
were four-year, had low telecourse enrollments, and la-
beled telecourses a "failure." This is clearly an:impor-
tant factor, for it indicates that as much as we would
like to believe that Americans want education for en-
richment. it looks as if enrichment alone may not be
enough to carry major educational programs.

A majority of the respondents felt that the presence
of an outstanding teacher or special aspect to a tele-
course was not an important determinant in selection
by students. The respondents who felt it could be or
was important (S of 17) were from areas that might be
designated more sophisticated in terms of their general
populationNew York, Southern California Phoenix.
and Seattle. Three of these were four-year and two
were two-year institutions. The majority perception.
however, may be at odds with the appeal generated by
Bronowski in The Ascent of Man. especially when As-
cent is compared with the performance of other well-
pubiicizad wrap-around courses featuring less charis-
matic "big-name" narrators.

Most of the respondents estimated that cost was an
important factor to telecourse students and that in-
creases in fees (which were either slightly lower or
equivalent to nontelevision courses) would be likely to
cut their enrollments. Costs will be discussed in some
length in Section VI, but it might be interesting to note
that student fees for a three-unit telecourse at the in-
stitutions where we conducted interviews ranged from
nothing to SIM.

A number of respondents believed that their institu-
tion's identity had a positive influence on telecourse en-
rollments. either because of identification with tele-
courses (such as Coastline) or a positive general image
in the community. One (Temple) noted that its institu-
tional identity and situationin a ghetto area in Phila-
delphiamight very well hurt on-campus attendance
and, by corollary, help telecourse enrollment.

One other factor was mentioned as important in the
appeal of telecourses to students convenience This
was not included in the original list because we were
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trying to identify items for this series that could be
important in the identification and production of future
telecourses. Three institutions, however, volunteered
opinions that convenience played a major role in at-
tracting students.

We asked the station respondents what steps, if any,
would increase the viewing audience for telecourses.
"More publicity" was a consistent response. Station re-
spondents generally believed that the best way to
provide more publicity was through existing college
channels. Other responses included: more appropriate
scheduling (I); building a program that carried over
from one semester to another (1); and experimenting
with shorter, mini-credit formats (2). When stations
werespecifically asked if "more interesting" programs
would draw a larger viewership, the response was affir-
mative but tepid.

For comparison's sake, we asked s,tation personnel
about their most popular general audience programs.
The responses varied widely, ag did their means of as-
certaining who viewed what. Many used commercial
ratings, others did not. No particular pattern emerged
among those who did and did not do extensive surveys.
Our responses ranged from "Upstairs, Downstairs," to
"Wall Street Week," to music and performance. Some
included The Adams Chronicles or similar series in a
longer list but this was the only mention of a tele-
course.

.A compilation of series drawing the highest ratings
over the past few years did include The Adams. Chroni-
cles. Table 2 lists the ten most viewed public television
series.

In similar compilations for special programs (as op-
posed to series), National Geographic Specials oc-
cupied four of the five top places. This is consistent
with suricys by the Corporation for Public Broadcast-
ing which have found that science and nature are the
topics for programs on which people indicate the great-
est preference.

So many variat.. ontributed to the success of any
given telecourse a tie did not attempt to determine
individual most-popular telecourses. (Material on tele-
course enrollments and book sales for a number of ma-
jor courses is included in Appendix D.) Similarly, a
synthesis of data of "most requested but not available"
telecou'ses was, after some consideration, placed be-
yond the purview of this project since (a) most institu
tions kept no such list. and (b) "available" also carries
a qualitative judgment in that a telecourse may exist
but not be considered suitable for use.

Decisions to produce telecourses follow different
routes for the wrap-apound courses and courses for
television but in the end, both fall back either on pot1n
tial enrollments and/or outside funding as bottom-line
considerations. In either case, the decision is wrought
with complexity. not the least aspect of which is,the

Table 2. Top-Rated Public Television Programs*

4..
Series Title

Nielsen
Rating

Nova
The Adams Chronicles
Masterpiece Theatre/
Upstairs Downstairs
Masterpiece Theatre/
Lillie
Nova
Masterpiece Theatre/
Lillie
Best of Families
Nova
Nova
Evening with the Pops

6.7
5.6

5i

Date of Rating

February 1977
March 1976
March 1976

5.1 March 1979

4.8
4.8

4.8

4.8
4.6
4.6

March 1978
January 1979

October 1977
May 1978
January 1977
Zuly 1977

*From a periodic report. Office of Communications Research. Cor-
poration for Public Broadcasting. May 1979.

number of organizations normally involved: one or
more stations, one or more educational institutions, and
one or more publishers.

In wrap-around courses the programs are produced
for general audience viewing. An educational compo-
nent may or may not be included in the initial plans"
The decision to make such a series is not based, how-
ever, on potential educational value or a place in a col-
lege curriculum; if such a series should meet
educational needs (as perceived by the institutions that
normally produce the educational components), it is a
result of happy circumstance rather than planning.
Further, it is not likely that producers of such series will
rely to any extent on educational needs assessment for
their initial decisions, because the measurable audience
gain as a result of educational uses is minimal at best,
and usually nonexistent.

To date, an educational institution. not the pro-
grams' producer, has usually created the print compo-
nents in a wrap-around telecourse. The insti.ution's
decision, however, is not sufficient for action. Contrac-
tual arrangements with the owners of the series and
with a book publisher (to produce materials and, per-
haps, to provide "advance" money) must be completed
before a telecourse for national distribution can come
into being. Negotiating these has typically taken sev-
eral months.

Courses produced for television are beginning to rely
on systematic estimates of both the institutional and
student markets. Producers survey required courses,
existing telecourses, and conduct informal polls before
making a decision to invest hundreds of thousands of
dollars in a telecourse production. Recently some of

8 We are restricting the meaning of "educational" to formal edu-
cation although it can be (and is) argued that many PBS programs
are inherently educational
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these producers have worked in collaborntive arrange-
ments with textbook publishers. A major best-selling
text is identified in a subject area and used as the basis
for a course, adding its credibility and the momentum
of its sales to thc telecourse and, in 'turn, being sep-
ported by additional marketing, promotion, and use.

User institutions did not generally condAct question-
naire surveys of potential telecourse student audiences.
Although some have been done by stations there did
not seem to be great potential for questionnaire use in
the future. They are expensive and there is a widely

. recognized gap between expressed willingness to par-
ticipate in educational aztivities and signing up. This
gap seemed applicable to surveys of specific courses in
some of the cases we reviewed: in other cases, re-
spondents were so divided on the type of courses de-
sired that no clear direction emerge& Our and others'
experience in this area does not bode well for the fu-
ture: "The fact is that nothing done to date can tell us
how many adults of what general types have how much
interest in what kind of learning that can be assisted by
how much and what kind of media use" (Lord, 1979).

The question of needs assessment is a difficult one.
In a classic "market" sense, students' needs are being
supplied insofar as telecourses are responsive to enroll-
ment figures. These "needs," on the other hand, are de-
termined by a number of outside factors and may or
may not be th se that are most important to the stu-
dent in the long run. Nevertheless, given the massive
rate of failure of needs-assessment attempts, a refine-
ment of the existing means of determining which tele-
courses to produce may be the best we can hope for.
This is not to say that needs assessment for developing
new audiences is not necessary. It is simply to suggest
that until we achieve more accurate results, it might
best be tried in other, less expensive, areas of nontradi-
tional and open-learning systems.

Needed Research or Thought Philosophical: Who
best determines the needs of a populationthe popu-
lation themselves or those individuals who may be in a
position to assess needs most effectively?
Practical: How do we motivate studentsor anyone
elseto pursue a course of study he or she doesn't
feel is needed?
Philosophieal: Should we attempt to do so?

It IN probably fair to say that stations seem to have
been more sophisticated than thc educational institu-
tions in their attempts to determine the general needs
of thcir telecourse audiences. Both commercial and
public stations conduct ascertainment surveys at more
or less icg.lar intervals. Some of these have been
highly creative. Although few of them provide clear di-
rections for tclecourses, most do indicate areas that
could be addressed by a more broadly defined set of
"educational programs."

FUTURE AUDIENCES
As noted above, the audience profile for tclecourses fol-
lows that of the audience profile for individuals
involved in most Open-Learning programs Similarly.
it deviates from the "new student" these programs
were originally thought to have reached Several re-
spondents specifically noted the "new student" as a tar-
get for future telecourscs. Others. however, have raised
both the question of definition of "new student" for this
purpose and the suitability of telecourse instruction for
some of these learners. "If new students are defined as
adults," writes Leslie Purdy (communication to the
project, 1979) "with low access to higher education due
to being houseb....nd or fully employed, then tele-
courses provide a'serviec. But if 'new students' are de-
fined as 'high risk' studenti, then telecourses are the
wrong route. Our experience, for instance, demon-
strates-that tefecourses are difficult for people without
college experience or who have trouble reading "

Ma,: respondents to our question "Arc therc au-
diences or groups you feel you have not yet reached
with telecourses and which you hope to serve in the fu-
[ere?" focused on smaller, more identifiable groups.
Several individuals mentioned the need for upper divi-
sion courses for people who v anted to continue beyond
the A.A. Many othcrs identified particular professional
groups, often those with whom they had ,already had
contact. These included bankers, dentists, law enforce-
ment personnel, firemen, and nurses in addition to the
general category, "professionals." Many respondents
noted state-mandated education requirements for a
number of the groups. Specific nonprofessional au-
di..nces included Spanish-speaking, prisoners, minor-
ities, adult illiterates, and, mentioned by several, thc
elderly. Thcrc were no consistent. immediately identifi-
able differences between station and college responses
on this topic.

The reasons, acco7ding to our respondents, these au-
diences had not been served to date revolved around
their small size (their number may be great but they
arc small proportionate to thc audiences normally com-
manded by open broadcast television), the cost of mak-
ing programs/telecoure2s, and the lack of available air
time, Onc knowledgeable individual also pointed out
that tclecourses require a long lead time--two to three
years may elapse betveen the identification of a tele-
course subject and the use of the finished material. Ned
Glenn of Miami-Dade expanded some of these topics
and provided additional problem areas

1. Courses specifically designed to attract and retain se-
lective minorities can limit other enrollments, for example
English for Native Spanish Speakers
2. Courses geared toward -developmental" akdls ate
costly to produce and &fiver and require intnspc huni.in
follow-up to be successful. thus inreasing the total cost of
dzvelopment and delivery
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3. Noncredit courses cost as much as credit courses to
produce and deliver through televisionbased instruction.
Credit courses; however, generate fees and FTEs which
can be calculated as income from State funds, phile most
noncred4 courses are funded directly from student fees.
Beyond the cost consideration is the whimsy of topical
course emphasis.

Through all the responses the felt need to serve large
numbers of studentsto produce "popular" courses-

-was evident. Glenn quAlified his responses with a point
that raises some as yet unanswerable questions.

... regarding telecourse "popularity".... the question of
semantics enters into the discussion. If. "popularity" is
equated with marketing and is measured In terms of num-
bers of students, as is the case in broadcast television. that
would establish one set el courses. If. however, "popu-
larity" was intended to be a measure of satisfaction for
people engaged in the course, another set of courses would
emerge. While not wishing t', split hairs, I do believe that
a criteria beyond pure nut .bets must be applied to any

telecoUrse consideration. I would suggest a consideration
of special interest groups as well as "everyman." (Com-
munication to SCEPAL Project, January leW)

Beyond the identification of "new" audiences, and
the creation of materials for them, other means of ex-
tending telecourse use exist. One is to augment the ex-
isting telecourse audience. Another is to bring existing
materials to groups that are not now using them. Per-
haps the most exciting but also the most difficult would
be to alter our current forms of financing and admin-
istering television-based education so that non-credit
viewing elicits support in the same way that credit
viewing now does.

Needed Research: How do we assess the quality and
quantity of noncredit telecourse viewing? What basis
could we use to provide support for producer/trans-
miner institutions for noncredit viewing, and who
would provide the support? How do we find out which
kinds of audiences can best be served by what kinds of
information/education.

..



V.
TELECOURSE ADOPTION

The telecourse adoption process ir complex for stations and `
colleges. .

Stations do not technically "adopt" telecourses: they broadcast
telecourse series. Colleges/universities "adopt" telecourses by
deciding to offer them as part of their curriculum.

For stations, the decision to broadcast telecourse series is based on
an examination of the station's mission and goals, sources of
funding, audience needs, quality of available telecourse series, "'.,

demands on staff time, and "match" of telecourses with other series
bang aired.

For colleges, the decision to offer telecouises is based on an
examination of availability and quality of courseware, perceived
needs, potential enrollments, and costs.

For both stations and colleges, the decision to use a telecourse
differs for courses for television and courses from television ("wrap-
around" courses).

The lack of adequate "lead time" (i.e. advance information and
planning time) was often a problem for colleges, particularly in-
offering courses from television.

For both stations and colleges. the decision to use a
telecourse differs depending on whether the course is a
wrap-around for a nationally broadcast series, or is lo-
cally purchased and aired.

STATIONS
In point of fact. a station does not "adopt telecourses":
Its decision to air wrap-around series is based on an

.array of factors of which educational potential is prob-
ably a minor consideration; courses for television are
normally chosen by the educational institutions. If the
station participates in the latter process, it is most
likely to be a senatorial "advise and consent" role. Fig-
ure 1 is a possible flow chart for these processes.

. When a station chooses to air a series upon which a
telecourse is based (such as The Ascent of Mon or The
Shakespeare Plays), its general considerations, as with
any program. are likely to revolve around its audience.
Its perception of "audience" and how it should be
served is linked to the 'philosophy of the station. /TO
someoften community licensees that depend in large

' part on memberships for fundingaudience size is ex-
tremely important. To others, the ability to meet the
needs of a particular group overrides the importance of
numbers. Beyond this (but inevitably related to it) the
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quality of a program as measured in production values
- and techniV:iirements isimportant, maintaining a

balance in mming among several different pro- '
gramming categories is important and, of course, cost
or its absence is important.

If a station decides to give mote time and energy to
post-secondary education than simply to air wrap-
around courses. a set of decisions follows. These are:

How much time shall we allot telecourses each
v .ale?

What times?
Will there be charges? If so. what and how much? -

Air time?
Flat per-head student fee?
Percentage of enrollment fee?
Videotape costs?

Who will beiresporisible for handling this area?
What percentage or time?

Programmer? 0

ITV person? -/
No one in partgular?
Other? .

,
Will we participate in the selection of telecourses

beyond requiring minimum standards of technical
quality?

17
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a,"

Additionally, the following questions may, but do not
always, arise: $.

Who will provide publicity? How much and what
kind? How will we decide where what responsibilities
lie? .

' Will we join/form a consortium of colleges?
Will we provide other services (e.g., tape duplica-

tion, production) for post-secondary education?-Will
w charge for them? And if so, how much?

What kind of lead time do we and the colleges need
or each telecourse? What would be a mutually sat's-

_ factory timeline for the group?'

Wraparound Courses

COLLEGES

in the colleges there are actually two adoption pro-
cedures for telecourses. The first is the initial decision
to offer this form of instruction; the second is the deci-
sion to offer a particular telecourse.

Somebody once said that decision making was an
amorphous series of events, not a conscious act occur-
ring at a specific point in time. This may be true of
most 'decisions in educational institutions; it certainly
seems to be true of the decision to offer a college's first
telecourse. Pew respondents were able to identify a
point at which the decision was'made. Like.Topss tele-

,.

Courses for Television

Figure 1. TeleCourse AdoptionPrograms
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course use "just growed." Nevertheless, there are a
number of issues that have to be resolved at some point
in the process.

Two general questions seemed to occur with some
frequency: (1) Will television lower academic stan-
dards/shortchange the television student? (2) Will
television reduce oncampus enrollments? In the in-
stitutions we surveyed, the answer to both these ques-
tions was, according to people vye interviewed, "no.",
Those individuals' judgments we-e supported on the
latter point by the articles and reports we have re-
viewed, but the former is still being debated: Many of
the objections to telecourses are based on ideals of wat
learning can or should be,') others may pertain to the
role of the telecourse instructor, (sec Section XI).

Another question that was raised by most institu-
tions at this point concerned costs and returns from
telecourses. Few institutions appeared to have exam-
ined them with any rigor and as we indicate in the
next section, it is an area in which experience has not

,provided all users with satisfactory answers) but we
perceived a need to feel there would be a positive re;
turn on telecourse expenditures before those expendi-
tures could be authorized.

More specifically, the following questions arose and
were settled, whether with conscious intent or not, as
telecourses were adopted and implemented:

What will the administrative relationship of tele-
courses be to the rest of the institution? (That is, will
they be administered by the appropriate department,
an open-learning division, an evening college, a Con-
tinuing'Education or Extensior. division, or in another
manner?)

Will there be a single person responsible fortek-
course administration? If so, who/how many courses/
how will we assign a load?

What kinds of support will be furnished telecourse
students and wh ) will be responsible for it? .

How will the `acuity member for a telecourse be
chosen /compensated/evaluated?

Telecourse credits: Will they be applicable toward a
degree? If so, will there be a limit on the number of
telecourse credits applicable to the degree? Will there

9 A professor at a small liberal arts college that did not use tele
courses summarised some of the man:, reasons he kit his institution
would not adopt one, although he intended to assign his students
some programs on an upcoming series. His was a largely residential
college that felt the interaction of students among themselves and
with their faculty was important It had an excellent faculty, many
with national reputations. which was committed to teaching and to
whom the idea of distancing themselves from either the course ma,
tennis or students was inimical The ideal class to most was a semi-
nar in which learning went forward, not a class in which teaching
occurred, and the classes were, for the most part. very small Unfor-
tunately. this kind of educational environment is not available to.
nor may it be suited to, all students

4211

a.

QUESTIONS A STATION MANAGER MIGHT
RAISE ABOUT TELECOURSES IN GENERAL

How do telecourses relate to my station's mission
and goals?

Are there other more effective ways to do the same
thing?

Can this use of air time be justified in terms of ser-
4 vice to a significant portion of my community?

Will telecourses improve or detract from the image
of my station and the quality of programs it
broadcasts?

Will airing telecourses gain/lose me support from
my sources of funding?

State Legislature

The (college, school district) institution to
which I am licensed

Underwriters in the community

Individual members

Will I receive economic or political support from the
colleges in return for my involvement in
telecourses? .

Will telecourses be a drain on staff time or station
funds?

how do we determine "success" in telecourses and
what will my station need to do to ensure it?

Will telecourses help my station as we move into the
future?

4

QUESTIONS A DIRECTOR OF
PROGRAMMING MIGHT RAISE ABOUT A

PARTICULAR TELECOURSE

Hew does this telecourse ht the programming mis-
sion of my station?

Who is the intended audience?

Is this audience being served elsewhere?

Will the telecourse draw nonenrolled viewers?

How does it articulate with the rest of my program-
mingischedyle, both in content ano operationally?

Do I know the commitment of educational institu-
tions in the area to supporting this telecourse?

Are the programs in the telecourse of got d quality,
both technically and in production values')

Would using this series free resources to use on other
programming?

What other options do 1 have for that slot that
would attract an ',quid number of viewers in light
of my total situation in a multi-station market?
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be (does the state require) a formula for computing
credits for telecourses?

Finances: How much will the student be charged
for telecourses? Can the institution be reimbursed by
the state for telecourses? Under what conditions?

Students Do students have to matriculate to'take a
telecourse? Must they be full time/part time? V ill
telecourses be identified as such on their re' ircis?
What campuz facilities will be open to them?

Registration procedures: Will these be comparable
to on ..:opus? Must the student come to campus?
Register by mail? Register by phone?

Once these have been -resolved, the institution is ready
to consider adopting a particular telecourse.

The initial decision to consider a speethe telecourse
for adoption was, in most institutions, made though
the same process or processes described on pages 12-

Figure 2. College Telecourse Adoption Flowchart
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13. This decision was influenced by availability of
courseware. quality, potential enrollments, perceived
needs, and costs.

Once the initial screening decision has been done,
the telecourse enters the normal institutional adoption
process. The flow chart in Figure 2 is representative of
such a process. although it may, of course, vary from
institution to institution.

Several points in the process affect the length of time
needed to reach a decision. Generally, the left path is
the shortest and the right the longest, with the middle
path, as might be predicted, somewhere in between. If
a course has to be approved by a curriculum commit-
tee, the process an take a y ;tar or more. If not, two to
three months was thought adequate by a number of
respondents.

Both our data and the experience of telecourse pro-
ducers has shown that the are-ant of time available in
which to make decisions about telecourses, particularly
wrap-around courses, has been a problem for many in-
stitutions. A number of creative ways have been and
will probably continue to be used to shorten the adop-
tion process in order to meet the rather inflexible dead-
lines ifiiposed by set broadcast schedules. These
include: finding a general number in a catalog--for ex-
ample, "Special Studies In ..."into which a tele-
course would fit; enlisting the surport of a President or
Dean of Instruction for rush approval; finding an in-
structor who would act as an advocate for a telecourse
at the beginning of the process; putting all potential
tolt.courses into an adoption process early on, whether
the institution intended to use them or not. None of
these. however, adequately answers the problems im-
posed by uncertain broadcast schedules. particularly as
the ^doption process is not the only preparation needed
for a telecourse. Many institutions have found, for in-
stance. tat their class schedules are an excellent
means of publicizing telecourses and inclusion in a

class schedule requires from two to six months advance
preparation. This is a period of time that must be
added to the adoption in when working back from
the beginning of a television-based "class."

At this point programmers and :,cation personnel be-
come important. In those cases where colleges initiate
the airing of a teiroaurse, timeline problems can be
solved through good COrillileniCAuAS. In those cars
where brcadcast commiti..euts to a series are made pri-
marily by the station, the colleges are dependent on the
station for timely decisions.

These decisions are actually two, one of which
should not be too difficult to adapt to college needs.
The other may be thorny.

First, an educational institution needs to know if a
television course will be offered during the course of a
semester or quarter in time to make a decision about it.
Second, if complete information is to be given a student
(who is planning a complex schedule), the dates and
times of the programs need to be supplied, either
through the class schedules or by some other means.

The PBS Adult Learning Task Force (1979) recom-
mended that PBS make a commitment to schedule the
beginning of a series to a certain week at least seven
months in advance. For most institutions this would al-
low ample course adoption time. The report, however,
further suggests that "A commitment to a specific day
of the week and time of the day schedule should be
matte at least ten (10) weeks tirior to the first broad-
cast ..." This may be too late to include the course in
many class schedules. And there may be programmers
who, preferring to rt lain as much flexibility in planning
their schedules as possible, will resist scheduling even
ten weeks in advance.

Needed Research: To identify more clearly station
and college needs In these areas and to generate a se-
ries of alternate solutions to scheduling problems on
''wraparound" courses.



VII.

THE ECONOMICS OF TELECOURSES
Telecourse costs and income are viewed differently from the points

of view of the station, the college, the student and the publisher.

Station costs include: staff time, tape handling, publicity, and
expenses. a

College costs include: faculty salaries, nonteaching staff time, print
materials, publicity, computer services and expenses.

Costs which might be borne by either station or college include:
rental/lease of programs, tape stock, dubbing, air time, evaluation,
consortial fees.

Student costs include: tuition, b'ooks and materials, travel expenses
and time. it al

The most important economic factors to colleges seemed to be the
presence of state support or FTE, whether they had to pay for
programs and air time, membership in a consortium, and the
presence of lower-price competition in their area.

As with any other product, the costs of tele-
courses can be considered from either the producers' or
the users' point of view Our primary concern is with
the institutional user, but since initial production costs
and funding determine a major component of user
costs, we felt a brief review of these would prove a salu-
tary exercise.

THE PRODUCERS
The major television series that form the basis of wrap-
around courses arc very expensive to produce Thirteen
55-minute programs can cost up to 10 or 11 million
dollars Fortunately for colege users, these cc:as are
usually underwritten by other funders

Courses for television vary greatly in cost from less
than $100.000 'to nearly a million dollars for a 30-
minute, 30-program series. Generally the cost is pro-
portionate to the "production quality" or how nice the
program looks on the screen and how interesting it is.
This is not always the case, but unfortunately, a vari-
ance from this rule more often is that 'expensive pro-
grams turn out poorly rdther than that low-budget
productions are excellent.-

Casts for the prepaiation of accompanying print ma-
terials again vary, but within a smaller range. The bud-
get for the production of a study guide (to the
manuscript stage and including liaison with a pub-
lisher) and for production and distribution of an Ma-
demic and Administrative Support Package in a recent
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wrap-around telecourse was about $21,000. 7 .Us figure
would be increased substantially if the package had
contained a book of readings, or if the instructional de-
signet were also involved with the design of the televi-
sion programs. A typical budget for disseminating
information about such a series might run around
$30,000 including design, printing, and mailing for
brochures and "preview packets," together 'with tele-
phone suppers This amount would be higher if mailing
of preview cassettes were included and neither of the
types of costs discussed in this paragraph includes in-
stitutional overhead.

A levision station (with greater or lesser involve-
ment 1 Nu a college) and a college (with greater or
Icssei involvement from the station) are, respectively,
responsible for producing programs and print mate-
rials: The colleges arc normally responsible for the na-
tional marketing of the telecourse package. There may
be a separate but concurrent effort by a station to mar-
ket the programs in a series.

Funding for both programs and materials generated
for telecourscs and for marketing can either come from
internal institutic al funds, from outside grant fund-
ing, or from commercial in .estment. To date, most of
the funding for all the major telecourse producers ex-
cept the University of MidAmerica has come from

'Within the institutional environment, with the colleges
hoping to recoup their costs from revenues.

To this point, however, our description has omitted a
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third member of many telecourse production teams. a
publisher. Some institutions produce their own print
materials for distribution. When they do not, the must
common model is to enter into a contractual agreement
with a publisher. The colleges generate a manuscript,
the publisher makes it into a book. and the colleges..
authors. receive royalties on book sales. '.he publish.
hopes to realize a profit on the sale of a large number
of books because the) are associated with telecourses
and, in effect, invests in the telecourse through the
costs of book desigr production, storage, and shipping.
The amount of this investment depends on the length,
format, and design of a book or books, and the number
of copies printed. Estimates of investments for recent
courses have ranged from $6,000 to $70,000. Addi-
tionally. several major publishing houses have co-ven-
tured on the production of television programs.

Revenues for telecourses come from three sources
lease/sale of programs. sale of Academic and Admin-
istrative Support Packages. and royalties (or sale of)
books. Additionally. colleges that use their own tele-
courses for local students may apply part of this in-
come toward amortization of production costs. Tele-
course income is shared among stations. colleges, and
publishers. In some cases, a fourth party. often a com-
mercial orpanization. is added as the distributor of the
programs for nonbroadcast uses.

Do investors make money on telecourses? To date no
one seems to know. As in book publishing. some courses
do well and some do notbut the ones that fail cost a
college proportionately much more than a book that
fails costs a publisher. None of the five major telecourse
producers questioned is sure or is willing to say they
make money or break even for either wrap-around
courses o7 courses for television. The Ascent of Man
arade money for almost everyone involved; Classic
Theatre did not. Man and the Environment has now re-
couped its costs for Miami-Dade. Miami-Dade figures
that it should cover its investment in its new human-
ities course wi:hin seven or eight years if sales do rea-
sonably well. A respondent from the University of
Mid-America said that it was not possible to charge
high enough fees to recover the costs of making good
telecourses Each producing institution seems to have
had difficulty devising an accounting system that re-
flects its costs and revenues accurately, and none of the
accounting systems was comparable to another.

The publishers' experiences have been similarly
mixed. although their accounting systems may be more
accurate. Their position has been further complicated
by the need to estimate book sales for production and
their vulnerability to returns.

Most publishers estimate that they may produce an
overage of 6 10 10 percent on a given print run of
books these are books that are remaindered (sold at

greatly reduced prices) or destroyed. Similarly, a pub-
lisher can absorb, without too much pain although per
haps with much complaint, returns of about 10

percent. If a production overage or returns hit 15 to 20
percent, the publisher (and this changes with the total
number of books sold, of course) begins to lose money.

Because of droblems in estimating telecourse enroll-
ment, publishers have produced up to twice as many
books as have been sold, and have had returns of up to
50 percent. In other cases, however, they have made
substantial amounts of money.

USERS: THE COLLEGES
The economics of telecourse use for colleges and uni-
versities are complex and are probably unique for each
itslitution. Gathering information about "diem is addi-
tionally complicated by the general lack of explicit
knowledge about educational costs and benefits within
an institution.° Some of the strictly economic vari-
ables that affect colleges on each telecourse are as
follows:

Does the institution pay to rent or lease the
progra ms?

Does the institution pay for air time?
Does it have to generate enough income from tu-

tion/FTE reimbursement to cover other than "out of
pocket" expenses. and if so, what is included?

Doesn't have control over the tuition funds gener-
ated or do they go into the general fund of the State?

Does it receive state or grant support in any form?
How much does it pay faculty to teach telecourses?

?What is the competition in the immediate area for
students? (i.c., are there any institutions offering the
same course for credit at an equivalent or lower cost to
the student?)

The ideal situation for a college is. of course. being
able to offer a telecourse for which it has no competi-
tion. for which it pays neither a user fee nor air time,
but for which it does receive state support in the form
of ADA or FTE reimbursement and for which it can
hire inexpensive faculty. Few colleges operate under
ideal conditions but various combinations of these fac-
tors can lead to success. however, the institution that is
able to meet its expenses v..!hout any of them in its

10 Various comments Iron] the American Councd on Education
Study of Cost Analysis in Higher Ealucation support the impres-
sions we gained during our rescarsh "( ost is nut a dominant con-
sideration in most allocation decisions Program completeness.
program quality. institutional priorities, and interpersonal relations
frequently arc more insponam than costs There is a general
lack of interest among institutions in managerial cost accounting "

`I tom "A Study of Cost Analysis in thgher Education." Volume 2.
the Production and Use of Cost Analysts in institutions of Higher
Education (Washington. D ( American Council on Education.
1978). page 126. cited in Thomas ()Tonna James 11910
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Table 3. Wbo Made Money on TO letOVISCI under What Circumstances?

Broke even or made money, counting overhead

Broke even or made money. not counting overhead

Lost money

a. Paid for lease/rental of cassettes and air time (usually).
b. Did not pay for lease/rental of cassettes and air time.
c. Consortium member/rionconsortium member.

favor is rare. if not nonexistent. Overall, because most
users of telecourses need support from sources above
and beyond student tuition and the producers are un-
certain of their net gain, we have come to the conclu-
sion that telecourses as a system do not "make money."
Individual institutions dealing with a part of the pro-
cess have donc well but to date telecourses seem to
have cost more money than they have generated.

Table 3, drawn from the sample of colleges inter-
viewed, illustrates oar contention. It is not definitive for
there are a number of factors not included and judg-
ments have been made on the basis of sometimes in-
complete information about costs and revenues. These
judgments were, however, checked against numbers in-
cluded in the "number of students needed to break
even" and "number of students typically enrolling for
telecourse** questions (see p. 28). In cases where there
was a conflict between general answers and data for
the current year. we used data for the current year. The
pattern that emerges is supported by informal data
from a number of other individuals and sources.

The variables in Table 3 are (a) whether an institu-
tion received some form of reimbursement from the
State for telecourse students; (b) whether an institution
had to pay for the lease of a telecourse series and air
time from telecourse revenue (and if they did, whether
these costs were diluted through consortium member-
ship); and (c) whether the institution was two- or four-
year (in any given area two-yeas institutions charged
lower fees for courses than four-year and, probably as a
result, had larger enrollments).

The results are fairly clear. Proportionately. more in-
stitutions-with state support "made money" than those
without state support. morc institutions who did not
pay for air time or belonged to a consortium "made
money" than those who paid full charges, and two-year
institutions came out bettcr than four-year institutions.
The one exception was Seattle Pacific University. This
four-year institution broke even counting overhead, re-
ceived no state support, and paid for its programs and

3 1

State Support Ilse-Year Four-War
Or Paid' Free' Paid Free

Motion Only C NCe

SS
TO

1 1

i

SS 2 1 2 1

TO 2

SS 2

TO I 4

air time. As we have noted before, however, it offered
primarily continuing teacher education courses that
fulfilled state certification requirements.

Of the eleven institutions that fell into the "broke
even or made money" categories, five stated they made
a lot of money. Of these, two four-year institutions did
not pay to lease courses or air time; neither did two of
the two-year institutions. f he fifth (two-year) institu-
tion leased some courses but was a major producer and
did not pay air time.

THE STATIONS
The economic picture for PTV stations is not nearly so
clear. In most cases there is no measurable unit of ben-
efit or return on programs such as the student and his
tuition or FTE."The nearest yardstick other than that
supplied by the colleges is "numbers" or the size ofthe
viewing audience. As we noted above, this is generally
not measurable for telecourses and perhaps should not
be rigidly applied to evaluate their benefit. Another
possible index is the generation of memberships; the
closest we have come to formulating a pattern in this
area is that there seems to be an inverse relationship
between a station's dependence on memberships as a
source of revenue and its offering of or investment in
the use of telecourses.

Two clearly economic aspects of telecourses do exist.
The first is a specific mandatc from a funding source
such as a State Legislature to serve the needs of post-
secondary education. This occurred in several Statc li-
censee systems and as a portion of the funding of some
University licenses. The second is income from the sale
of broadcast time. This is augmented if colleges pay for
the use of programs that are to be aired, since the sta-
tion does not then have to purchase or arrange for
other material to fill those spaces.

11 The Mississippi State Educational television Authority
charges the colleges SIO per enrolled student This kind of charge is
the exception rather than the rule

4
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Figure 3. TeitC01111St Utilization Costs by Payer

Station and/or College Pays For
Rent/lease/purchase of programs
Tape stock
Bicycling costs
Tape /dub cassette for library or media center
Air time
Publicity
Evaluation
Consortial and/cr membership fees

Station Pays For

Monitoring technical quality. checking program
numbers, etc.

Staff time for educational liaison. other activities
Publicity
Overhead
Supplies and Expenses

College Pays For

Institutional print materials (AAS packages)
Nonteaching staff time
Faculty salary
Supplies and expenses, including phone. postage.

and photocopying
Computer support for student services
Publicity
Consortial fee
Overhead

On the other side of the. ledger, unless a station pro-
duces telecourses or has a full-time utilization person
on staff (present in 17.7 percent of responding stations
in 1975-76), the expenses of offering telecourses need

A not be very great, particularly if the colleges pay for
the purchase or lease of programs and air time.

The purchase and lease of programs, and the pur-
chase of air time both fall in categories that can be the
responsibility of either stations or colleges. We have
prepared an outline (Figure 3) to present specific ex-
penses associated with telecourses; following it is a
range of costs for each item. Our figures should be
taken with a grain of salt. In most cases answers from
both station and college respondents were vague. Our
respondents seldom dealt directly with budgets. Fur-
ther. creative accounting systems often meant that
costs were fragmented. buried, or otherwise not easily
available.

College and/or Station Costs
Bent 1 ',easel Parchase of Programs
Fees rangc from nothing to several thousand dollars.
Wrap-around courses are normally free to user colleges
because they are broadcast for a general audience. In
some instances. however, stations have asked for con-

tributions. The series may be free to the stations; at
other times they may be relatively expensive. They are
usually expensive if a local station wishes to purchase a
series for reruns after national funds have ceased. The
Ascent of Man for Instance. was initially underwritten
by the Arthur Vining Davis Foundation and the Mobil
Oil Corporation and supplied to PTV stations at no
charge. It now costs several thousand dollars to lease.

The lease or purchase of programs may be paid for
through a direct payment (e.g.. $3.000 for the un-
limited broadcast use of a series for three years),
through a direct' payment plus a per student fee (e.g..
$2.250 plus $10 per enrolled stuoent), or on a per stu-
dent fee only (e.g.. $32 per enrolled student). Fees may
or may not include a limited slumber of broadcasts/
times of use. duplication rights, or use in nonbroadcast
situations.

Tape Srock t

Tape stock is an occasional expenditure of some magni-
tude. Two inch quad. most commonly used for
broadcast, runs from 5200 -300 per hour of stock, de-
pending on dealers' prices and the size of the order. A
number of stations participate in group buys in order to
reduce unit prices. Three-quarter-inch stock, used by
some stations for broadcast purposes, is much
cheaper approximately $15 an hourbut the station
must possess auxiliary equipment for its use.

Both types of stock can be reused. Two inch quad
tapes are good for about 100 "passes" (plays. rerecord-
ings, or a combination thereof) and 44 inch for about 30
passes before they need to be retired to nonbroadcast
use.

Bicycling Costs
These are costs of getting tapes from here to therc.
Often the seller bears them. Our respondents from sta-
tions that paid these costs generally characterized them
as negligible; othfrs indicated the college provides the
service.

Tape/ Dab Cassettes for ,Library / Media Center
Many stations did not do this; many colleges did not
have it done. Where colleges did not have in -house ca-
pacity to dub tapes, they generally but not always paid
the stations. A typical charge for a 44 inch cassette was
$8.50 per hour plus the cost of the tape. Another study
(Dirr, Kressel, and Pedone, 1979) found that 26 per-
cent of two-year colleges which used television for in-
struction in 1978-79 were provided with dubbing
services by their local PTV stations.

Air Time
Public television stations donated air time for wrap-
around series, many commercial stations donated air
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time for telecourses as partial fulfillment of their FCC-
mandated public service requirements. The State licen-
sees we interviewed (Mississippi and Kentucky) did not
charge for air time. The University/College licensees
did not currently charge the institutions with which
they were assbciated, but did charge other institutions.
The community licensees interviewed charged fees
ranging from f l37 per hour to $218 per hour. Often
stations charged differential fees, offering lower rates
fo. air time to educational institutions. According to a
number of respondents, these charges covered the sta-
tion's immediate expenses for broadcast time only. The
CPB/NCES study found that only 1 of 4 colleges paid
for air time. The average amount was approximately
$125 per hour (Dirr and Pcdone 1979). In that study,
however, no distinctions were made between colleges
using wrap-around courses and those using coursesfor
television.

Evaluation
We did not ask our respondents about evaluation of
telecourses and the costs it entailed. This category was
suggested at a later meeting of station managers. Their
belief was that very few stations and probably fairly
few colleges spent much on evaluation, but that it was
an area that needs more attention.

Evaluation costs for a college can range from a few
dollars for a sheet passed out in clais to many thou-
sands. A large community coQege estimates that ques-
tionnaires covering all the telecourses offered in a
semester cost about $1,500-2,000 to prepare, mail to
5,000 students, and evaluate.

One of the few PTV stations that has a full -time re-
searcher as a 'regular part of its staff reported that
basic support for the office cost about $30.000 per year
and that each survey cost another $500-.600 to design
and conduct Our informant added that certain costs
were not counted in these figures since the station re-
lied on a great deal of volunteer labor. This research, of
course, covered all station operations: one way to arrive
at the amount that should be assigned to lelecourses
would be to calculate them in proportion to the amount
of air time they occupied.

Consortial Fees
These vary according to a wide variety of factors. One
consortium charged 25 cents per enrolled student FTE
in member colleges. Other. charge on a percentage of
expenditure basis. What emerged from our research is
that a formula for equitable and effective consortium
funding is yet to be found

Station Costs
Monitoring Technical Quality, Checking Program
Numbers. Esc,
Before a program is aired, many stations wish to ensure

that it is not damaged and that it has the correct pro-
gram number and title. One station did not do this.
Others did. saying that this was standard procedure
when they were not sure of the source of programs. Re-
sponses about costsnone with figures attached
ranged from "in-house costs like these are never broken
out" to "we spend a significant amount of time han-
dling improperly dubbed and badly labeled tapes."

Staff Time for Educational Liaison, Other Activitirs
This was clearly one of the major costs connected with
telecourses for some stationsthose with a high in-
volvement in post-secondary activities. To others
those who simply allotted a certain amount of air time
and let the colleges fill itit was negligible. Among
our respondents there was no clear correlation between
this item and licensee type, size of audience, funding
source, or expressed station philosophy.

Publicity
Most stations incurred few costs for publicizing tele-
courses. On-air promotional slides and listings/
occasional stories in monthly program guides were the
extent of their station publicity efforts. Some stations
worked with the colleges. advising and lending exper-
tise in this area, but counted this time under staff costs.

..

Overhead/Supplies and Expenses
.None of the respondents gave us a formula or means of
figuring overhead on itemized expenses. Similarly.
none attached a figare to supplies and expenses.

College Costs
Institutional Print Materials
The cost of these materials ranges from nothing (usu-
ally with leased or purchased courses) to $200. It is a
one-time, nonrecurring expenditure as AAS or similar
,packages can be used throughout subsequent offerings
of the course.

Nonseaching Staff Time/Supplies and Expenses
No respondent was able to attach figures to these ex-
cept Seattle Pacific, which figured $10 per credit,
although several respoodents were able to identify
numbers of staff/portions of staff time devoted to ad-
ministering telecourses. Given the difference in tele-
course operations. inter-institutional comparisons are
not possible in this area. Four respondents who handled
both telecourses and other courses felt they spent sig-
nificantly more time (they could not identify exact per-
centages) with telecourses than with nontelevision-
based classes. However, this may have been related to
the use of a new educational system. Common sense
indicated that beyond a base point these costs should
be directly proportiona' o the quality and quantity of
student services an institution provides.

.3.33
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Faculty Salary
Salaries for telecourse faculty ranged from $250 to
$1,660 per three-credit course. No clear patterns con-
cerning two- or four-year institutionspublic or pri-
vateor success of telecourses were apparent in the
data except that three of the lowest salaries were paid
by three of the least successful institutions. The re-
spondents from institutions which assigned telecourses
as part of a regular course load did not provide figures
tri this area.

Salaries were, for the most part, beyond the control
of the telecourse administrator, being determined by
university regulations and/or by the prevailing rate for
similar courses/overload units. In some cases, however,
there .as scope for negotiation. Larger than normal
numbers of students were assigned to telecourse faculty
in some institutions. In others, adjustments needed to
be made because the instructor for a course spent fewer
hours "in class." Faculty wen.. paid by a variety of
means; on an overload basis, per credit, per student, per
hour, or as a percentage of a regular course load.

Publicity
In some institutions there seemed to be a relationship
between money spent on publicity and enrollments in
telecourses. As in most areas, however, data was in-
complete for a majority of sources. A number of re-
spondents said that (I) publicity casts were buried in
several budgets. (2) they combined telecourse publicity
wit)' other publicity, or (3) they did not really know
how much they spent.

Computer
A few of the largest telecourse users have installed
computer systems to keep student records, to assist re-
search and evaluation activities, and to provide variable
responses to student performances on quizzes. Once
hardware and programs are available, Miami-Dade
figures an added cost of S5 per student per class for the
last service; other costs depend on a wide range of fac-
tors. A general rule for computer use is that it becomes
increasingly cast-effective as numbers of students grow.

Overhead
Most colleges and universities either did not or were
not required to calculate overhead, and the definition of
"overhead" itself varied from institution to institution.
Two respondents had figures to account for overhead
charges one was 20 to 30 percent, the other 150 per-
cent of direct costs.

In sum, the costs of tele,. urses to either station or col-
lege varied widely in response to many factors. Our
conclusion was that it was not possible to prepare a cost
formula that was universally applicable. What is possi-
ble is the material we have presenteda list of cos1.1

4.3 1

(Figure 3) that can be used as a check sheet for tele-
course expenses, including those that may need to be
negotiated between station and college; and a list of
questions that should be among those an institution
considers when evaluating the benefits of offering a
particular telecourse.

COSTS FOR STUDENTS
The end receivers of telecourses are students. Their
costs are probably the same as or somewhat lower than
they would be for regular courses in the same division
or department of their institution.

Tuition: This depends on the institution, and the
number of credits assigned a telecourse. As mentioned
above, telecourse tuition is generally equal to or lower
than tuition for nontelevision-based courses in the same
department or division of an institution.

Booitiand Materials: Telecourse packages usually
rangOn cost kern $10 to $25 depending on the num-
ber and quality pf the books. The additional expendi-
tures for supplies such as paper are probably equal to
similar expenditires for on-campus courses.

Gas and Tithe: Savings in this area can be signif-
icant. Most. telecourses require fewer on-campus meet-
ings than regular classes; costs vary directly with the
number of required campus visits and the distance of
the student from the campus.

INCOME FROM TELECOURSES
The income from telecourses to educational institutions
falls into two areas: actual cash flow, and, assuming we
are dealing with at-home students, savings in institu-
tional overhead (plant and administrative costs).
Robert McCabe (1979) estimated the latter to be
about 30 percent lower than overhead for traditional
on-campus courses, but this assumes that television stu-
dents would be accommodated by an institution or at-
tend it were it not for Sroadcast education.

The actual cash flow is easy to calculate:

Income = Number of students x Cash income per
student.

The cash income per student is generated by tuition
and/or FTE reimbursement. Calculating it, however, is
complicated by the fact that some colleges or continu-
ing education programs are not supported on the basis
of hc..d count. They are supported to a greater or lesser
degree by the State or their institution and *hat support
may, but does not necessarily, change according to the
number of students. -,.

In looking at the presence of support, tuition levels,
average enrollments, and break-even enrollments, we
have come to the following loose generalizations. there
is a tenuous, positive relationship between average ac-
tual numbers of students in telecourses and the number
required to break e'en; four-year institutions often had
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'table 4. Coosporadve Cost Distribution for a Typical
ClauslisitY Cane Traditional Education and Television-

Centered Eilleadon

Traditional Television - Centered

institutional Support-
30%±
Plant operations:
administration: institutional
programs; compliance and
reporting; student services:
instructional support.

institutional SupportMt
Plant operations;
administrations;
institutional programs;
compliance and reporting;
student services;
instructional support.

Direct Instruction-
3% ± Instructional

Materials
45%± Instructional

Personnelincluding
salaries and fringe
benefits of faculty.
instructional aides.
etc.

Instructional Materials
Acquisition and
ModificationIS-20%
Delivery SystemS-I5%

Delivery of Instruction-
15-35%
Includes costs of air time
and faculty salaries.

From McCabe, Robert H . "The Economics of Televnton-Cen-
tered canna" in Roger Yarnngton. ed . Using Mass Media for
Learning (Washington. D C.. AACJC). 1979. p. 31

a higher tutitioo per course, lower enrollments, and
lower break-even points than the two-year institutions;
and four-year institutions, in general, seem to receive
less state or institutional support than two-year institu-
tions for those programs in which telecourses are
located."

Tuition ranges for broadcast television courses in
four-year institutions were from $60 to $120 and aver.
aged 582.88 for three units. In two-year institutions
they ranged from 0 to $115 and averaged $34.33 for
three units. This average is skewed by the presence of
three California community colleges, which charge no
tuition at all, in the sample of nine for which tuition
figures were available.

Responses concerning average enrollments for four-
year institutions ranged from less than 10 to 300, and
break-even enrollments ganged from 10 to 125. For
two-year institutions average enrollment estimates
ranged from 23 to 200, and bretk-even enrollments
from 20 to 250.0

Are telecourses cost effective? It probably depends
on what one means by "cost effective " If this means
that they pay for themselves from start to finish with-
out the assistance of tax dollars or grant support. no. If
it means that they compare favorably with on-campus
courses, given prevailing levels of support, the answer is

12. The last conclusion is supported by the material in Appendix B
13 According to Dim KfCSICI. and Pedone (10791. the average

enrollment for all two-year colleges offering televised instruction
(including on-campus closed-circu al was 73 students per course

probably yes. What we can say with some certainty is
that the cost structure of television courses is not that
of on-campus courses. McCabe t 1979) states that "in
television-centered courses traditional costs are re-
duced and new costs added," and proposes the cost-
structure analysis shown in Table 4 as a means of
comparison.

McCabe also points out that the profile of marginal
cost per student is very different than that for on-cam-
pus courses: "The high fixed cost and low incremental
costs [of telecourses] form a declining cost curve which
begins above traditional instruction, and crosses below
at a predictable level of enrollment. depending on the
individual institution, the course, and the instructional
services provided." It, other words, once enough stu-
dents enroll to cover basic costs, each additional stu-
dent is, in large proportion. "gravy."

A related question that is probably as important as
"are telecourses cost effective?" is whether education
should be cost effective on a "here and now" basis. Al-
though few of us can endorse wasteful expenditures,
most of us recognize that there are positive social bene-
fits to education. These may not be amenable to imme-
diate measurement, but in the long run they generate
an economic ac well as a social return.

An immediate social benefit of telecourses may be
the savings on transportation and time mentioned un-
der Student Costs: As energy grows more expensive,
the substitution of telecommunications for systems in-
volving extensive travel may be increasingly desirable.
Another benefit is the new audience, however large it
may be, that telecourses reach. These are, however,
benefits that an individual institution often cannot
count, and many institutions are having difficulty justi-
fying the use of telecourses from an economic stand-
point. We, therefore, suggest that ways must be found
to support the use of telecourses if they a4-e considered
socially valuable and if their use is to increase.

Needed research At what point. to whom, and in
what amount is support for telecourses most desir-
able'

Several organizations have begun to address them-
selves to these questions Both the Carnegie Commis-
sion on the Future of Public Broadcasting (A Public
Trust. 1979) and the PBS Adult Learning Task Force
have recommended that more money be allocated to
the production of educational television programs.
More specifically, Carnegie recommends a program
Endowment which would "finance and stimulate the
development of quality programs that both test and
demonstrate the potential of telecommunications for
learning. We recommend that the Endowment, acting
as a catalyst, allocate $15 million per year for such re-
search and demonstration programs on television."

Within the college system. a report to the California

3
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Educational Telecommunications Committee (Heck-
man, 1979) suggests that the State subsidize upper di-
vision telecourses that are offered in Extension

Divisions and can be transferred into a student's regu-
lar program, much as it already does for lower division
courses in junior and community colleges. McCabe
(1979) suggests that educational institutions reassess
the way in which they analyze costs (cf. above).

Support for students in post-secondary education
programs may or may not include telecourses. The Vet-
t tans Administration and other programs at both the
state and federal levels often have requirementsfull-
time attendance. enrollment in a degree course, pres-
ence in a classroomthat exclude nontraditional stu-
dents. A number of organizations have recently
initiated discussions on ways these regulations could be
modified; their modification would. presumably. enable
a substantial portion of potential telecourse consumers
to be provided at least partial payment for their
education. ..

Institutions may be able to do a number of things to
decrease their costs or extend their outreach capacity.
The first.step for some may be simply to identify costs
and to account for income more clearly. Outlining and
refining adoption procedures and student support ser-
vices is another useful course of action. Expenditures
on promotion increase enrollments but it is also possi-
ble to measure the effectiveness of these expenditures.
Consortia provide a mean of distributing investments
in courses and air time and support for informational
activities (cf. Section X).

Both producers and users need to explore alternative
uses of telecourse materials, and systems through
which their purchase might be sharedfor instance,

I s..)

.

cost sharing with a media center (if rights permit).
which would then allow professors to use individual
tapes in classes.

Producers also need to increase the "backlist" or
"next-time-around" use of wrap-around series. At this
time. decisions to air these series after the national
feeds arc made by individual stations or regions. These
stations or regions often must pay high fees and do not
always take college needs and the series potential for
educational use int4 account. Some colleges also pur-
chase these series. but such purchases seem to be lim-
ited by high costs.

To date. support for telecouries from outside the im-
mediate system, either in terms of subsidies or initial
investment, has come from three major sources: under-
writing of series that, serendipitously or as a result of
planning, lend themselves to educational application;
state or federal tax monies in the form of outright
grants or student subsidies; investments made by pub-
lishers. The third area is a form of support that must
be recouped over time 'or it will cease. The first two.
although they will undoubtedly continue. may not grow
::i size since there is every indication we are at the top
of an S-curve in educational expansion. Many cur-
rently point to the prospects of declining expenditures.
and nontraditional education is. traditionally, the first
target for reductions. If the use of telecourses. or more.
broadly, telecommunications in education is to expand
much beyond its present base. 4 may be necessary for
educational institutions to seek new strategies for se-
curing support and to build alliances with noneduca-.
tional groups, beginning with stations but, perhaps
with their help, moving beyond them.
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VII.
STUDENT SERVICES

Colleges provide most of the support services for students'
including: Rexible registration procedum, acpess to books and
materials, informational and motivational letters, discussion and
review sessions, frequent quizzes, library privileges and academic
advisement.

Some colleges also provide telephone contact with instructors,
reserve copies of the television programs, have computer generated
mailings and use radio and.newspaper to supplement the television
programs and print materials.

Station contact with students is limited but can include respAding
to inquiries by referring students to participating colleges, promoting
telecourses with on-. air announcements, and limiting telecourse pre-
emptions.

The way the course is offered. the amount and type of
support services. are as important as the coarse design in
determining student performance and completion rate

..1Leslie Purdy, 19781

tudent support services for telecourses begin at
registration and continue through the last examination.
They are of critical importance to those students whose
motivation is not high or who arc not accustomed to
the type of effort required in an organized educational
experience. Leslie Purdy characterized student needs
in telecourses as "involvereNit" and "feedback." We
shall add convenience. because it seems to be a major

1/4.....______ fadtor in studcnt decisions to adopt this form of
education.

Telecourses are a nontraditional educational sisterri,
reaching for the nontraditional student. Most institu-
tions have found that telecourse students need a kind
and quality of service that differs from those offered to
on-campus students. The television programs," main-
tains McCabe, "do not substitute for the work of the
faculty member in thc lecture/discussion class: they
arc simply one component of the newly arranged com-
bination of learning services" (McCabe, 1979).

Most at the institutions interviewed offered core
types of services to students. Some added innovative
and useful extras to them. Among our respondents' in-
stitutions, the large community college operations had
the largest array of services. Otherwise there was no
indication in our data of the types of student support
that were best for a particular kind of operation.

30
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We have more data about the utility of certain ser-
vices in determining student success. Most of it is from
major telecourse users. Miami-Dade Community Col-
lege notes a correlation between successful completion
of telecourses and the use of the computer-based
RSVP system. The Southern California Consortium
for Community College Television reports that in
most surveys, student evaluation of television instruc-
tion identifids communication with the instructor of
record as the single most important factor in the suc-
cessful completion of the course offered oil television"
(n.d.). Staff members at Coastline Community College
also believe that instructor telephone contact with stu-
dents is important and an evaluation survey conducted
by Dallas County Community College District (Febru-
ary 1979) found that, "Two weaknesses of telecourses
on which students commented were (1) lack of contact
with students and instructor, and (2) lack of feedback
on test scores and results."

Clearly, telecourse students (at least at the two-year
college level) seem to desire some kind of contact with
their instructors. Beyond stating this however. we felt
the best thing we could do would be to move through a
descriptive list of the services that we found, and pose
thc research question: What combinations of student
services are best suited to each of a range of admin-
istrative and economic models for telecourses'

1.1

REGISTRATION
Institutions involved in educational outreach activities
have consistently found that ease of registration facili-
tates student participation. Many accept mail-in regis-
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tration and attach registration forms to direct mail
brochures Some acrept phone registrations. Some al-,
low students to charge fees on a major credit card. A
number of institutions have found it useful to keep reg-
istration open until after the first r. 'grams have been
aired in order to include student:, who were "turned
on by them In more traditional institutions some per-
suasion is necessary before Registrars will accept many
of these procedures.

Students had to meet two sets of requirements in
order to enroll in telecourses The first was determined
by institutional policies (e g . high school degree. open
admission. etc ) The second set was in relation to the
particular course (e g . prerequisites) On the whole,
neither was difficult to surmount.

The trade-otTs' between the If it can sign a check,
register it" and a more rigorous approach to academic
preparedness will be discussed elsewhere. In general,
our respondents supported the fact that retentiorl rates
vary directly with screening and counseling. S4ral.,
suggested that first-year or first-time college students
not be encouraged; allowed to enroll in telecourses

BOOKS AND MATERIALS
Most students received information about the books
and materials that were required for the course when
they registered. A few institutions included the cost of
the books in a registration or course fee and sent them
to students This saved the students the time and effort
of coming to a bookstore which for the first-time stu-
dent on 3 campus with typical parking probl:ms can be
considerable On the other hand, it represents time and
effort for the telecourse administrator.

LETtERS
Almost all institutions sent registered students an in-
troductory letter to the telecourse (cf. samples in
Appendix F :) that outlined the .course requirements,
times and places of course meetings, if any. the name
and telephone number of the faculty member responsi-
ble fur. the coUrse, and other procedural information
Some but not all institutions sent materials to students
regularly throughout the quarter or semester These in-
cluded newsletters and post card reminders for exam-
inations. The rationale was both to provide information
and to provide the student with a sense that he or she
was not "out there" alone, with no one who z;..ed.

PAO 'IT1 IDENTIFICATION
Some !acuity members found it helpful to identify
themselves to the students by providing biographical
information or. in one case. a brief appearance on tele-
vision before the first program. As .% result, they be-
lic ed. saw them as knowable individuals, not
simply disembodied authority figures,

DISCUSSION SESSIONS
Reactions to discussion sessions have been mixed.
Purdy states that "study after study tells us that most
TV' course students de nos want more .on-,campus ses-
sions or anything thd decreases their ability to com-
plete the course at home and at their schedule" (Purdy,
l97$) -.Our experience indicates that this is not'always
true, sonic students, perhaps but not definitively, lo-
'caged in frour-year institutions, do want "more".cliscus-
sion sessions. "More" is relative term, however', and
since the number of discus, ion sessions ranged from
none to seven, it is not pos le to make blanket state-
ments about when, whiqc,. with whom, and why what
number of diseussioz sessions might be best. A possible
solution to this ambiguity is to offer optional sessions.
Some campuses add "points" or additional credit if a
student attends these. Others put students in touch
with nea. iy course-mates so they can meet informally.

REVIEW SESSIONS FOR EXAMINATIONS
According to our respondents. student reactions to re-
view sessions for examinations have ranged from
apathetic to enthusiastic. A critical factor seemed to be
the instructor. There was not enough data, formal or
informal, to support other conclusions.

QUIZZES
Students in a telecourse have few measures to gauge
how well they are doing, and "first-time" students are
singularly ill-equipped in this area. Many telecourse
administrators and faculty have found that frequent
quizzes with prompt responses have been appreciated
by students, and that the -more detailed the response,
the better: "A Coast study showed that students who
got performance reports back on individual quiz items
did better than students who got only a total grade.
However, a third group of sr.idents who received a de-
scription of what was wrong with their answer and
where the right answer could be found, had better end-
of-course grades than students in either of the other
groups" (Purdy, 1978) More informal assessments
have also shown that students prefer at least some self-
test materials in study guides.

EXAMINATIONS
A number of schools offer students a choice of several
locations for mid-term and* final examinations. SOne
also have alternate examination dates for those who are
unable to come at a particular time.

TE LEP! IONFS
In almost all locations, students were able to phone
somebody for information about the course. This was
not always the faculty member in charge of the course.
Some institutions offer "hot lines" at night or twenty-

3 S
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four hours a day to answer student concerns. Others
designated "office hours" during which a faculty mem-
ber is available. One approach has been to have the
faculty member for a course systematically phone each
student in order to chat and open lines to further com-
munication. Institutions serving wide geographical
areas sometimes have found it useful to install incom-
ing and/or outgoing WATS lines. The problems associ-
ated with telephone communication included time
spent in getting through college switchboards, faculty
members not receiving messages left for them, and stu-
dents seldom using oppportunities to telephone or,
when phoned, having nothing to ask or say.

LIBRARY PRIVILEGES
Most institutions in our sample extended library priv-
ileges to telecourse students. Few had any indication of
whether or not the students used them. Few thought
students did use them.

TA PES/TELEVISION AVAILABILITY
Some of the larger institutionsprimarily junior and
community colleges--placed copies of telecourse pro-
grams in college libraries or learning centers. Reports
on their use wcre mixed. Dallas and Coastline reported
that student use of videocassette material was "quite
heavy": twe other institutions found it was "very

. light." Differences in use could possibly be related to
the ntimbers of students simultaneously taking tele-
course& and on-campus courses and who are, therefore,
on campiis periodically. This is an area where further
study would have clear utility to telecourse administra-
tors, Some campuses also provided television sets so
students could view programs on campus.

COMPUTER SUPPORT SERVICES
A number of large community college campuses. most
notably Miami-Dade and Coastline. have found com-
puter-managed instruction >of tremendous value in
providing student support services. Miami-Dade uses
the RSVP or Rcponsc System with Variable Prescrip-
tions, which "... is a computer-based instructional
management system unique to the Open College deliv-
ery system Weekly or pi-weekly, the student responds
to the appropriate set of questions by bubbling in a
mark-sense card. The card is mailed to Open College
whcrc it is scores, and is the basis of an individualized
learning prescription indicating his performance to
dale and specific instructions or encouragement re-
garding his/her understanding. The letter is then re-
turned to the student by mail" (Glenn, in a

communication to the project). Kamala Anandam and
Terrence Kelly have analyzed the effects of this system
and concluded that "... students who participate in
the RSVP system of instruction (approximately two-
thirds of the enrollees do, some of whom do so by con-
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stant reminders) are more likely to complete the course
and make better grades" (Anandam and Kelly, 1979).
Initial costs for such a system are high although com-
puter hardware can also perform a wide variety of
other record-keeping and course management tasks.
(See Appendix F for a more complete description of
the RSVP system.)

RADIO AND NEWSPAPER
Occasionally college instructors have used local radio
broadcasts or weekly newspaper columns as a means of
providing additional information to students. A teacher
for a college in the Southern California Community
College Consortium described her experience with
radio:

Student reaction was very positivemany told me how
much it helped them. After the first ... broadcasts
slopped just summarizing the television lesson, and in-
stead stressed only the main points. adding comments of
my own. (Southern California Community College Tde-
mien Consortiumn. d.),

At another college in the same system the campus
instructor responded to student and public questions,
submittal by mail, in a local newspaper.

ACADEMIC ADVISING
We did not ask about academic advisory services for
telecourse students and it was not mentioned by any of
our reSpondents." It has. however, been raised by a
telecourse user. This individual believed telecourse stu-
dents needed advice on course, load and distribution
and generally did notreceive it.

STATIONS AND THE STUDENT
None of the television station respondents had any di-
rect regular contact %'ith students. One individual
occasionally gave speeches or presentations at colleges:
a number of stations had student internship programs:
most received occasional phone calls, particularly if
something Piad gone wrong. Indirectly, however, sta-
tions canand do-7provide services to colleges that
can be interpreted as "student services." Among these
arc the following:

I Receive incoming calls about telecourses and
route them to appropriate numbers.

2. Preempt telecourse programs as seldom as

possible.
3 Inform the colleges and/or students when pre-

emptions take plEee, and reschedule the preempted
program at a similar time.

4 If possible and appropriate, run informational

14 Al a later dale. one four-year institution unformed us that
thew admemem cycleon worked through academic departments for
both telecourse and regular ctudent%
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slides about telecourses: "The next meeting for this
class will be at the campus on which you have enrolled,
this Saturday, from 9 to 12 P.m."; "The date of exam.
'nation for this course has been changed to May 14.
Please call 123-1234 for furtherinformation."

Most importantly, although perhaps only peripher-
ally related to "student services," the stations are the
Major determinant in the scheduling of telecourses.

When asked "When is the best time to schedule tele-
course programs?," most college respondents either
picked one of the times telecourses were currently
being shown (see below) or said that they should be
aired in prime time. The extent to which the former
answer was the result of a system's members reinforc-
ing each other in the best decision or in mutual self -
delusion is indeterminable. What our data does indi-
cate, however, is that our question was, perhaps,
inappropriate. The two major questions that seem to
emerge from the responses about telecourse program
times were; (1) Is broadcasting at prime time desir-
able? and; (2) Are there factors specific to regions and
audiences that can be ascertained and are important to
telecourse scheduling?

The first is probably rhetorical at present but could
become important if stations receive second transmit-
ter, to augment existing educational broadcasting, or if
there is greater use of cable systems. As it now stands,
few stations would consider putting a course for televi-
sion on in prime time; it serves too few people.

Those in favor of using prime time for telecourses
maintain that this is the period when people are most
apt to watch television. It comes after the dinner dishes
and before exhaustion. Opponents of prime time (and
we talked to no respondents from the same area who
came down on different sides of this question) said that
people wanted to relax then and that the competition
was too great, particularly in one-set homes where
other family members (especially children) wanted to
use the set,

.

The largest telecourse enrollments over the nation
have clust red on the wrap-around series that were
aired in prime time. However, their qualitygood
enough to get them on prime timewas considerably
higher than that of the programs in most courses for
television, so we as yet have no fair measure by which
to judge this question.

Even if we did, we might find it faulty when trans-
ferred from one place to ..nother. Several programmers
mentioned factori about general programming that
they felt were specific to their areafor ins'anee, peo-
ple seem to go to bed earlier on the West Coast than on
the East Coast. Others mentioned factors that werc
specific both to telecourses and to regionsfor exam-
ple, "Don't put them opposite the News" (Mississippi);
"They go well against the News" (Kentucky). Further, .
at least one institution (Coastline) has found that stu-
dent characteristics differ according to the time of day.
Daytime viewing during schobl hours attracted more
housewives/mothers, whereas early morning, evening,
and weekend programs attracted more men and em-
ployed viewers.

Telecourses were aired (1) in the early morning; (2)
at noon; (3) in the mid-afternoon; (4) in the early eve-
nine; (5) in the very,late evening; (6) on weekends. The
only times that stations consistently avoided were
working hours (with the above exception), prime time,
and football times." Each time had its 'vacates; the
only consistency we found was that more people on the
West Coast and fewer on the East Coast said early
,mcrning was a good tin .:..

Surveys of student opinions show a similar lack of
consistent preferences.

Needed research: What regional /social /occupational
characteristics .determine the times at which indi-
viduals want to or can learn from televissci? What do
these imply about scheduling telecourses?



VIII.
MARKETING, PUBILICIF Y,

AND PROMOTION-
INFORMING THE PUBLIC

Generally, the greater the amount of promotion, the greater the
enrollMent for telecourses.

Targeted mailings have been found a most effective promotion
technique. Other effective techniques are blanket mailings,
placement in class schedules, newspaper ads, and TV ads.

Most stations aired telecourse tnnouncements, but the general
belief was that telecourse promotion was primarily a college
responsibility.

Marketing, publicity, and promotion are neces-
sary to telecourses. Many children,grow up assuming
they will altend,college, but fcw grow up assuming
they wilt take telecoums. Not that many people know
they exist. Furthet a good portion of the audience we
hope to reach through telecourses and other nontradi-
tional modes of education giows up assuming it will not
attend college.

.Respectable educational institutions. however, have
only recently and under' considerable duress become
aware of the ..e.ed for information dissemination about
any aspect of tI tir operations. Although attitudes arc
rapidly chang..,g, the issue is still touchy and most
agree on the fact that "advertising" is a nasty word and
"marketing" is only a shade nicer.

This bias is supported by law in some states. Re-
strictions include the use of pak advertising beyond
"providing information about educational oppc--
"unities," or using certain types of tax monies for ad-
vertising-related purchases. In addition, there is a gray
area in the use of PBS stations for the dissemination of
on-air information concerning telecourses. Adv.rtising
is, of course, not allowed. but public service-type an,
nouncements are. 'Television stations probably have the
right to put general information slides about educa-
tional uses of programs (e.g.. "A credit course may be
available on this series from your local colleges. For
further informition call 452-3411 at UCSD. 765-3432
at Mountain Community College." etc.) and this re-
striction apparently does not preclude stations from en-
gaging in their normal activities to promote program
on the air. which promotion may include a mention of
the fact that telecourses are available. There are no
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FCC restrictions on off -air advertising by i. Ill
stations.

In the end each stationmust interpret these nebulous
guidelines for itself. Interpretations have ranged from a
refusal to provide any on-air information to the exten-
sive use ofseiir announcements accompanied by news
releases, radio announcements, ads in newspapers, and
brochures and flyers.

Telecourse publicity and promotional, activities have
been, not surprisingly, greater through the colleges
than the stations. College activities have included Mass
mailing, targeted mailings, pages and listings in TV
Guides, newspaper ads. Public ServiceAnnouncements
on radio and television, radio interviews, slides on the
local PBS station broadcasting the course, brochures
distributed through libraries or places likely to draw
people interested in a telecourse topicHome Gar-
dener brochures at nurseries, for examplequarterly
catalogs, course listings, and posters.

For the institutional users of telecoufaes, the market-
ing process begins with the decision tr adopt a course
(cf. above). Ideally this is baser, on an informed judg-
ment concerning the course's quality and appeal to stu-
dents coupled with a knowledge of student needs. After
this oecision, two questions arc central t telecourse
marketingflow much money will I spend? and flow
can it best fri spent?

Assuming that budgets are well uscd, the greater the
amount of promotion. the greater the enrollment for
telecourses. Unfortunately, we have been unable to find
or develop any means of calculating guidelines for the
expenditure/enrollment curve or of finding the point at
which it peaks.

41:
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Needed research would it be possible. taking several
models of alecourse users, to proje,t returns on ex-
penditwe for promotion'

We do have both station and college respondents'
subjective judgments of whether expenditure on ide-
course publicity was sufficient. For the most part, they
felt it had not been enough.

A majority of the station respondents felt the
amount of promotion for telecourses had been insuffi-
cient, but that telecoUrse publicity was primarily a col-
lege concern. Whin asked what advice they could give
colleges, the responses covered several tactics but unan-
imously suggested a need for more sophistication in
marketing strategies. Most frequently mentioned was
the need to target and time promotion carefully.

Most college respondents also believed telecourses
heeded more promotion. Some had clear plans for fur-
ther activities. Others may have had the budgets to ex-

. ecute them. None had both. One or the other was
consistently cited to explain the current "lack" of
promotion. ..,

When asked about the advice they would give other
institutions on,publicity, most of the college re-
spondents (and almost all the "successful" re-

spondents) suggested targeted mailings. Three men-
tioned that newspaper advertisements had been

effective for them with one adding that Monday was
the best day to advertise. One administrator in a suc-
cessful four-year institution had paid for an ad (very
inexpensive) in the newspaper television listings. Im-
mediately after the listings for national wrap-around
series broadcast times there was a line"For College
Credit. Call ..."

Coastline Community College/KOCE-TV surveys
found that announcing telecourses in class schedules is

4
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A .,

a most effective way to reach the local student body, a
clear majority of respondents to surveys in the Mar-

`icopa District said they had learned of telecourses
through the class schedule. Both districts.: wow,
conduct blanket mailings of their catalogs and sched-
ules throughout the area they scryea course of action
not open to every college and particularly not available
to four-year institutions* serving an undefined geo-
graphical area.

A University of Mid-America survey of eleven tele-
course users including some consortia (Brown and
Wall, 1978) found that "institutions, in most instances,
considered brochures and newspaper ads to be the most
effective promotional means. TV ads were considered
to be important for promotion by over half. A variety
of other means were considered effective in promotion
by a minority of participants." These findingsassum-
ing that brochures imply targeted mailings in most
casesare consistent with the responses from the in-
stitutions we surveyed.

The emphasis on targeted mailings is also consistent
with the stations' feeling that colleges should identify
their audiences more clearly and with our earlier con-
tention that there were many "audiences" for television
courses, not just one. Parents of young children. for ex-
ample, might be particularly interested in The Growing
Years, a course on child development; farmers are most
likely to want Pests. Pesticides, and Safety.

Generally the clearest answers about promotion
how much was spent, how was it spent, what was effec-
tivecame from those institutions who later charac-
terized their experience Oth telecourses as "success-
ful." Clearly unsuccessful) telecourse users said that
promotion was important, but were vague about the
ways in which it could be used.
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IX.
INTERACTION OF

TELEVISION STAT1ONS AND COLLEGES

;

Patterns of station-college relationships varied according to the
attitudes of the college and the station.

Many respondents felt there was a lack of adequate
communication and understanding between colleges and stations.

Successful telecourses require cooperation between stations and
colleges. [Areas of cooperation are illustrated in lists of DO'S and
DON'TS.)

Aside from a general willingness on the part of local
broadcasters to make time available for our courses. their
primary concerns are focused upon the broader schedul-
ing concerns of their station.. Most planning. coordi-
nating and promotional considerations arc handled by
College administrative stair The relationship is best de-
scribed as cordial, but unenthusiastic 'Respondent to
SCEPAL questionnaire)

All of the station personnel we interviewed ex.
cept one (who was from a community college licensee
that had excellent and close relations with its institu-
tion) expressed a desire for greater interaction with the
educational institutions in their arca Somewhere there
is a communication problem.

What do colleges need from their television station,
besides the world? One respondent said "good PR.
good air time. reasonable costs, cooperation on both
side-, technical capability. accurate scheduling, not too
much preempting time To this we might add an un-
derstanding of college time and scheduling constraints

What do television stations need from colleges? No
station respondent offered as clear and concise a list as
the college respondent. but responses included an un-
derstanding of station constraints (particularly regard-
ing air time, publicity budgets, and scheduling),
cooperation in scheduling college-initiated courses for
television, and delivery or arrangement for delivery of
tapes on time and in good condition.

The desire and need of both stations and colleges for
more communication and greater understanding can be
approached in a variety of ways. A good beginning was
suggested by respondents from both types of organiza-
tion as well as by Scordan (sec box): the designation of
one person or contact in each organization who eons's-
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tently handles such relationships. After the individual
has been appointed, he or she would do well to visit the
counterpart institution(s) to "walk through" their pro-
cedures and problems. Many problems, after all, are
amenable to the articulation of administrative detail
followed by discussion and a clear delineation of
responsibility.

Some close- related and often mentioned types of
problems were common to both stations and colleges
but influenced by different needs and peceptions. These
included the questions of air time (how much and
when), scheduling, and promotion. Each pair or group
of institutions must work these out among themselves,
utilizing as much information about each area and
each other as possible.

Other problems may be approached through cooper-
ative efforts. The scheduling of PBS series with wrap-
around courses is one of these; the solution must come
though the national PBS organization. Another is in
finance; stations and colleges may find cooperation de-
sirable in the purchasing and airing of telecourse series.

Filially. some of the problems that affect interaction
arc soluble only within one or another institution. U
college faculty arc so resistant to telecourses that they
arc unable to make or allow firm decisions, or if a sta-
tion is incapable of technical proficiency, more interac-
tion will probably not help.

The actual models of station-college cooperation we
encountered depended primarily on station philosophy
and funding. The colleges' approach was also impor-
tant but not the determining factor. Each station oper-
ated in a different manner because each approached
telecourses from a unique situation. The following de-
scriptions of interaction, therefore, are sin; pl) examples
taken from situations we encountered and arc not
exhaustive.

l Station. a university licensee, determines broad-

.13
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DO'S AND DON'TS WITH COLLEGES

How to Succeed in Your Joint Venture
Don't expect colleges to understand the priorities
and problems of broadcasters. Take time to explain
your expectations in the acquisition and delivery of
videotapes and related course materials.

Don't assume that any series with instructional
overtones will discourage audience involvement; rat-
ing reports might prove you wrong. At least take
time to preview course related video materials.

Provide colleges with as much lead time as possible
by establishing broadcast times early. Colleges need
time to gain curriculum committee approval, coordi-
n_ mpus and student services support, and pro-
mote course availability through college catalogues,
brochures, and the mass media.

If a series with an instructional component is to be
broadcast nationally keep the colleges well
informed.

Provide station personnel with enough information
about broadcast courses to respond to viewers who
call with enrollment questions. Callers who are con-
fused and frustrated will be less likely to view the
series.

Do not preempt instructional programming unless
absolutely necessary. One or two missed programs
can alter the overall design of the course and alien-
ate students.

Look upon cooperative arrangements between a
broadcaster and colleges as a partnership, the means
for expanding service to a common constituency.

Talk to each other, sharing common goals and ex-
pectations and seeking solutions to the problems you
face.

Sally Beaty

cast times to be allotted telecourses in consultation
with community colleges. It povides some on-air pub-
licity, and allows colleges to determine programs to be
aired. Colleges pay lease/purchase costs for programs
and air time.

2. Station. a community licensee, determines broad-
cast times to be allotted telecourses in consultation
with colleges. It advises on publicity and programming
(audience draw and competition from other program-
ming). arranges videocassette duplicates of programs
for previews. and participates in the local consortium.
Colleges pay for programs and air time.

DO'S AND DON'TS WITH BROADCASTERS

Don't expect to make instant S on telecourses but do
expect broadcasters to want to make instant S on
your project.

Don't expect broadcasters to air anything but top
quality productions. They want to attract viewers
and you want to turn those nonstudent viewers into
student viewers.

Provide reliable viewing statistics to help attain a
time on the broadcasters' tziaxlule.

Don't expect broadcasters to air telecourses on
prime til.ie. Do expect them to be aired at the con-
venience of the broadcaster.

Don't demand a time for telecourses; do suggest
times for the courses with reasons why ... and ac-
cept time provided.

Present a time schedule with brief reasoning to your
broadcaster or operations department. Do expect it
to be altered or hopefully agreed upon.

Don't "bad mouth" the times offered by the broad-
caster. Do be satisfied with the times given ...
"sonic" time is often better than "no" time.

Don't expect your programs to be broadcast within
a few months of your request. Do present a plan
with at least six months set-up time.

Don't expect the broadcaster to make up record and
shipping schedules. Do expect to make them avail-
able to the broadcasters and/or operations
department.

Don't expect the broadcaster to locate your missing
programs. Plan to find them yourself.

Do have one contact person for the station or
network.

Be ready to make instant decisions regarding pro-
gramming. Don't expect the broadcaster to make
them for you even though they might.

Don't expect broadcasters to dub your programs for
free or a fee. Do consider them Kings and Queens if
they do dub your programs.

Be understanding. Don't forget how important dm
broadcast signal is to your project.

Don't ask for the "world." Do offer the "world" if
you can provide it.

.1 1 '
Marlena Scordan
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3 Station, a state licensee, allots air time, convenes
meetings of college administrators to determine follow-
ing year's programming and assists with promotion and
utilization Colleges pay a charge per enrolled tele-
course student to station.

4. Station, a state licensee, and colleges are repre-
sented on a Council for Higher Education, which, with
tax support, reviews and determines programs to be
aired, works with station programmer to determine air
times, and assists colleges with publicity and utiliza-
tion. Council and station pay for programs and air
time_

5. Station, a university licensee, shares ITV staff
member in joint appointment with Continuing Educa-

tion Compartment. Station and university collaborate on
producing courses. Station works closely with univer-
sity and junior colleges in determining air time and
programs, and advises on publicity and utilization.
Community colleges pay for programs and air time,
university does not.

The basic model will, to some extent, determine the
quality and scope of interaction between stations and
colleges although that interaction obviously can be en-
hanced through various strategies.

Needed research: Are there 'best" models? Are mod-
els of interaction determined primarily by funding?
Can they be changed without major changes in fund-
ing patterns'



X.
FACTORS THAT

HELP OR HINDER
STATION-COLIEGE CONSORTIA

SERVING ADULT LEARNERS

Consortia can defray costs and pool resources for participating
institutions.

Common elements shared by successful television consortia
include: a focus on the needs of the. "distant learner," commitment
from institutional executives, clear purposes and governance system,
firm financial and legal bases, high quality course materials, mutual
respect and understanding between colleges and station, a system for
sharing resources and information, and policies which facilitate
access, flexibility and outreach.

by Penelope L. Richardson, Ph. D.

Authors Note
A major benefit of telccourses is that they can be used
with a large number of students. Indeed. the greater
the number of students involved in a broadcast series,
the more cost-effective it becomes Conversely, if col-
leges and/or stations must pay for a telecourse that en-
gages only a small audience, thc per-student expendi-
ture of time, effort, and money may not be warranted.

Growing numbers of colleges and stations have
found that television courses "work" better if they co-
operate with one another. This cooperation, usually in
the form of consortia. can be of several kinds. It may
be directed toward using programs, producing telc-
courses. or both. It may involve varying numbers of
two-year colleges, four-year colleges. stations. or other
organizations. Methods of finance and organization
may differ. All, however, hope to achieve certain goals
and most face common problems.

The, potential benefits of consortia arc obvious. Con-
sortia provide a larger resource base and larger num-
bers of potential students. Institutions that work
togcthcr can defray the cost of purchasing and airing
telccourses. cooperate on publicity, and work out means
to reduce cutthroat competition for students. Consortia
also can prevent duplication of effort.

Inevitably, however, problems emerge as consortia

begin operations. Most are in the area or finance: How
are institutions' costs compared? How can an institu-
tion be assessed most fairly in proportion to returns
from (a) the consortium and (b) its income? Who are
the implications of differential tuition rates for the
same course(s)? Others concern students: Do consor-
tium members compete for students? Should courses
be standardized in requirements and services? if they
are not, how can they be represented to students, or
compared for cost purposes? And many of these. ques-
tions lead to others about institutional autonomy and
integrity.

Dr. Penelope Richardson, Assistant Professor of Ed-
ucation at thc University of Southern California, has
prepared a report for this project on thc factors that
contribute to the success or failure of telecourse-related
consortia. Hcr study is part of a cooperative yenture
with the project on community college telecourse use
sponsored by the American Association of Community
and Junior Colleges and funded by the Fund for the,
Improvement of Post - secondary Education. In this sec-
tion we shall present the body of the report. Descrip-
tions of methodology, consortia studied, and thc next
phase of thc project togcthcr with Dr. Richardson's
bibliography arc included in Appendix G.

4 f; 39
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t its best, a consortium allows its member in-
stitutions to share resources, engage in complementary
activities, and accomplish more than each could sepa-
rately, while enabling each to maintain its on institu-
tional autonomy At its worst, a consortium may
involve members in endless meetings, wrangling, and
confusion, with little end product except a profound
disillusionment with the :aziness, selfishness, and lack
of vision of other member institutions. To create and
run a successful consortium requires polite...al astute-
ness, organizational sawy, and interpersonal compe-
tence on the part of all involved.

When the consortium includes institutions of higher
education, public or commercial broadcast stations,
commercial interests such as publishers, and commu-
nity agencies, and when the goal is to provide the adult
"distant learner" with educational opportunities in the
home or workplace, the problem is even more complex.
Each of the above types of institutions has its own mis-
sion, constraints, ideologies, and perceptions of what is
educationally sound, managerially efficient, and politi-
cally and financially feasib:e. Making it work is no easy
thing.

This paper is about the factors that make consortia
of stations and colleges successful in serving the adult
learner, as perceived by the practitioners who plan, co-
ordinate, or operate them. The factors are offered as a
set of tentative conclusions about the necessary and
sufficient conditions for success when success is defined
as good management, sound educational practice, and
political and financial survival. In order to develop
them, interviews were conducted with coordinators of
consortia. executives and instructors at colleges, and
programming decisionmakers al stations who represent
various types of consortia well-established, new, suc-
cessful, struggling, highly structured, loosely
organited, producing, using, distributing, two-year,
four year, continuing education, mixed The purpose
was to learn if common elements would emerge as the
necessary and sufficient conditions for a consortium
successful at producing and /or delivering televised in-
struction for adults.

The result was a list of eight factt,rs that have been
tentatively identified as helping or hindering consor-
tium sucems They were generated from thc data sup-
plied by these interviews although the respondents did
not all sec or name them M final form and sequence.
They arc reproduced here with thc rationale for each.

N I 1.' .IR. V ER-CLATERED FOCUS. The total
teacharg-learning system must be designed and coordi-
nated 4 oh the needs of the adult 'distant learner" at
the center

w

Television courses can't merely be added un to the
regular system; they require a reconceptualization o`
who the learner is and what he or she needs in order to
benefit from instruction. The system designed to serve
the distant learner must have its own blueprint, or
game plan, and that plan should spell out special pro-
cesses for consortial administration, academic admin-
istration, target population assessment, in-service
training for counselors and teachers ("course manag-
ers"), curriculum development, course design and de-
velopment, delivery and support services, and research
and evaluation, all in terms of the needs and situation
of the adult learner.

Specifically, content and structure of course mate-
rials will be affected, with each course designed as a
coordinated instructional system, all components (tele-
vision programs, radio, study guide, text, tests, learning
activities) working together to serve the same instruc-
tional objectives and to cause learning.

Local support services will need to be developed, for
the amount of learning from instructional television de-
pends at least as much on what happens at the receiv-
ing end as what goes into the program content and
structure. Involvement (personal contact by phone or
mail, discussion with friend or spease, etc.) and feed-
back (grades, self-study quizzes, computer-graded ex-
ercises) are crucial."

Similarly, administrative arrangements must be de-
signed with the needs of the learner in mind. with in-
formation and recruitment materials easily available;
television programs offered at times convenient for the
learner; simple procedures available for registering, ob-
taining course materials, taking exams, and obtaining
credit; and support services and instructional materials
available at locally convenient "learner centers." All of
these things are included in the factor Learner-Cen-
tered Focus of the total teaching-learning system.

B COMMITMEN14 OF LEADERS. Key individuals
at various levels. but particularly institutional leaders.
MS( believe in the value of the enterprise and must
make a personal commitment to it.

Most interviewees agreed that making a consortium
work requires a high degree of executive leadership.
It's hard work, and there's no automatic movement for-
ward' progress comes out of the hides of the contribut-
ing members. Individuals with an open, pragmatic,
task-oriented leadership style are required to guide thc
consortium at the executive level.

In the colleges, the president or dean of instruction
makes the difference. He or she can provide incentives
for faculty members, administrators such as registrars,

15 Idea% from Lecke Purdy's "Telccoum Siudent% flow Well
Do They 1 earn "" Fm us, Volume If, It 2, 1979. were helpful in de-
veloping this %tenon

.1 I
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and technical staff to cooperate and assist in the devel-
opment of the concept. At the stations, the station
manager or program director provides the leadership in
setting station priorities. On each campus a representa-
tive is needed to allay faculty fears about course qual-
ity or their 'own ,survival, and to provide guidance in
ways of working with students. The style of the consor-
tium coordinator is also important. He or she must in-
spire trust; his or her judgments and actions must be
respected by the consortium members.

Commitment. in short, is required at all levels, but
especially at the executive level. Commitment of Lead-
ers is the factor that focuses on this important aspect of
success.

C. GOVERNANCE. Consort it. ginstitution authority
. relationships must be clearly delineated and a manage-
ment system developed for implementation of decisions.

Consortia tiary in the degree to which they are struc-
tured, but several themes ran through the interviews I
conducted: the importance of a clear, unified purpose
for the consortium; the necessity of centralizing some
fune.ons through an administrative coordinator with
both the authority and responsibility to carry out deci-
sions; the importance of appointing individuals to the
consortium council with the clout to make decisions;
the necessity for different levels of governance mecha-
nisms to exist for communication and follow-through
at various levels.

Most of the topics covered under this factor are
management issues; given a learner-centered focus,
and a commitment on the part of leaders at all levels,
what structures need to be in place for th consortium
to operate? These are the questions addressed in the
factor called Governance.

D. STABILITY. A firm financial and legal basis for
operations must be established that allows for long-
range planning and development.

Interviewees agreed that the success or failure of a
consortium might well depend on the method and sta-
bility of the financing. Whether c.00p...sating colleges
and stations are public or private, state-supported or
grant supported, has a direct bearing on the method
used to underwrite the television project.

The importance of establishing an equitable system
of financial assessment was stressed. Considerations
such as the members' ability and willingness to pay the
financial incentives for participation, and the state pat-
tern of funding were mentioned.

The security and freedom from liability available
through having an established legal base was weighed
against the possible loss of flexibility. The importance
of a written constitution and bylaws was mentioned by
several.

4 s

In short, a consortium that produces or uses televi-
sion-centered courses is a complex entity, and for pro-
jection, planning, and maintenance to be possible, a
firm financial and legal basis is required. Thy condi-
tions whereby this is possible are summed up in the
factor Stability.

E. QUALITY OF INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS.
Course materials developed and used must be excellent
in learner appeal. academic content, production quality,

.
instructional design, and flexibility of use.

Quality is still a concern to all of the interested par-
ties. Station people want to be sure that television will
be used for what it can do well, and they don't want
audienge ratings to drop because of pedantic pedagogi-
cal approaches. Academics want substance and rigor.
Instructional designers want materials designed to en-
hance motivation, participation, persistence, and learn-
ing on the part of the distant learner. Marketers want
to be sure of a variety of uses, local and national.

The issue is relevant to both user and producer con-
sortia; and it seemed important enough to be made a
separate factor. Quality of Instructional Materials is
the factor that concerns itself with the educational
product.

F. POSITIVE STATION-COLLEGE RELATION-
SHIPS. The relationship must be based on mutual self-
interesr, mutual respect, understanding of each other's
priorities and constraints, and shared commitment to
the learner.

Many people interviewed felt that the most impor-
tant attitude on the .part of all involved is one of open-
ness and willingness to see the other person's point of
view and to problem-solve together. A few educators
feel that public television stations' lust for prime time
has overtaken their sense of social responsibility. A few
public broadcasters feel that the educator's disdain for
the crassness of marketing makes a holy mission of
dullness. But in those settings where successful station-
college relationships have been established, the cooper-
ative attitude prevails. From commitment at the top to
reliable carrying through on nitty-gritty details, a:1 in-
terviewed agreed on the importance of the factor Posi-
tive Station-College Relationships.

G. SYSTEM LINKAGES. A communication/clearing-
house system must be established between levels of gov-
ernance (institutional/state/federal) for sharing of
resources, Information, expertise, and political support.

This factor was identified as something not presently
in existence, but badly needed. Many people expressed
the belief that they would get more mileage from tt.eir
individual efforts if there were a more coordinated set
of regional and . ,ional relationships. One "bad exam-
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ple" cited by several interviewees was that so many hu-
manities courses have been funded and developed,
apparently each unknown to the other, while badly
needed subjects such as basic skills have been largely
neglected.

Another concern was the need for some national
means of data-gathering, so that the case for television-
centered learning could be made more effectively. Bet-
ter data on which to base course design decisions was
also mentioned.

Understanding the parts-whole relationship of their
efforts and having access to information and expertise
underlie the comments that were built into the factor
System linkages.

H. SUPPORTIVE CONTEXT FOR DISTANCE
LEARNING. Policies at the local, state. and federal
level must facilitate access, flexibility, and outreach.

This factor is a mixed bag and includes situations at
various levels that could prove constraining if condi-
tions were wrong and facilitative if conditions were
right. The local climate, and the degree to which col-
lege and station have established collaborative relation-
ships with other community agencies and groups, is
significant. Policies at the institutional, state, and
federal level are significant, for they either create or
remove barriers: financial, admissions, assessment,
credit. Particular regulations or practices may also be
significant: the teachers' union's contractual arrange-
ments regarding distance learning or the station's
union regulations for teachers who perform on-camera.

Rather clumsily named, and definitely a mis-
cellaneous assortment of policies, practices, and politi-
cal conditions, the factor Supportive Context for
Distance Learning describes the climateln which the
consortium operates.

Author's Note
Subsequent to this report, Dr. Richardson tested these
factors in a survey for the Adult Learning and Public
Broadcasting Project of the American Association of
Community and Junior Colleges, under a grant from
the Fund for the Improvement of Post-Secondary
Education.

The respondents ranked the eight factors listed

above in the following order: Quality of instructional
materials; station-college relationships; commitment of
leaders; learner-centered focus; supportive context for
distance learning; governance; stability; system link-
ages. Dr. Richardson summarized this data as follows:

"The priorities make perfect sense. First, they tell us
that instructional materials of excellent quality are
needed if distance learning is to be a viable way to
reach adult students. Broadcasters want to be sure that
television will be used for what it can do well, and they
don't want audience ratings to drop because of pedan-
tic pedagogical approaches. Academics want substance
and rigor. Instructional designers want materials de-
signed to enhance motivation, participation, per-
sistence, and learning on the part of the distant learner.
Marketers want to be sure of a variety of uses, local
and national.

"Second, they need positive relations between sta-
tions and colleges, for only within a climate of shared
interest is the delivery system available. 'Positive rela-
tions' are mainly the responsibility of the executive at
the station level.

"Third, they need commitment of leaders at all lev-
els, leaders whose time, money, and resources must be
behind the project for it to work. From statements of
advocacy by policy makers to hard work on the nitty-
gritty of implementation, commitment of leaders is
crucial.

"Fourth, given good materials and support of station
and college leaders, they need a system that focuses on
the learner and on his or her needs for personal and
administrative support as a part of the teaching-learn-
ing process. Learning is ultimately a dialogue, and that
dialogue must be part of the delivery system.

"And fifth, they need a good governance and man-
agement system so that this complex set of relation-
ships can work and the nitty-gritty tasks can be accom-
plished.

"Other factors, less important, are part of the total
picture: financial stability, a positive context for dis-
tance learning, and good linkages between the parties
involved. These are the factors that staff members in-
volved in this study believe are significant in successful
station-college collaborations" (Richardson, 1979).



Xl.
TELECOURSES:

BENEFITS AND PROBLEMS

Major benefits to the colleges include: telecourses reach new
audiences; they draw new students to on-campus courses; they offer
alternative learning approaches.

Major benefits to the stations include: telecourses reach new
audiences; they perform a public service; they provide diversity of
programming.

Major problems to colleges include: faculty are threatened by
telecourses; telecourse enrollments are difficult to predict; quality
telecourses are sometimes not available.

Major problems to stations include: lack of sufficient air time;
colleges expect unreasonable air schedules; telecourses place a
burden on station staff.

ver the years a body of conventional wisdom
about telecourse benefits and problems has appeared.
We presented a list of these to respondents and asked
"How important is this (benefit or problem) to your
operation?" The responses were often lengthy and not
always those we had anticipated.

The lists, with our comments, appear below They
are ranked in a rough order based on our judgments
concerning their overall importance after the inter-
views were completed. Taken together, thcy comprise
many of the "whys" and "why nots" of institutions and
telecourses.

BENEFITS: COLLEGES
I. Telecourses reach audiences that would nor other-

wise be able to attend college. housewives with small
children. handicapped individuals, senior citizens, dis-
tance learners, etc.

An overwhelming majority of respondents felt this
was a very important benefit of telecourses, One dissen-
ter noted that many of these students would be able to
obtain an education anyway. but that telcvilion made it
easier for them.

Few of the respondents had a feeling for the number
of people whom this would affect and we found it diffi-
cult to distinguish between rhetoric and reality in their
responses. Perhaps thcy did also. The surveys that arc
available from the major (mostly community ollege)
telecourse users indicate that. indeed. a fair proportion
of the students arc housewives and that a few handi-
capped are enrolled. but they also indicate (with the

511

exception of the UMA surveys) that as high as 70 per-
cent of the students in telecourses are also enrolled in
on-campus courses. In some casesNebraska and Ari-
zona, for exampledistance really would have pre-
vented some students from pursuing further education.
In most places, however, physical distance could not be
considered a factor.

Needed research: What proportion of telecourse stu-
dents could not attend college otherwise? Far what
proportion is attendance significantly easier? How do
we weigh these in determining the value of telecourses
to society?

2. Telecourses reach audiences that would not other-
wise want to attend college. re-entry students; students
lot aware of educational opportunities and their access
to them.

This was closely related to another aspect:
Telecourses draw students into the regular program.

Students take telecourses successfully, then become
regular, on-campus students.

A number of major telecourse users have said that
telecourses appeal to the "re-entry student"typically
a housewife who has had some college, would like to
return. but is afraid she cannot make the grade any-
more andfor r:ars exposure to a "gang of unruly; self-
confident aghtecn year olds" in a classroom.

Four-year institution reactions to the first statement
wcre favorable but mixed. Only onc, which used con-
tinuing education as a recruiting device for high school
stud( nts, believed the second was true.. Two year in-
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stitution respondents almost unanimously said the first
was a very important benefit from telecourses. Major
two-year telecourse producers said the second was true
in their local programs.

The only institution we have identified that is able to
supply hard numbers supporting this belief was the
University of Mid-America. It conducted a longitudi-
nal study of students from Nebraska who were enrolled
in UMA courses. A total of 339 individuals were con-
tacted. Wayne Hartley (1978) summarized the results
of this study as follows:

Of the students who participated in the first three offer-
ings of SUN program. 49 3 percent have continued their
education in some manner since that time.

Of those students that continued their education, 44 per-
cent credited the SUN program for that decision....

Of the 27 percent of the sample that were deemed eligible
for attempting transfer of course credits (enrolled for
credit, completed the course and then continued their ed-
ucation). 43 percent actually did so: but not all of them
were successful.

About 10 percent of the sample are in degree programs
now. This is 25 percent of those that said they continued
their education after participation in the program.

Re-entry and recruitment could be an extremely
important aspect of telecourses. both socially and from
the point of view of individual institutions. It might be
worthwhile to use it as an approach in providing pro-
spective students with information about telecourses
and in convincing administrators that telecourses are
worth their while.

Needed research To what extent does fea. of "loss of
face" or failure prevent potential students from using
educational activities' How do we Identify such learn-
ers. and what are the best ways so meet their special
needs' Are telecourses suitable as a way to "try-out"
higher education'

3 Telecourses offer flexibility of scheduling or the
ability to schedule classes at off hours and the ability to
repeat programs for students who might miss a lecture.

Reactions to this benefit were mixed, but generally
favorable. One respondent added that students were
able to hear television lectures twice. Studies have indi-
cated variously that (1) many students watched more
than one airing of a lesson and that (2) few students
watch repeat programs. Qualitatively, the response to
this was not as enthusiastic as the response to. for in-
stance, the first listed benefit Reactions tended to be
laconic and seasoned with a flavor of "Motherhood and
Apple Pie."

it fact, the "flexibility" of scheduling available
through the use of broadcast television may be a
chimera Tclecourses. of necessity. arc restricted to set
lima of day by the stations; the degree to which stu-
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dent needs, if they are known, are taken into account
by programmers varies widely. Where programs are re-
peated, however, not only is there the chance for some
students to review them a second time, but there is also
a built-in increase in the number of students to whom
they arc available/convenient.

4. Telecourses are a pacing device.
Al least two studies (Purdy and Icenogle, 1976;

Chamberlain and Icenogle, 1975) have indicated that
regularly scheduled television programs assist st Idents
to do their work on a more consistent basis than occurs
in the traditional correspondence study courses

Telecasts alone, however, have not always been suffi-
cient to bring retention rates to those in on-campus
classes. Student retention was lower than on-campus
retention in most two-year institutions queried. (This
question was addcd to a revision of the questionnaire,
and we do not have data from all the institutions.) The
greatest attrition rates were in California; Coastline
Community College has noted in Orange County a
phenomenon of students enrolling for a large number
of courses, in effect sampling them, then dropping
those in which they are less interested. This is probably
directly related to the fact that the courses are free.

All the four-year institutions that were asked about
telecourse retention of students said it was "relatively
high." No one supplied specific numbers. This response
may be related to the place of telecourses Continu-
ing Education Divisions where attrition rates may gen-
erally be high, or it may be the result of (a) higher fees;
(b) a slightly older student population; or (c) a more
highly self-motivated student population.

Needed research. What relative roles do she following
play in telecourse retention and mouton: financial
commitment from the student. regular telecasts. stu-
dent characteristics. student support services' What
policy implications would information about these
factors hold?

5. Telecourses offer an alternative learning approach.
An overwhelming majority of respondents felt this

was an important benefit of tclecourses although a
number subsequently qualified their response: It was a
benefit only if the television programs wcrc "good."

The question of the ways in which/whether students
learn from television is one that we have in large part
excluded from this study; it is a topic that is not yet
fully explored. As we learn more. the exact role of tele-
vision in the overall learning process and to whom it
appeals will be important to both telecourse producers
and telecourse users.

A related question elicited similar responses.
6 Telecourses offer visuals for processes and infor-

mation better conveyed visually than in words.
Most re-spondents at boll? types of institutions felt

this was -.in important benefit of telecourses. although
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several individuals qualified their answers "It should
be greater"; "To date we've put old wine in new bot-
tles"; "We need to rethink tne programs and become
more sophisticated."

Although not discussed at length by any of the re-
spondents, the present format ol the major tele-
coursesa sizeable number of programs shown once or
twice weekly over a semesterprobably mitigates
against the most creative possible use of air time. The
need to produce programs of uniform length for each
lesson results in "filler" material for information that
could be more easily put in print, and may slight areas
that would benefit from fuller video treatment.

7. Telecoursei make money. Is this true and is it
important to you?

This question was discussed at length in Section VI.
Here we shall limit ourselves to a straightforward re-
porting of responses to this as a benefit (Thble 5). This
report should be qualified by the fact that during the
first interviews our question was ambiguous. A few
people interpreted it as "should" a telecourse make
money but most looked at their balance sheets.
8. Telecourses stretch faculty resourcesi.e.. allow a

faculty member to handle more classes /more students.
Of ten four-year respondents, six felt this was not

important. All of these operated from Extension divi-
sions and may not have been speaking from a total in-
stitutional perspective. Two felt it was quite important.

table 5. Do Talectorses Make Money
and Is It Important to You?

Quite
Important

Somewhat Not
Important Important

Four-year
institutions I 3 6

Remarks "Would be "Don't "
nice if it did."
"Hopefully.
but in fact.
no."
"We only offer
telecourses
becays..1 of

administration
pressure " .

''two-year
institutions' 7

Remarks "Probably"
"Ideally
speaking."

4 0

"For the state "

Remarks not tied to a response in any of these categories were
"Course by course; "Not a part of telecourses". They do break
eventhey even generate enough revenue to meet institutional
costs". "That is not the primary reason to offer telecourses": We
offer them to 'ern students". Not any more "

'Includes more than one respondent at some institutions

Both of these were also Extension divisions, but one
dealt with specialized subjects and had indicated that
telecourses augmented faculty resources in those areas;
the other dealt with on- as well as off-campus students.

The special position of Extension and Continuing
Education divisions and their lack of full-time faculty
could, as we noted, have skewed these responses. The
junior and community colleges might logically have
been expected to react more positively to this benefit.
In fact, more did than didn'tbut a good number
(four of eleven institutions) still felt telecourses did not
stretch faculty resources, and several were not sure.

In some casesMiami-Dade, Dallas, and Coastline
where telecourses are part of an Open-Learning divi-
sion on a separate campusthe reasons for affirmative
responses were clear. Telecourse faculty usually carried
higher student loads than regular faculty. One person
did note that the faculty member was over compen-
sated after a certain number of students enrolled, and
another remarked that this was not the primary ra-
tionale for telecourses, but that it had happened.

In the other cases, however, there were no clear-cut
explanations for two-year responses. Responses did not
seem to be related to the. role of telecourses in institu-
tions, the method of payment, or any other immedi-
ately identifiable factor.

Our conclusions from these conflicting reports are
that "stretching faculty resources" is not an important
factor in Extension and Continuing Education divi-
sions, probably because they have no regular faculty
but work on a course-by-course basis, and that where it
plays a role in two-year institutions, it is often a result
of happenstance and circumstance rather than calcula-
tion. Nevertheless, from a total institutional picture,
the role telecourses play in augmenting faculty re-
sources could be substantial if the institution felt this
was a desirable goal.16

9. Telecourses free faculty time for other, nonlecture
interaction with students.

The three institutions that responded affirmatively
used telecourses either as an adjunct to in-class instruc-
tion or as a part of a regular curriculum. Most institu-
tions paid faculty on an overload basis and added
telecourses to their regular duties.

The use of extra faculty time, where it existed, was
generally for telephone consultation. Vcry little face-to-
face tutorial interaction occurred even where telecourse
students also took on-campus courses and the telephone
interaction was often limited to procedural questions.
In some cases (cf. above) larger than normal numbers
of students were assigned to faculty members and in
many, primarily two-year, institutions where computer-

IS One comment from a reviewer was that community colleges
"don't want to claim A because of union reaction
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graded objective tests were the rule, no original opinion
or thought, either verbal or written was requested from
students.

In a time of falling enrollments and pinching belt
buckles, it is perhaps unrealistic to expect institutions
to use the relatively expensive' medium of television
without reducing another expensive commodity, faculty
time.
10. Telecourses offer subjects for which regular fac-
telly are not available /not prepared.

Most institutions, both two- and four-year, said this
was not important. Of the seven that indicated it was
either somewhat or quite important, four added that it
was a problem rather than a benefit. One administrator
stated, "Our faculty believes it is prepared to teach
anything."

Some educational systems using telecommunications
delivery systems have been specifically formed to aug-
ment the resources of individual institutionsTAGER
in North Texas and IHETS in Indiana are examples.
This clearly has not been a role of broadcast television
courses and perhaps cannot be. In most institutions
there is a need to tie telecourses to existing courses
listed in a catalog or central course batik (cf. Section
V). This automatically implies that there are qualified
faculty available to teach themor at least a large
proportion of them.

Needed research. Can telecourses be developed that
augment existing faculty resources, fit within an ad-
nlinistrattve adoption structure. and have broad
enough appeal to generate satisfactory enrollments? Is
broadcast television suited to such courses or should
they be available primarily through alternative deliv-
ery systems? What means could be employed to fur-
nish academic credibility to user institutions?

11. Telecourses provide a means for bringing students
into contact with books.

The rationale for this question was the assertion that
viewing the program arouses a student's interest and
leads him or her to read more, the assertion was made
initially in conjunction with the wrap-around general
viewership courses. The response was, in most cases, a
puzzled expression.

After some thought, 8 of 24 respondents felt this was
"Quite Important," 10 felt it was "Somewhat Impor-
tant." and 6 felt it was "Not Important." Several said,
musingly, "it is true that reading is a part of the
course": one said, "Our students are well educated and
read anyway" Perhaps the most telling comment was,
"Huh?"
12 Telecourses provide publicity for the institution/
district

This was a positive point according to most re-
spondents One noted that the division received little

financial support for teleeourses but that the University
President would frequently mention them proudly.

OTKR BENEFITS: COLLEGES
A number of individuals reiterated or restated pre-
viously mentioned benefits at this point; some added
new benefits. The responses were as follows:

Four-Year Institutions
"Even if a student doesn't enroll. for a course, the tele-

vision programs provide a public service."
"I have no documentation, but they provide motivation

to study."
"The novelty of telecourse is audience captivating."
"They provide a student a way to fail without

repercussions."

Two-Year Institutions
"Have served as a motivation device to (a) get people

to print and (b) get people on campus."
"Direct correlation between incidence of media and

completion -- completion is much higher when we
use media."

"As a motivation device, television is very important; as
an inspiration it is important; and as a learning de-
vice, we're not sure."

"It is a recruiting device. Statistics are not available
but instructors estimate the figure is significant."

"Because of the system, students with different learn-
ing styles benefit,"

"They may draw students into the regular program,
but we are not sure."

"They provide segmented pc mns for other courses,"
"Clnvenience for the student."
"They save the student from $50-200/classisemester.

Gas, wear and tear on auto, child care, and hours of
time not spent in driving."
Finally, with some embarrassment, we want to report

a last, possible benefit. We need to thank Ronald Gross
for raising it, although the final formulation is ours, not
his It is one that had not occurred to us and was not
mentioned by any of our respondents: Telecourses can
provide administrators, faculty, and students with ex-
amples of excellent instructional systems.

PROBLEMS: COLLEGES
I. Telecourses threaten faculty, either in their job se-

curity or in their perception of a "quality" education
One two-year administrator summarized the feelings

of a majority of the respondents: "In fact they do not,
but the faculty members' perception is that there is a
threat." A number of other respondents added that
faculty members used to feel threatened but were less
so as their familiarity with the telecourse system grew.

5.
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The fewest problems, interestingly enough, were re-
ported by four-year institutions.

Telecoursa are probably not a threat to faculty posi-
tions in those places where they are used on an over-
load basis and are viewed as an adjunct course rather
than as a regular part of the curriculum, or in those
institutions where they are a regular part of the curric-
ulum and are taught by regular faculty but are not
used to increase numbers of classes/students per fac-
ulty member. There are institutions, however, that use
telecourses as an important part of the regular curricu-
lum and hire faculty only on a part-time casual labor
basis. In -at least one of these. questions have been
raised by faculty unions in the district about tele-
courses' appropriateness and legitimacy, and whether
they are pulling students out of classes.

When it occurs, resistance has been manifested pri-
marily in the adoption of telecourses.

Needed research. Given a high unemployment rate
among fCculti members and thf desperate need of ed-
ucational institutions to increase revenues while cut-
ting costs. what is a socially and economically optimal
model for hiring telecourse faculty?

A distressing number of responses to the question of
faculty resistance reflected considerable hostility to-
ward faculty members: "They are just bunch of
prima donnas": "They are either egomaniacs or inse-
cure": "They don't understand, and don't i.ant to
change." This type of response was distbibuted. fairly
evenly among two- and four-year institutions. Almost
nowhere did we sense either a belief or a feeling that
faculty members might have j tifiable concerns about
,telecourses.

The actual role of the faculty member t telecourse
varied tremendously among institutions. In t cases,

the four-year institutions gave basic course materials to
a faculty mem* who then did as much or as little
with them as he or she pleased. Both The Ascent of
Man and Classic Theatre studies identified a wide vari-
ety of ways telecourses were used, and found that a
number of individual faculty members or institutions
had developed extensive materials to Complement or re-
place telecourse materials. This was borne out in our
research

A number of two-year institutions followed this
model, but others departed from it. Somc saw the fac-
ulty member's role primarily as a resource person who
used tclecourst materials and tests but had little intel-
lectual responsibility for modifying or supplementing
their content.

We did not eriquire about faculty satisfaction with
telecourses A study conducted for the Maryland C4.4-
lege of the Air reported that "Most faculty found
teaching a TV course less work than teaching other

courses, but also less satisfying personally and profes-
sionally" (Rhinos, 1977, p. 18). Another found "The
principal disadi.antage of TV courses cited by instruc-
tors is that productive interaction between students and
faculty members is limited. The synergistic effect of
learning reinforcement which is typically a catalyst in
classroom relationships among fellow students and in-
structors is abscnt in televised instruction" (Gaunt, En-
gelman, and O'Brien, 1977).

Needed research: livo areas of enquiry spring from
this model: (I) The changing nature of the role of a
faculty member and its implications for (a) personal
satisfaction, preparation needed for it. and (c) its
relationship to normal classroom roles. (2) The im-
plications of such a model if widely used on a national
basis.

2. Is inability to predict telecourse enrollments a
problem?

Five of eleven two-year respondents and five of eight
four-year respondents said this was a very important
problem. Two respondents said it wasn't because they
had had enough enrollments to have classes "go." Two
more said it was somewhat important, one of whom
added that it was difficult to predict enrollments in aay
new course, whether or not it had a television
component.

According to publishers' figures, most institutions
have had great difficulty in predicting enrollments for
both wrap-around and "made-for-television" tele-
courses. Returns for books have run as high as 50 per-
cent, indicating that neither thc professor/administra-
to planning for the course nor the campus bookstores
(which often scale orders for over-optimistic professors
down to morc realistic terms) were Alt. to approach
correct guesses on enrollments. As may be inferred,
most of the error is in ovcrprediction, although it has
also run the other way. Coastline (one of whose re-
spondents indicated that this is not a problem) under-
ordered for The Shakespeare Plays by over 200 books.

The kcy to this inability probably lies in the "new-
ness" of telecourses and the as yet unknown param-
eters of the telecourse audience within each locale,
thcrc arc too many variables to allow for accuratc pre-
diction even in courses for television at this time
(Dallas, for instancc. has a 25 percent return on its
books, and it is low partly because within thc district,
which accounts for a very high volume and which has
used telecourses for several years, predictions arc rela-
tively good). Over the next fcw years these courses
should become morc predictable; wrap-around courses,
by their nature. arc likely to remain problematital.
This may be, as we indicated in section VI, a difficulty
of some magnitude for contimong relationships *A
ptiblishers.
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Needce research. Can we .4.velop a better means of
predicting enrolments for ietecourses and other types
of post-secondary education? Is there a qualitative
difference in methods applicable to different educa-
tional systems?

ff. Is lack of suitable courseware a problem with
telecourses?

Among the four-year institutions, two respondents
said it was."Quite Important," two said it was "Some-
what Important," and the remainder said it was "Not
important" except for one unclassifiable comment, "I'd
like to see nr-tce, bit don't know what areas I'd like to
see it in."

A clear majority of the two-year respondents felt it
was "Quite Important." Two ef the three v ho did not
fr.' it at all important were major producers.

The lack of a strong response on the part of most
respondents from four-year institutions probably un-
derlines the uncertain nature of predicting success for
general interest non-degree courses, and, possibly, a be-
lief on the part of those respondents that they were u
able to influence telecourse production.
4. Is difficulty in using an unfamiliar educational

system a problem for fa) admitti.trate-s, (b) faculty. (c)
students?

Four-year respondents were evenly divided between
"Somewhat Important" and "Not Important." Two
comments were: "With students, otherwise they're not
a problem," and "The kids are O.K., the administra-
tors are the problem."

The two-year respondents were evenly divided be-
tween "Quite Important" and "Not Important." Sev-
eral mentioned the time it took to "educate" faculty
and administrators in the use of te!ecourses.

The division is consistent, to some extent, to that
noted in response to Problem I. It probably also reflects
the fact that telecourses were tied much more closely to
the regular degree curriculum in the two-year institu-
tions in our sample, as opposed to the relative . ,t

omy of a continuing education or extensio., '.,
a four-year institution This problem shouiu
with time unless (a) the problems are so great ... .e

courses are abandoned. or (b) there are problems with
telecourses th t are not tied to novelty.

S The amount of administrative time needed to ore.
telecourses in internal preparations, relationships
with stations, or to supply services to off-campus stu-
dents is significant enough to be a problem.

Although responses were mixed, a number of institu-
tions. both two- and four-year, fell this was an impor-
tant problem None of them responded to the proposed
individual categories Too said that it was simply nec-
essary to accept the fact that adminisiering telecourses
took time.

For most of the institutions, telecourses were a type
of course that had not been offered on a restr.,.. basis
over a period of time. One respondent, indeed, stated
that using them wouldn't be a problem if he offered
telecourses regularly. Knowing as we do that any pat;
tern change adds administrative time above and be-
yond that actually necessary to complete discrete tasks,
this problem may also be alleviated to a great extent
over the next few years. Additionally, the suggestions
for procedures and relationships that will be made in.
the SCEPAL Executive Development Seminar mate;
rial will, we hope, contribute toward a more efficient,
easy utilization a telecourses.

6. Tc'ecources are difficult to schedule.
Respondents who used wrap-around courses or had

to make their own arrangements with television sta-
tions and did not have a good ongoing relationship with
them answered affirmatively, Others felt this was not a
problem.
7. Not knowing whether you will be obie to use a

telecourse again in the future is a problem.
Institutions responded affirmatively with regard to

wrap-around courses in some but not all instances.
8. Uncertainty about or lack of off-air taping rights es

a problem with telecourses.
AD institutions that did off -air taping found this ..

problem with wrap-around courses.
These problems have been particularly associated

with wrap-around courses and none of them is new. We
have noted the PBS Adult Learning Task Force recom-
mendations on scheduling. Concerning off- air taping
and use of materials it states "Of paramount impor-
tance to the fullest development and use of adult learn-
ing systems is the resolution of the many complex
issues relating to ownershi;" J the programs and re-
lated materials and the abilit) to make them easily
available for use" (Prele-ninary Report, February.
1979). The issues involved are, primarily. related to a
nexus of copyright, permissions, and payment for off -
air use or reuse of programs.

Needed research. What should be the PBS policy in
scheduhng series that are used in this manner' What
,actors are involved in PBS decisions in this area'
How do national policies relate to local i . 'ions'
needs' What steps eat b.. taken w simplify copyright
and permission proce.hires for off-air use'

9. Lack of control ov e conk /II or its presentation is a
problem in telecourses

Most four-year institutions felt this was not a prob-
lem, a few felt it was somewhat important. A majority
of two-year respondents said it was either very or some-
what important. These varying levels of responses
might be related to the larger area of discretion given
faculty member* over telcourses in four-year institu-
tions.

5 )
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10 Lack of preparation time for a telecourse is a
problem.

All respondents felt this was a problem with wrap-
arounds (cf. Problems 6. 7, and 8 above), and most felt
it was a problem with all courses. Exceptions were (a)
those institutions that produced most of their own
courses and controlled their airing and (b) those in-
stitutions in a state system that scheduled program-
ming suffictently early for the colleges to prepare for it.

OTHER PROBLEM& COLLEGES

The respondents were more creative in this area than in
"other benefits" and raised some problems concerning
tclecourses that may have profound implications. One
of these was the limited number of broadcast hours, a
problem that we posed to statics and that will be dis-
cussed below. Another was thc lack of flexibility inher-
ent in a telecourse.

A good classroom instructor watches the pupils in
front of him or her and responds to them. If a class is a
"fast" class, tin instructor speeds up and, perhaps,
adds some material; if the class is "slow," he or she re-
views and reiterates material and, perhaps, drops some.
There is no such flexibility in tclecourses. The pro-
grams are telecast whether students are behind or
ahead of them, or can move faster or slower. Books are
also preset. The computer-based response systems
being used by some community colleges offer "pre-
scriptions" for learning but, nevertheless, students are
gill locked in to roughly the same measured tread.
There is, concomitantly. little scope in prantice for indi-

.ion in telecourses.

Needed research Ic there or will there be any means,
perhaps through tn.htiologt4 a innavation, that will al-
ai' designers to Introduce more flexibility and a
greater I arra, It to respond to individual needs tele-
cou, sr instruction'

Several respondents mentioned administrative re-
sistance as a problem; one underscored this by citing "a
period of declining income and enrollment with a back
to basics move " his a result of this. "the whole continu-
ing education/open education arca is in trouble." Ttle,
vision. technically sped, ag. can be used in "back-to-
basic subjects." but probably won't be because "back
to basics" usually means "ba.:" tit basic teacher. bl.ck-
bOard. on)" as well

Another respondent said that "students don't know
how to witch television." a problem that has been rez-
%tinted elsewhere To date. responses to this problem
by telecourse designers have been limited to printed ad-
monitions The U S Office of Education has funded
profecis in this irca but they arc also. to date, limited
to print materials for thc post-secondary level.

:) t

Needed research. Is it possible to teach students how
to watch different kin,. " programs on television
through the medium itself?

Two four-year institutions pointed to the competition
from other schools in their areas as a deterrent to offer-
ing certain telecourses and a hindrance to securing ac-
ceptable enrollments. Another said that getting course
materials in time was problematical. The latter, as is
well known to producing institutions, is often a problem
because telecourses often have tight publishing
deadlines.

One individual offered the thesis that we were still in
a "first generation" among television users. These peo-
ple, raised with television as an entertainment medium,
did not see it in the context of a worthwhile educational
endeavor. His hypothesis is supported by a considerable
amount of research. Jerome Lord notes a "general ten-
dency of adults not to associate the mass media, and
especially radio and television, with any protracted ed-
ucational experience This phenomenon is widely re-
ported...." He continues, to the probable relief of
many telecourse producers and users, to say "What is
also consistently reported is that both younger and
older adults lose their reluctance toward or antagonism
to the use of media in their instruction in direct propor-
tion to their experience of media-assisted instruction.
What is more, that experience tends to convince them
that such instruction is not only as good as, but -often
better than. morc traditional forms of instruction"
(Lord, 1979, p. 33).

Other comments included: "students don't like the
lack of interaction" (contrary to the results of a num-
ber of questionnaires in other locations); the expense of
a telecourse, particularly when it is necessary to pay a
royalty on each student: negative reaction to series in
which the presenter has a southern drawl; credit trans-
ferability to degree programs and the fact that depart-
ments and faculty do not like telecourses to infringe on
their "elective' time options.

BENEFITS: STATIONS
In general, the respondents from the stations perceived
both fewer problems and fewer benefits wit!, or from
television courses. This was true for ITV personnel,
programmers, and station managers. and presumably
reflects thc smaller "image" of telecourses in thn sta-
tion world.
1. Telecourses reach new audiences.

With four exceptions, including thc commercial sta
Lion. all respondents thought this was quite important.
&verb, saw it as a publicity problem to terms of on-air
promotion, because they believed their general au-
dience. thc recipients of that promotion, was a different
group than their telecourse audience,
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Much of the data we have (cf Section IV) indicates
that the telecourse audience profile resembles the PTV
general audience profile Whethcr the station response
to this question is (a) based on wishful thinking. (b)
reflects regional dilleruices in data bases that do not
appear in summary data. or (c) reflects a better knowl-
edge of their audiences than we now have is incalcula-
ble at present.
2. Telecourses perform a public service

All of the station respondents except one rated this
as quite important.
3. Telecourses increase memberships

This was not applicable to some stations because
they do not solicit members, reactions from others were
mixed but mostly negative One respondent said it
would be nice if it did

The basis upon which the responses sere made was
usually the number of people joining the statio:. during
the times programs were aired, particularly during
pledge weeks It is marginally possible that this could
lead to an ucderestimaCion of the eflicacy of telecourses
as membership generators many telecourses are aired
early morning or other times when it is difficult to
phone in pledges because of other pressures. member-
ship **pitches** are not usually as strong at these times
as during "prune time
4 The use of telecourses proudes diversity of
programming

One station dissented, the remainder were divided
evenly between quite and somewhat important. How-
ever. general response. esen when favorable, was
lukewarm The feeling seemed to be, "yes, but there
arc other ways diversity could be approached as well."

Other responses concerning benefits from telecourses
included **Fulfilling legislative mandates" (2); "We are
a university station. and their goal is education"; for
license renewals" (2). "Recognizes needs of commu-
nity". "Haw c.in you knock education'''. Finally. one
station manager said. forcefully. th..t telecourses

fulfilled a public broadcasting priority and served an
important educational purpose

PROBLEMS: STATIONS
1 lot of dir time Jv a problem for broadcast
felecill4rteS

to respondents. one of whom was the commercial
station said this v..is not important One respondent
said it .s.ls wincv.hat important problem, adding. "if
you think, telecourses arc important. there is no lack of
time Ill of the other respondents felt it was quite
important l lather, it was 'Aar]) a major concern .and
may be the reason telecourses occupy as little of the
station world As they do A number of station re-
spondents talked at length about the need to use alter-
riatisc kidney, systems rot etlutatoun, %little poke of

P I

attempts to secure a second oroadcas channel to facili-
tate an increase in educational offerings.
.?. Telecourses preemoi mire rewarding progranoing.

Reactions were mooed, ;caning toward not impor-
tant. Perhaps the most telling comment was, "The an-
swer to this question is subjecLi4e, it d';ottids un Kaw
important you think education is."
3 Unreasonable scheduling requests .froe. r^1 eges are
a problem.

Three respondents said this problem was quite
important, one adding that they were sometimes a-
companied by an attitude of "We. decide and you
flunkies should obey." One said anymore." The
remainder felt it was not an important problem.

This problem seems easy of solution, bar ing
obstinacy and pigheadedness: Colleges and stations
need to communicate their concerns and obligations.
4. Staff time .pent in answering questions or in liaison
was great enough to be a prgblem in telecourses.

This d:i not appear to be an important systemic
problem to stations. The three respondents who an-
swered "Quite Important" were speaking from condi-
tions that were peculiar to their stations and, in two
uses, probably limited to a ?}articular period in tin,:..
In a subsequent meeting of station imn-igers and pro-
grammers (see Appendix A) the coi.sensus was that
wrap-around courses caused greater difficulties to sta-
tions than courses for television.
5. Requests fey publicity cause problems.

Two station- indicated this was quite important. one
(the commercial station, which complained that it
needed more publicity request:, and materials from the
colleges rather than fewer) said it was somewhat
important. The rest of the respondents felt this was not
an important issue.

OTHER PROBLEMS: STATIONS
Other problems mostly pertained to the colleges' han-
dling of telecourses or their interaction with thc
stations. Aside from this general concern, station re-
sponses did not lend themselves to grouping. "The bu-
reaucracy in the university to which we arc licensed
the procedural processes are time consuming"; "Fund-
ing where to get money to create/purchase courses".
"Kecp telecourses alive in the colleges we arc serving".
"Tome is a problem. We do not serve the student if he
calls the television station", "ProecdurAl problems
schools have an unreasonable expectation a. far as sta-
tions gmiNt Icts of time for TV courses. They should
also invoi.c the station in choosing telecourses. A
course might be inappropriate. hays limited appeal,
bad subject matter, or broadcast quality, Courses

should be modular for instance. so that audiences can
tune into Any segment and find it interesting. I mall),
the station needs to get fair payment for services rcn-
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dered", "Stations have to set ground rules %ben col-
Itges come in, not play by ear They have to unders.and
that a station serves many publics"- "Colleges' lack c!
commitment and publicity, the time or programs and
colleges wanting to change the schedule", "Colleges do
not plan into the future

As we have nrntiuned .iticve, su.:ior, , did not seem

*

to have to make major changes in their ways of doing
things or in their perception of staff roles in order to
accommodate tulerour:.es. Most esiauation institutions
did Telecourses neither ...cemed to cause stations the
:ntcrna1 problems no. the soul searching they did ...-al.
!cps nor 0 ' they seem to promise the same degree of
beilent

5 ')
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TELECOURSE&
SUCCESS OR FAILURE

AND HOW DO YOU TELL?
Different criteria might be used by different persons. One learner-

centered question might be, "Do the students enrolled in telecourses
learn from them?" One administrative question might be, "Are
enrollments good?"

Stations and colleges consistently report "strong and effective
leadership" as a necessary component of any successful telecourse
operation.

Not many colleges systematically evaluate the effectiveness of
telecourses because evaluation is expensive and can put heavy
demands on staff time.

H_ ow do we judge telecourse success? One set of
learner-centered questions emerges immediately. Do
the students enrolled in tclecourses learn from them?
Do they like them and will they enroll for others? An-
other set comes from administrators: Are enrollments
good and do they r 'tinue to be good? Arc faculty
members satisfied with the experience of teaching a
telecourse and willing to repeat it? In this section we
shall summarize thc studies addressing those questions
not discussed elsewhere in this report, examine our re-
spondents' characterization of factors that contribute
to telecourse success, and review evaluation methods.

Decades of studies on the usc of media in education
indicate that it is, indeed, possible to learn from televi-
sion As Jerome Lord states, " .. the place that media
can hold in the general pedagogy is no longer in serious
doubt The problem arises in trying to define its best
use, and to what purposes thc best ti:c can be put"
(Lord. 1979) The questions now being asked center
around learning styles and their relationship to televi-
sion. thc types of information best conveyed visually
rather than in print, and the kinds of tradeoffs involved
in costs, attractiveness, and learning. The questions
Leslie Purdy 41978) raises arc indicative of thc sophis-
ticated Loncerns of many people working with
telecourses

1 What is the effect on learning of different video treat.
mints'' Designers and producers try different techniques
to te.u,h different types 14 knowledge animation. da cu-
mentaries. dritmataations. lectures, discussion. cts Du
they work' ''an we learn why and when to choose one
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style over another. More important, can we fin yl out how .
entertainment and more didactic presentations are related
to learning? 0 to student. taking the child development
course "The Growing Years," observed that there was
"too much dama, not enough school" How schoollike
does TV have to be? ...
2. There are important questions to ask about the learn-
ers. What is the attention span and concentration ability
of adult viewers? Are students able to shift to active lis-
tening and watching compared to the morc passive style
they use for other TV programs? Are students who suc-
ceed in TV courses able to concentrate more fully? What
is retained and for how long?

As television courses become more widespread,
other question may emerge that is not now being asked
in this contextalthough it is one that concerns most
educators and is acutely imprtant in the open-learning
context. It is. What do thc students learn? Do they
learn facts, discrete information whose utility is ended
with the last multiple choice question? Information
that is useful to their lives and work? Attitudes? Prob-
lem-solving abilities? Different frames of reference for
the familiar and thc capacity to deal with the un-
known? Like the profound questions associated with
religion, these delve into a much debated and assidu-
ously avoided arca. Perhaps it is time for us to as
them again in order to formulate some educational ob-
jectives for the usc of tclecourses.

Do students like telecourse.s? Thcy say they do. The
University of Mid-America for example, has found
that most students rate State University of Nebraska
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telecourses as "good" or "excellent" overall. They may
differ on various components and there is some varia-
tionas could be expected-- in their ratings of differ-
ent courses, but the general profile is positive. In
another way to approach this question, 89 percent of
the respondents in the Classic Theatre. The Human-
ities in Drama study (Purdy and leenogle, 1976) stated
that they would recommend the course to family or
friends.

Presumably, student reactions depend to a large ex.
tent on the quality of the telecourse. Only one study
addressed that problem specifically ( Rhines, 1977). 11
concluded, as might be expected, "Students work
harder and learn more from well-produced TV courses
than from poorly produced courses "

Exposure to telecourses seems to be a factor in devel-
oping positive attitudes toward them. A survey by;
KCTS in Washington state found, for instance, that
"only 18.5% of the Channel 9 members (polled in a
random sample) said they would enroll for credit in an
interesting telecourse, while 82.1% and 73.5% of the
Seattle Pacific and Western Washington respondents
(who had already taken telecourses) said they would
enroll" Almost two-thirds of the students enrolled in
Writing for a Reason in Dallas (1976) said they would
enroll for another telecourse; 89 percent of thi Classic
Theatre study respondents, and almost two-thirds of
the UMA consortium students enrolled in the 1975-77
academic years gave the same answer.

Not surprisingly, not as many telecourse students
seem to re-enroll as say they win. A number of re-
spondents at institutions that had offered telecourses
over a period of years said that their enrollments had
not increased proportionately with the number of tele-
courses available, or that absolute enrollments had dc-
creased slightly. The UMA survey cited earlier (Brown
and Wall, 1978) also found that "Overall, enrollment
in TV courses offered by institutions surveyed tended
to be slightly decreasing during the 1975 1977 pe-
nod." Some of the UMA survey institutions were the
same as those covered in this report. but not a majority.
Of the institutions we surveyed. one had a dramatic in-
crease in Spring 1979 enrollments, others have not.
Why, then, the decline'

A number of factors were suggested or arc possible.
There may be, as we noted above, a fixed telecourse
audience. people who have taken the course they need
are not replaced on a one-to-one basis.

It may. as one respondent suggested, be a result of
repeating too many courses too many times, the in
creased 1979 enrollments at the one institution could
be a respurse to that institution's offering several series
that had not been aired before. This reason is not in-
compatible with the "fixed audience" theory.

Another respondent cited the lack of "blikkbus-
ters" majGr television wiles that were made into

U!)

wrap-around courses, aired in prime time, and pro-
moted extensively. If this is a reason for enrollment de-
clines, it might tell us something about program
quality, preferred viewing times, and the role of
publicity.

The nut nber of organizations offering "outreach" ed-
ucation is increasing as are the types of off -campus,
nontraditional programs. Telecourses may simply be
facing greater competition. On the other hand, they
may also be gaining greater acceptance and they may
show gains as a result of energy shortages.

Students may not like telecourses as much at they
say they do; they may want other things from educa-
tion than credit and/or information gain.

The declines in enrollment may simply parallel other
declines in enrollment not-d by 'educational institutions
preparing students foi degrees; it may have nothing to
do with telecourses per se.

Finally, there may be no long-term decline in tele-
course enrollment at all. The sample of institutions is
limited, the period telecourses have been used is short,
and there are to. many other variables present (e.g.,
the economy; Ham :ourseware) to allow us to draw
f .n conclusions.

Needed research: Is there a secular trend in telecourse
enrollments and if so. what factors have contributed to
it?

Both this and the discussionn Section IV pertain to
the question "Are enrollments good and do they con-
tinue to be good?" For many institutions they are and
doenough to indicate that there should be identifi-
able reasons in places where telecourses do not gather
and hold enrollments and that in many cases the fac-
tors that prevent "success" can be overcome.

What about faculty? Are faculty members satisfied
with the experience of teaching a telecourse and willing
to repeat it? Christopher Rhines (1977), in his exam-
ination of the Maryland College of the Air, found that
faculty generally felt telecourses were less satisfying
teaching experiences than regular classes. The same
faculty members, however, express willingness to teach
other telecourses. Given the need of many post-second-
ary instructors to find employment or to augment sal-
aries, finding telecourse instructors (or "learning
managers") should not be a problem for some time un-
' Is these instructors must be drawn from an existing
department.

"Why are telecourses successful in this area ?" was a
question that we asked (where appropriate) toward the
end of each interview. The most consistent response
from both stations and colleges was "strong and effec-
tive leadership." The heads of the " successful" institu-
tions wanted telecourses to succeed and gave admin-
istrators the resources and authority to attain this goal.
Penny Richardson identified commitment of leaders as
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a key factor in the successful operation of conseittia; it
is clearly necessary for the successful operation of tele-
courses in a single institution as well.

The "orher reasons" we encountered appeared in
many forms and varieties, but centered on meeting the
needs of partieular audiences and on competent admin-
istration. Station responses included: "Properly identify
community needs and target programs to those needs.
Provide enough publicity": Involve stations with tele-
courses"; "Competent coordinator and station interest
in education"; "Have good television programs with
courses whose content is the same as is available in the
'as...-. 1." Responses from the colleges included:

"Strong student support services"; "Flexible faculty":
"Quality programs"; "Successful learning experi-
ences."

Ronald Gross (1979 Appendix, pp. 4-5) summarized
a somewhat different set of factors that addressed pro-
ducers of Open-Learning materials as well as users. He
reports that "Ope: Learning projects frequently at-
tribute their success to the presence of several or most
of these factors":

1. Project addresses learners needs chat are specific.
clearly-defined and well-re:sc.:itched.

2 Project focuses on the learning process rather than
being fixated on technology.

3 Project identified a potential student body that was
reachable. sometimes including those already being
served through on-campus courses.

4. Project provides cr4st and degree incentives by mak-
ing courses sequential and leading toward degree

5. Project stresses high quality in courseware to make
viewing compelling

6 Project adopted some existing courseware to keep
down costs of new production- -but vigorously adapted it
to meet local needs and style

7 Project offers 'TY +" Supports students learning
through other materials

8 Project includes a first-rate communications/support
system for distant learners

9 Project decided on hardware acquisition wisely. with
good advice and stressing flexibility.
10 Project cultivated institutional support on the cam-
pus as a whole. or on the member campuses in the case of
a consortium. especially among the top administration
and the mainstream of the faculty
11 Project developed good cooperative arrangements
with broadcast outlets
12 Project is part of consortium to cooperate for produc-
tion and/or distribution to share costs, talent, promotional
efforts, know-how. resources. etc
13 Project has diverse sources of funding

In a way. it is easier to summarize failure than suc-
cess. Gross continued his listing with problems

Inadequate audience and marketing research. leading
to wrong major production or acquisition decisions

2. Inadequate promotion
3 Inadequate commumcation and support services for

distant learners.
4. Inadequate staffing for instruction services.
5. inattention to attrition and student confusions
6. Over - reliance on TV broadcasts to carry the burden

of instruction
7 Unavailability of "front money" for course produc-

tion.
8. Premature commitment to produce or use a major

course before sufficient experience has been developed in
using telecourses and in working with the technology and
the organizational problems.
9 Failure to meet high quality standards in broadcast

materials.
10 Failure to adhere to production schedules. especially
by faculty members involved in consortium-production
enterprises
11 Low marketability of produced courses to other insti-
tutions.
12. Poor communication with ;he rest of the faculty or
with cooperating colleges or clients.
13. Failure to involve the disadvantaged.
14. Lack of suitable and/or predictable broadcast times.

Similarly, Sally B"aty and Deo Brock have collected
a list of common mistakes which are summarized be-
low (Gross, 1979, p. 35).

1. Go it alone. you're paying for a prepackaged course
so it should work, and if it doesn't, it will be less embar-
rassing if no one else knows about it.

2 Think of the telecourse as a quick and dirty way to
make some money. Assume that putting the course on the
air is 90 percent of the job.

3. Put someone in charge who doesn't have much else to
do, and nccds to gain a little visibility on campus
equally bad. assign someone who has too much to do.
Don't bother any deans, let alone the president.
4. Don't do any special promotion to let people know

about the offering
5. When interested students call for information, have

tam shunted around to different extensions by campus
switchboard operators who don't know what they're talk-
ing about.
6. Ignore the probability that enrollments will continue

to come in perhaps three to five weeks after the course
starts you can handle that problem when it comes up.
And after that you can cope with the students calling nine
weeks into the course asking if they have to do anything
besides listen to the program to get credit.
7. At the faculty club, ignore those faculty members

muttering about how tclecourses are dehumanizing in
struction and replacing live proCessors.
8 Don't worry about how many of the enrolled students

really become involved in following the progi -its and
doing the ancillary work
9 Fearlessly load up the instructor some colleges have

put one teacher in charge of 800 TV students
10 Don't worry if many students seem to be losing their
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way or not keeping up, it's their problem, and besides
they'll never tell anyone so you can always find fresh stu-
dents next term who don't know it's a swindle.

How does the institution evaluate the success of a
telecourse? Beyond enrollments And students' grades,
most do not; those that do use questionnaires. These,
sent to students and faculty, provide a good deal of in-
formation but their use presents several problems. The
first, of course. is that only a proportion of the students
fill them in and return them, and for one course this
inevitably results in a biased picture. Over a number of
courses patterns emerge that can be used to give any
single course evaluation greater validity. A skew in
questionnaires that is less easy to correct is that if the
college waits until the telecourse endsa logical pro-
cedure in many casesthe students who have dropped
out are rarely included. These are the students whose
needs, for one reason or another, may not have been
met by some aspect of the course. Surveys on reasons
for dropping telecourses find that a majority of stu-
dents identify personal reasons as the most influential
factor in their decision. it is entirely possible. however,

4.

V

that this is a convenient excuse to save face for all in-
volved. Still another problem with questionnaires is
that they are expensive in terms of staff time and re-
sources, especially if nonrespondents are sent remind-
eri or called.

At the other end of the spectrum, evaluation through
direct observation is difficult when the learners are as
dispersed as telecourse students. Individual interviews
are possible, especially by phone. but expensive. Dallas
CCCD has done a considerable amount of work com-
paring the performance of television and on-campus
students, but their environment furnishes a set of "lab-
oratory" conditions that aren't replicable in many
other places.

Last, but not least, most telecourse evaluations to
date have been conducted by interested parties.

Needed research. How can we develop better methods
of evaluation and /or cheaper methods of evaluation%
Would it be possible to develop some approaches that,
although not perfect, would give administrators some
idea of the reasons a telecourse for any course) was
successful or unsuccessful' What factors would be in-
cluded'



XIII.

ALTERNATE DELIVERY SYSTEMS

Actual and potential telecourse audiences are largest for
telecoursts delivered by open-air broadcast.

Alternative delivery systems include cable, LTFS (instructional
Television Fixed Service), satellite, videodisc, electronic blackboard,
computer and computer-assisted instruction.

Alternative delivery systems are especially useful in providing
flexible program scheduling for telecourses. Greatest flexibility is
provided by systems which can be used entirely at home by students.

The costs of alternative delivery systems vary widely and need to
be examined in relation to the size of the target audiences for a
given program, cost of system installation and ce;t of program
production as well as delivery costs.

The costs to the student might vary from system to system.

Alternative delivery systems are seen as one way of increasing the
amount of broadcast time available for telecourses. Some systems
permit educational innovation (such as two-way communication,
programmed learning) and greater student control over his/her
learning.

by Susan M. Grail

he advent of new communications technologies.in
recent years has altered the conception of "televised
delivery" of courses for post-secondary formal and noa-
formal education Although the broadcasting of televi-
sion courses remains a viable means of servicing adult
learners, it is important to examine the potential If
such technologies as satellites, cable. Instructional
Television Fixed Service (ITFS), and videodiscs. to
serve the adult harrier and the implications of these
technologies for the service providers. the higher edu-
cation institutions. and the telecommunications en-
tities. Many of these "nonbthadcast" technologies are
currently in use, either singly or in combinations, for
the delivery of television courseware to homes or learn-
ing centers. Present and potential future uses of such
systems, as well as broadcast distribution, and syndica-
tion of courses, will be examined in relation to audience
potential. program scheduling, costs, marketing, and
possibilities for educational innovation. The nature of
the public television system and the diversity of ap-
plications of the nonbroadcast technologies preclu les
universal generalizations obi .ny of the aforemen-
tioned variables, and the folk, .g should not be taken
as such.

56

AUDIENCE POTENTIAL
There are basically two ways of reaching an intended
audience with televised programming. the "shotgun"
approach in which, by delivering programs to all possi-
ble viewers, it is hoped that the intended audience will
be reached, and the "point-blank" approach in which
programming is delivered directly and solely to those
interested or potentially interested in receiving it. The
broadcasting of television courses employs the former
method of reaching adult learners, whereas the use of
non broadcast delivery systems usually entails the latter.

The audience potential for either approach often de-
pends on the subject matter of the television course, the
appropriateness of the delivery method to the content,
and the nature of the intended audience itself. The
availability of alternative types of delivery systems m a
given locale also affects the audience potential for
telecourses.

Broadcasting
Broadcasting is the most prevalent television delivery
system .1 the country today, and the one to which peo-
ple are most accustomed. By these virtues alone, the
broadcasting of telecourses can and does attract a large

6 , S
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number of studen. The broadcasting of post-second-
ary courses can be divided into two categories. the na-
tional feed of programs on public or commercial
television, and the local broadcast of courses other than
those fed nationally.

For the nest part, te1-..ision courses that are na-
tionally broadcw. ,- gener..1 interest" programs that
were not originally designed just for educational pur-
poses but around which a credit course has been devel-
oped (The Adams Chronicles for example, or the
commercially broadcast Roots). Series of this nature
are intended to appeal to a general audience. and the
course enrollees come from all walks of life; the shot-
gun approach to television delivery is appropriate for
these types of courses, since it is difficult to target the
potential student population The national broadcast of
a telecourse reaches potential students nationwide in
one concerted effort. opening up the possibility of hav-
ing a large number of enrollees for one course offering.
For example, the two national PBS broadcasts of The
Ascent of Man garnered over 45,000 students who en-
rolled for credit in the series course through local col-
leges and universities. The promotional campaigns that
accompany a national broadcast series with a credit op-
tion enhance the public's awareness of the offering, un-
doubtedly contributing to the success of the series as a
credit course.

Of course, many television courses cm not suitable
for national broadcast; they are either regional in sta-
ture or intended for an audience too specific and/or too
limited to warrant a delivery system of this magnitude.
These courses arc often produced initially for a local
broadcast .and/or for syndication to other users with
the same needs for materials.

Locally broadcast telecourses, either locally pro-

duced or leased/purchased from a syndicator, serve a
ssariety of purposes with a varying audience potential.
Depending on the region, the television station. and
formal or informal assessments of the potential student
population. locally televised courses can range from en-
richment/general interest subjects to in-service train-
ing for specific professions Of 156 public broadcasting
stations responding to a 1975 76 Corporation for Pub-
lic Broadcasting survey, 80 percent offered informal
past-secondary courses. 70 percent ofrem..d f.;crrial post-
secondary courses. and 50 percent in-service training
programs (CPB/OEA, 1978) An example of audience
sue for the various types of courses comes from the
South Carolina ETV network (a state network of six
PTV stations and a statewide closed circuit system).
which in 1977 had 6.000 students enrolled in formal
higher education courses, 8."../00 teachers in in-service
courses, 19,000 students in medical education courses,
3.500 in law-enforcement taming, 17,500 students in
GED and similar programs, and 53,000 business pro-

i

fessionals in job-related programs (Carlisle, 1978). As
with national broadcast, the local broadcast of tele-
courses delivers programming via the shotgun ap-
proach, reaching the potential student by reaching all
viewers with courseware. Many television stations do
not have the amount of broadcast time to devote to
higher education courses that the South Carolina ETV
network seems to, and for the more specific audience
Programs (such as the medical or business course) a
non broadcast delivery would probably be more feasible
and more appropriate. When there are specific target
audiences, it is bar.; to justify allocating broadcast time
to serve them with courses even with the number of
students South Carolina reports: their needs for partic-
ular information services can be met by delivering pro-
gramming directly to the students rather than to every
television household.

Cable
There are approximately 4,000 cable companies in the
United States today. serving 9,000 communities and
reaching some thirteen million subscribers (Broadcast-
ing. 1978, p, 32). Twenty-two percent of all television
homes now have cable, and cable saturation is con-
stantly increasing. The advent of pay cable (Home Box
Office, Viacom, etc.) has led to increased numbers of
channels in many markets with more potential for di-
verse programming services and may be the key to
reaching the 30 percent national cable penetration con-
sidered to be a "significant milestone" by the industry
(Gunn, H., 1978). Cable's broadband technology can
offer a wide selection of channels (a minimum twenty-
channel capacity is required for new systems in major
market areas), which can become an important re-
source for educators in cable-serviced areas.

The 1972 Cable Television Report and Order
(CFCC, 1972) required cable systems in major mar-
kets to maintain "at least one channel each for public.
educational, government, and leased access," and more
recent rulings require systems of 3.500 or more sub-
scribers (regardless of market size) to provide up to
four access channels if they have the channel capacity
and the demand ft,. use (CFCC/Cable: 1976). These
access channels are considered to be the "nonbroad-
cast" portion of a cable system, as opposed to those
channels that carry local or nearby broadcast signals
and commercially syndicated or locally originated pro-
gramming as they arc aired. Educat'onal institutions,
both public and private schools and universities, arc
given access free of charge to these channels for the
dei..cry of television courseware to homes, places of
work, or community centers. For example, the Pennsyl-
vania State University offers credit and noncredit con-
tinuing education courses throughout the state via

(; I
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cable television, using cable educational access

channels.
The experimental QUBE cable system in Columbus,

Ohio opens new possibilities for cable television use by
educators and adult learners. QUBE is a two-way ca-
ble system that enables viewers to "talk back" to their
television sets by means of response buttons on the
home control panel; responses are registered on a com-
puter at the system's control center. Several QUBE
channels are currently being used for college credit and
noncredit course delivery, enabling students to answer
questions and take tests at home using the response
buttons (Focus on: QUBE. 1978)

The audience potential for cable delivery of educa-
tional materials is by necessity limited to those areas
with cable penetration and to those persons who sub-
scribe to the service The cable audience will grow as
more areas are penetrated by cable, and as the in
creased number of channels offer increased options in
programming (educational and otherwise), thus stim-
ulating subscriptions_ It is estimated that one-half of
the television homes now have cable passing by the
front door and the growing programming possibilities
with the expansion of two-way cable will undoubtedly
increase the numbers of cable subscribers.

ITFS
In 1963, the Federal Communications Commission
designated thirty-one channels , i the microwave por-
tionitat the spectrum (2500-26S) MHz) as Instruc-
tional Television Fixed Service (ITFS) channels, to be
used "primarily for the transmission of visual and aural
instructional. cultural. and other types of educational
materials ITFS is a low-power, omnidirectional
transmission system with a line-of-sight reception area
of approximately twenty miles in all directions. (This
coverage area can be extended through signal repeaters
and linked systems.) The technology of 1TFS is such
that it is an ideal method of reaching specialized au-
diences, it is narrow casting in the truest sense An
FITS system requires special receiving equipment that
converts the microwave signal down to broadcast tele-
vision frequencies for viewing purposes Because this
equipment costs around 52.000 per site. ITFS trans
missions are not intended for home reception by the
general public but rather for those persons with a com-
mon educational or informational need who might be
served by the reception of televised materials at a spe-
cific location, such as a study center. library, or place
of business ITFS is an example of the "point-blank"
approach to serving the intended audience.

Since each ITFS licensee is allowed up to four v han-
nets with which to serve the educational needs of a Ste.)-
graphical area, the potential exists to reach four
separate specialized audiences simultaneously IT1S
also has a two-way audio capability (using ['NI Ire

quencies), which, during live transmissions, enables
those at the reception site to talk back to those at the
signal origination point, this aspect of an ITFS system
can bring students and teachers together in a "live"
classroom even though they may in fact be twenty
miles apart.

Recent 1TFS-utilization statistics show that one-
third of all IT FS licensees are higher education institu-
tions. There are typically three uses of this technology
by these entities. as a s.vsed-circuit television network
for geographically- dispersed colleges and universities,
as a means to reach cable companies for delivery to
homes, and as a link between higher education facili-
ties and business/industry/medical institutions.

The audience potentia! for an ITFS system lies in its
ability literally to extend a regularly scheduled college
curriculum beyond the geographic boundaries of the
campus. either to other campuses or to learning cen-
tero,places of business, and hospitals Thus, an on-
caitnpus class in business management, for example,
cab be transmitted live to a number of corporations in
the area and employees can participate in the course
without leaving their place of work.

An example of an inter-institutional network use of
ITFS is IHETS. the Indiana Higher Education Tele-
communication System. This statewide system con-
nects the main and regional campuses of Indiana's
public universities as well as several private colleges,
combining ITFS with telephone. cable. and broadea.
technologies (at present IIIETS operates nine ITFS
systems). Courses can be sent from a "home campus"
to regional campuses. and courseware can be developed
and shared among the institutions. In addition, ITFS is
used to deliver in-service educational materials "con-
fidentially" to medical practitioners at hospitals and
clinics.

Satellites
Communications satellites are replacing telephone land
lines as a means of dispersing television programming
nationwide. In 1976. the Corporation for Public Broad-
osting signed a contract with Western Union to
oruvidc WESTAR satellite services for public broad-
casting stations. today 165 public television stations are
interconnected by satellite. Many cable cornikoies cur-
rently use satellites for program services across the
country.

The advantage of satellite use for program delivery
lies in the ability of this technology to deliver materials
nationwide to dispersed audiences in "real-time."
Whereas the ITFS system can bring student and
teacher together in the classroom despite a tAenty-mile
distance between them, a satellite can bring a teacher
in Chicago tog-t her simultaneously with the students
in New York and Los Angeles for interactive sessions.
Experimental NASA satellites have been used in the

t; .)
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past for this type of program delivery at a slightly
smaller geographic range. the interconnection of PBS
stations by satellite has made it possible to accomplish
such a feat on a nationwide basis.

The "nonbroadcast" use of the Public Television Sat-
ellite System (that is, for programs other than those
that are broadcast on public television stations) for ed-
ucational purposes was demonstrated by the Public
Service Satellite Consortium (PSSC) and the Ameri-
can Dietetic Association (ADA) in September of 1978
(PSSC, 1978) A continuing education program for di-
etitians originating in Denver was transmitted live to
one hundred sites in eight cities, from San Diego, Cal-
ifornia to Columbia, South Carolina. The signal from
Denver traveled 22,300 miles into space to reach the
WESTAR satellite and was retransmitted back to
earth where it was received by eight public television
stations. These stations in turn distributed the signal to
viewing sites via cable, ITFS, and broadcast television.
Since the program was in real time, dietitians at the
viewing centers (who had enrolled for continuing edu-
cation credits in the program) were able to ask ques-
tions of the panel in Denver.

A Corporation for Public Broadcasting study con-
ducted by PSSC on the nonbroadcast uses of the Public
Television Satellite System contains a "shopping list"
of suggested applications of satellite technology by
public service users (PSSC. 1978). This list includes:

delivery of continuing professional education
materials distribution services
alternatives to workshops, conferences, and

seminars
acci..-ss to and distribution of mediated courses of

instruction
delivery of in-service training

These applications arc not limited to the WESTAR
satellite and public television stations. othcr satellites
and receiving points (such as those serving cable com-
panies) could be used for these purposes

Videodiscs
Videodist [ethnology has been under development for
almost a decade. and finally became a reality with the
introduction of videodiscs on the market in Atlanta at
the end of 1978. Videodisc technology involves a low-
power laser beam that "picks up" information from a
disc resembling an LP record. The videodisc player is
about the wre of a standard turntable and connects to a
conventional television set via the antenna terminals,
the information picked up by thc laser beams appears
as a pi.ture on thc television screen. The disc Contains
54.000 frames of information and, in a standard play
mode, provides for thirty minutes of playing time per
side The Phillips-MCA videodisc player has controls
for still frame. forward and backward slow motion, and
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frame search ("Phillips-Magnavox/MCA Magnavi-
sion/Discovision System," 1979). The videodisc system
has several drawbacks, unlike the home videotape re-
corders, Programs cannot be recorded off of a home
television set onto one's videodisc player, and the discs
cannot be erased and used again (" 'Disks' Played on
TV Sets ... ," 1978).

Some have predicted that the videodisc will replace
videotape as a television program storage arid retrieval
device. The discs are cheaper to produce in mass quan-
tities than tapes, and require much less space for stor-
age. The videodisc player and the discs themselves will
be available to the consumer at prices considerably
lower than those for comparable home videotape equip-
ment. For educational purposes, the variable speed con-
trol and frame-by-frame access capability of some
videodisc players offers greater flexibility for both d% o-
gram providers and students. .

Besides the commercially marketed videodisc sys-
tems, a system being called the "intelligent videodisc"
has been under development. This is a combination of
the conventional videodisc system with computer tech-
nology, for computer-assisted instruction (CAI) in tan-
dem with audio, video, and textual programming
(Eastwoo.J. 1978).

The appeal of commercially marketed home vid-
eodisc systems and the intelligent videodisc for student
audiences lies in their approach to the delivery of rm.,-
rials. Students have access to materials at their leisure
rather than at a time required by the program-schedul-
ing coacerns of other delivery systems. The same is
true, albeit without thc speed and framc controls, for
programs on videotape to use on home videocassette
recorders.

Electronic Blackboard
The electronic blackboard is another method of extend-
ing classes beyond campus boundaries in real time.
Telephone lines carry both the instructor's voice and
any diagrams he/she draws on a "blackboard" to any
number of classrooms at any distance. The voice is re-
ceivedand questions returnedvia a conference tele-
phone, the very normal-seeming blackboard in the
instructor's classroom transmits signAs to television
monitors in receiving classrooms.

Computer and Computer 'Assisted Instruction
Computer-assisted instruction has been of interest to
educators fur years but its use has been limited by cost
Current developments in computer technology may
now bring he cost down to a point where it is possible
for institutions and individuals to buy and use eornput-
cm for educational purposes.

Computers bring an educationally distinct capacity
tc the media we have been discussing whether they(
stand alone or arc used as part of an "intelligent vid-
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eodisc system." They can include interactive programs
with variable prescriptionsthat is, a student can com-
plete a set of exercises, have them evaluated by the pro-
gram, and be assigned further work based on his or her
performance.

Both macro- and micro-computers are now being
used in educational settings. The macro-computer sys-
tem uses many terminals, all connected to a central
computer; the central computer usually performs a
number of other functions in addition to its educational
uses. Perhaps the best known of the macro-systems is
PLATO, for which a large number of programs have
been designed. PLATO allows users to incorporate
graphics into their lesson and enables students and in-
structors to write and receive notes and to talk to one
another in "real time" no matter how far apart they
might be in actual miles. Like the electronic black-
board, PLATO uses telephone lines for data transmis-
sion although there has been some discussion of moving
to a satellite transmission mode.

At the other end of the spectrum, micro-computers
stand alone and derive the "information" they need
from programs stored on "floppy discs" or other de-
vices rather than at a central computer location. Sev-
eral models have all the capabilities of the PLATO
system except the ability to communicate.

Both systems are being used or are under considera-
tion for distance education by the University of Cal-
ifornia, system. University Extension at the University
of California, San Diego, offers a certificate course in
instructional development and design to students all
over the United Stales via the PLATO system, and the
Independent Study Division at Berkeley hopes to in-
clude a computer-based course using micro-processors
and floppy discs in the computer language, Pascal,
among its correspondence courses.

The audience potential for both systems will depend
on costs and on the availability of good software.

PROGRAM SCHEDULING
A telecourse. no matter he-v excellent, is doomed to fail
if the audience for which it is intended does not have
access to it. The times of the day that course programs
are available, and the number of limes each program
can be seen, arc as important to thc success of a tele-

urse as the course itself. Another consideration of
this program scheduling aspect is the number of hours
tha. can be made available For educational program-
ming aimed at thc adult learner for this determines the
number of courses that can be offered.

The most limited delivery system for program sched-
uling is broadcasting Commitments to audiences other
than students of telecourses and the actual cost of
broadcast air tinic restrict the number of hours avail-

able for this type of programming and prohibit flexible
scheduling or numerous repeats for programs that are
broadcast. Most public television stations (79.5%) of-
fering post-secondary telecourses are able to arrange
for the airing of course programs during the early
morning and early evening hours which the stations
consider to be most advantageous for the adult learner
(CPB, 1976). Nationally broadcast series that have a
credit option are usually aired during prime time hours
with repeat broadcasts at other times, and for this type
of series this scheduling appears to be successful. In a
survey of its telecourse students, however, Dallas
County Community College District found that prime
time was not the preferred viewing time for locally
broadcast lessons (DCCCD, 1978). The repetition of
individual programs of a telecourse during different
times of the day and/or on different days of a given
week is also very important in allowing students of
varying personal schedules access to the lessons (al-
though the Dallas survey shows that few students
watch a given program more than once). Many stations
repeat a given course program two or three times.
While actual numbers of hours of air time for post-
secondary telecourses are limited, it appears that most
public television stations are able to accommodate at
least minimum scheduling for adult learners.

Nonbroadcast technologies increase student access
to number and hours of television courses. A cable edu-
cational access channel could conceivably be pro-
grammed twenty-four hours a day with post-secondary
materials, as could an ITFS system licensed to a col-
lege c, a university. The options for more telecourses
and for flexible scheduling and rcpeat broadcasts of
programs to meet thc needs of students are much
greater using nonbroadcast rather than broadcast de-
livery systems, since the former are not subject to the
constraints of the latter. In many places, however. ITFS
transmission is dictated by the times studcnts can take
or instructors can teach courses. The University of
Southern California's Interactive Instructional Televi-
sion Systenri (1-ITV), which uses a four-channel ITFS
system for delivery. offered employees of business and
industry in thc Los Angeles area forty-two credit and
twenty-eight noncredit courses during the Spring 1978
semester. Courses offered for nonprofessionals on the [-
ITV system are scheduled so that students can take
them during the noon,lunch hour or immediately after
work a: their place of employment, thus facilitating
course attendance. Engineering courses arc transmitted
during the hours thcy arc taught. Similarly. use of the
electronic blackboard must be scheduled to suit the
convenience of both teachers and learners.

Post-secondary courses and in-service programs that
use satellite communications as one component of the
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delivery system (other than nationally fed PBS pro-
grams) must depend on the availability of transponder
time on a satellite for scheduling of transmissions;,
transponder availability is a constantly changing entity
often dependent on other users and the capacity of the
satellite. The Western Union satellites (WESTAR I
and 11) used by public television stations for intercon-
nection are now approaching (ull capacity use; how.
ever, Western Union plans to laqnch a third "bird" in

' August of 1979. which will open up more transponder
time (Video News, 1979). Satellite transponders can
be leased for scheduled use over a period of time, assur-
ing the availability of the satellite. At present, however,
equipment-costs make it virtually impossible to receive
satellite transmissions directly at homes, schools, learn-
ing centers, or the like. Because of this, the "final mile"
delivery of programs from the satellite to the student
often entails the use of another technology (although
low-cost smaller earth stations can eliminate this neces-
sity in some areas); in "final mile" delivery the use of
nonbroadcast systems is preferable to broadcast sys-
tems for the above-stated reasons of access and
flexibiiity.

X system that gives a student access to course mate-
rials at Fs or her convenience and that is not subject to
specific x:heduling allows the ultimate flexibility in
meeting every student's access n6eds. The cassette
player in the library or learning center, the home vid-
eotape player, and the impending videodisc systems can
and will make it possiblf for the student to lease or pur-
chase course programaor_use them at the library or
learning center) for viewing at his or her own discre-
tion. Programmers in broadcast.'cable. or ITFS opera-
tions cannot possibly schedule Course programs in such
a way as to be compatible with the personal schedules
of every potential telecoursestudent.

Large computer systems and micro-computers in
college computer centers limit student access to set
times and appointments although there may be a great
range of flexibility within them. Home use of these sys-
tems is not yet widespread, but may well become so
within the next decade. if so, computer-assisted in-
struction will have the same flexibility as videodisc or
tape Instruction.

COSTS
The costs of delivering television courses to adult learn-
ers cannot be discussed without taking into account the
effectiveness of a given delivgy system for both
proVider and student 'Although an hour of broadcast
air time can cost a provider ten times the dollar
amount of an hour of ITFS transmission. a particular
broadcast course may reach more than ten times as
many students, thus making this type of delivery more

ti

cost-elle-oive overall unless production costs differ
greatly. Beating this in mind, the following section will
examine the costs of the. various technologies used to
deliver courses to Adult learners.

Broadcasting
An hour of broadcast air time can cost anywhere from
$150 to $350. at a public -televisiop station (PSSC.
1978). although some-stations give a discounted rate to
educational institutions buying air time. Commercial
television stations and many public television stations
often provide free air time for television courses (usti-,
ally in the very early morning hours).as part of their
public service commitment. Because programs that are
broadcast. Must meet FCC regulations for technical
standards, sophisticated production, equipment is nec-
essary and production costs are generally higher than
for nonbroadcast-quality programs.

Cable
Air time on a cable educational access channel is
provided free-of-charge to qualified users in a major
cable market. The cable company, however, is required
only to provide access to the channel and does not have
to supply videotape players or-studio production facili-
ties. A telecourse provider, therefore. may, have to
provide technical personnel, such as television en-
gineers, and videotape playback equipment to get the
programs on the air. Some institutions reach cable
head-ends from an origination site (a university studio
or playback facility, for example) via a dedicated mi-
crowave or an ITFS channel. The cost of a dedicated
microwave-to-cable link is approximately $40 an hour
and ITFS transmission costs are around $25 to $50 an
hour for one channel (PSSC, 1978). FCC standards of
technical quality for programs aired on "nonbroad.
cast" cable channels are not ,as stringent as those for
broadcast, therefore production costs need not be as ex-
pensive for this type of program delivery.

ITFS
The initial costs of setting up an ITFS delivery system
vary widely depending on existing facilities and the
geographical terrain of a given area. Although ITFS is
an omni-directional lowpower system. it still requires
signal origipation facilities similar to those of a broad-
cast station videotape machines, a studio facility if
there is to be original production of materials, a trans-
mitter, and a transmitting antenna and may require
additional transmitting equipment to reach the service
area. Reception of ITFS transmissions requires a re-
ceiving antenna and down-converter at each receivini,
site at a cost of roughly $2,000 per site. Additional
costs.t.an be incurred at the receiving area fur television
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monitors, or fo a closed-circuit distribution NYaitini if
multiple areas of a receive sue are to be served In
order to have "talkback" capability. an additional cost
of $5,001. per channel per site is incurred All of the
above are initial. one-tint: costs For transmission, in-
stittaions have been s'narging $25 to $50 an hour to
cover engineering costs apd equipment amorwation
Present FCC regulations require III'S systems to meet
"broadcast standards" for technical quality A 1976
proposed FCC ruling (RM 2603) would have removed
these restrictions. allowing ITFS users to operate
within closed-circuit or nonbroadcast cable technical
parameters Other parts of that ruling were opposed by
ITi S users and therefore it has been tabled (30...T.
1976) The FCC is aware of tilt limitations placed on
ITFS operators by the przsent regulations. and has not
enlbrecd the broadcast standard

Sate 11:tes

The costs of Natellitc delivery of telecourses other than
those broadcast nationally by PBS encompass much
more than simple charges for transponder time End-
to-end service entails .1 number of variables, including
the "final mile" delivery to the intended receivers of the
programming The Public Service Satellite Consortium
(PSSC) has developed hypothetical charges for end-to-
end service in three different situations. These charges
range from $275 an hour (to transmit an existing pro-
gram from .t PBS won with uplink capability to a
viewing room at a PBS station colocated with its re-
ceiving earth station) to $515 an hour (for black-and-
white studio production. dedicated miaow.. - to satel-
lite uplink, transponder time, and ITFS or cable deliv-
ery to viewing sites) to $1.302 an hour (for color-studio
production, NT&T land line to satellite uplink. trans-
ponder time. and open-air broadcast delivery to view-
ing sites and homes IPSSC. 19781) " Again. these
hypothetical figures. and many other combinations of
vatAles are possible at varying costs Technological
advances and the r, arketplace are bringing down the
costs of satellite earth station...Ind the future holds the
possibility of direct broadza a-to-home satellite recep-
tion with small receivrg dishes costaig as little as $100
io $200 (Gunn, If 1978) These innovations could fur-
ther revolutionise televised oistruction by eliminating
the "tonal mile" problem and making it possibic to

reception at schools. libraries.
.en' . t homes

...;f1 use 4.,in also differ if the program

s tor the tw,iirheilk,ti htiolv t h.irge% And model
kst.shlt.bea tron ,arrier%

raer prodmet. And sthedi +i I 11,111M% for
smites these oist Ire intended 001 to driusion purpmes
planompt od budgeting lor end i" end seethe Malting the
p Its

material is to be used in 'real time (a live transmis-
sion and simultaneous icy:quoit). or if it is to be stored
by recordiag fur use at a later time There are addi-
tional costs incurred for the latter, but these must be
weighed against the costs of higher peak-hour rates
(Pout, 1976) Rcal tune satellite use shuttle be justified
by the requirements of the material itself.

Videodiscs
Commercially marketed videodiscs will be an inexpen-
sive 7,ethod of reaching the student at home, The first
vide c players sold in Atlanta in December of 078

.695, with discs selling for $5.95 to $15.95 de-
?Liu:ling on the content and length of the programs
1,The Phillips Magnavox/MCA Magmt, ion/Discovt-
sion System." 1979) It is estimated i_ price of
players will drop to under $400 by the early 1980s, and
discs will become even less expensive. In comparison,
costs 'or home videocassette players and software are
much higher around $900 for players and about $50
for tapes. The nature of videodisc manufacturing is
such tnat discs can be stamped out at a labor and ma-
lentil cost of ipproximately 40 cents each. making
these an inexpensive commodity who mass produced
and distributed. A 100-schoot network usiag videodiscs
could save $23,000 per year over .1 conventional hlm
distribution system (Eastwood. 1978)

The hardware costs of .in "intelligent" videodisc sys-
tem are estimated at between $1,500 and $2.000. with
the discs themselves costing again about $3.00 11'w-
ever. based on other computer-assisted programs of
study. it is estimated that creation of courseware for
one full-year college course for this systein would cost
between $500,000 and $700.060 (Eastwood. 1978)
This would rule out .1 single institution's producing
courseware Production would only be feasible vith a
multi nstitutional or perhaps governmet. ..potisored
effort.

Electronic Blackboard
Pricing for electronuc bladboards is not yet twin but
projected costs re soinewha. :css tha,i charges for in-
stallation and operation of !TS systems Installation
charges for the blackboard ascii will probably be
slightly over $800, with a monthly charge of about
$400 The monthly fee includes maintenance, no other
personnel boides an instructor are needed fo. tpera-
tam At each receiving site a e Inference. telephone is
necessary. costing about $262 a month plus a $527 one-
time installation charge In addition. the user has to
provide .5 television monitor at each receiving site and
to par telepho.....-line charges !he telephone-line
charges are roughly equal to reguLir phone use and are
amenable to the various discount systems accomnany-
mg it
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Computers and Computer-Assisted Instruction
The cost of a PLATO system terming! runs slightly
over $1,000 a month, including phone-line charges.
There is no installation charge for the terminal, the
phone company requires a small payment for the
telephone hookup The costs of a stand-alone micro-
computer vary with the model and the company.
Micro-processors currently in use for computer-
assisted instruction reta.i for something over S2.000
and are expected to be available in larger orders for
about $1,500 each. Programmed floppy discs for thes-
comptrers, produced in bulk, will probably retail for
St5 $25 each, a price that should be within most stu-
dents' reach. Both types of terminals can handle about
twenty students a term, Assuming they are in an en-
viranment where there is access twelve hours a day

Another factor should be taken into account when
discussing costs in all of these systemsproduction
costs for the educational programs associated with
them There are no ''production" costs for real time
transmission of education via ITFS and electronic
blackboards The costs of the programs for broadcast
television (discussed in Section VI) vary tremendously
according to the program and are often very high but
these programs arc also suitable for cable, satellite, and
ITFS transmission, or : r transfer ,o videodisc and vid
cotape Once the program has been produced. it can,
given proper clearances and permissions, be transferred
to any of the delivery systems

The production of material for computer and :ntel-
ligent videodisc delivery is another matter. in these sys-
tems producers are working again from the ground up,
and the costs are high. Low unit costs for high budget
systems depend on mass production and sale but, to
date. a mass market for computer software has not ex-
isted Recent developme is may alter dos pattern, if
they do. computer-assisted education and intelligent
videodiscs will i Jtubly become J major force in edu-
cational technology

.1 tinal caveat however. must be added with refer-
ence to this discussion of ants Broadcast television re-
quires the %olden' who usually has a set to bear a
relative') small 7roriortion of the "hardware" costs.
Systetas such as 1 t S r cable require an added in-
vestment by the ...ier..n. either for equipment or in
travel V ideotapi. or disk.. as stand -alone computer sys-
Lim., require an even greater double-edged investment
Students may have to buy hardware to participate in
.any course. they must obtain special materials be
and beyond bkioks to participate in a particular 4.4.rv.:

NIARKFTING
The marketing of post-secondary television course ma-
terial depends foi the r ost part on the material itself
and on the audience fur which n is intended I lowever.

7 (1

the various distribution alternatives serve intended au-
diences different fashions, Ind the nature of the
technology can affect the marketing strategy

Nationally broadcast telecourses have a built-in
mechanism for marketing As part of the regular PBS
schedule they arc listed in program guides (such as TV
Guule), promoted on-the-air by the stations themselves,
and often receive further exposure through news and
feature stories. For ex:imple, the TV Guide for the
week of February 10 16. 1979, carried a cover story on
The ShaAe.sprare Map series, which was being offered
for lower division credit. Since many of the nationally
broadcast courses arc not originally produced for in-
structional purposes and arc intended for general au-
dience viewing as well as for college credit, they are
treated promotionally likc other nonmstructional pro-
grams. with the credit option as an added attraction.

local broadcast telecourses are also listed in pro-
gram guides, and perhaps receive publicity elsewhere
through brochures, pamphlets, rnclusionin course cata-
logs, and so on. Prcsumabg, if the course was intended
for a spe die audience group, marketing would be
aimed at that group through professional organizations
and the like

Cable television is not quite as visible as broadcast
television. Educational and other access channels are
not often listed in program guides and many cable
companies do not publish their own program listings.
Many cable subscribers may not know an educational
channel exists In addition. only that portion of the
intended audience ato are cable subscribers will be
able to receive th.. course Promotional efforts must be
aimed at cable subscribers in general if the course is of
a general inteiest nature If there is a target audience.
such as teachers Or nurses for example. they must be
reached with information about the course offering.

The same holds true for courses that use ITFS or
satellites in tandem with other systems for the delivery
of materials Since these tech, llogies are usually used
to serve .specific audience groups rather than a general
aodieni.e, these groups must be made aware that the
course possibilita.., exist The use of satellites to deliver
live programs across the country is in itself innovative
enough to attract group members if sufficient publicity
efforts arc made. in other words. satellite delivery still
has a "gee %hi," quality about it that can be used
within the program-marketing strategy.

The marl.z.ting of home videodisc systems and com-
puters will undoubtedly curt: from the commercial en-
tertainment industry Educational video- and floppy -
discs can be marl-W along the vine lines as books. to
both home users and libraries or 5csource centers

Marketing programs to the u.a...s (the students) is an
integrAl part of successful distance-learning % is tele-
comniunications, bet the delivery systems themselves,
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be they broadcast television or "intelligent videodisc,"
must be marketed to the educational pros iders [Alas.&
',final institutions must be made aware of both the edu-
cational and audience potential of %arms types of de-
livery systems, and the benefits to both the institution
And the student that come from using teleeommunlea-
tions as a method of delis ering instruction off-campus
I.conomic factors play a large rote in institutional deci-
sion-making, and the cost-effective nature of telecom-
munications is an aspect that must be stressed For

example. a public unirersity that depends on full-time
enrollments for state funds can use an ITFS system to
extend the borders of the campus. increasing enroll-
ments without putting further burdens on crowded
classrooms and over-extended instructors

ED( I(ATIONAL INNOVATION
Some of the alternative tclecommumeations delivery
systems discussed Aim hare the potential t) allow for
innovative education techniques Broadcast television
mostly limits the student to passive involvement with
televised Course material, he or she simply views the
programs. and may engage in conventional education,;
activities by participating in on-campus discussion ses-
sions Conventional cable 'der ision delivery is similar
to broadcast television in this aspect Flowerer. two-
way interactive systems such as QIIBE make it possi-
ble t.' innor mist! techniques in program
dr gn, cpe-..41iy in terms of testing and student re-
sponse III S has been used primarily to extend the
conventional classroom experience to students off-

npus, so that students arc able to interact with in-
structor, as if they %vac actually in the on-campus

Mass Any innovative practices occurring in the on-
campus classroom would similarly be extended to the
student participating via ITFS Since satellite technol-
ogy currently demands the use of other delivery sys-
tems to take programs the "final mile" to students,
potential for educational innovation would depend on
the delivery system used in conjunction with the satel-
lite. Flowerer. satellites can be used for data as well as
audio and video transmissions. In such fields as com-
puter-assisted instruction and information retrieval.
therefore, avenues for innovation with this technology
exist that reach beyond the realm of televised instruc-
tion (Pool. 1976).

At present, the videodisc (both home and "intel-
ligent" models) and computers seem to offer the most
potential for educational innovation. The other delivery
systems we have discussed bring education to the stu-
dent in "real time" for the student, that is. the learner
has no ability to modify the pace of instruction. In
home-based systems, however, the learning can be self-
paced. Further, the viewer control aspect of some home
videodisc models would allow for a program design
that incorporates moving and still action. and that
might make use of the forward and backward controls.
Computers offer interactive modes of education that
often can be repeated or reviewed by the student. Some
programs. in both spterris. allow random access. The
"intelligent videodisc" "tiers a combination of audio.
video, and computer-asskacd instruction, around which
integrated pro trams of instruction might be designed.
Both. howercr, icmove the element of pacing that may
be important to some home consumers of education.



XIV.
THE FUTURE

Future uses of telecourses will see increased availability through
the use of alternative delivery systems and increased uses of
telecommunications for informal learning.

Questions of responsibility (academic, technical, financial,
administrative) for integrated uses of the media must be resolved.

ur :ast question to each respondent con-
cerned the future of telecourses. The answers fell into a
consistent pattern

I There is a solid future for telecourses in their
present form There is potential to increase audience
penetration and potential to extend the use of tele-
courses to new geographical areas. No one felt there
was much potential to increase the amount of broad-
cast time currently available to telecourses, regardless
of the amount currently alloted in the respondent's
area.

If other forms of telecommunications are added
to bi.A.dcast television. the potential for use was seen as
increasing exponentially Many respondents referred to
the changing demographic composition of the popula-
tion and to the increasing use of nontraditional prp-
grams. Almost all the forms of technology discussed in
Section XIII were cited as supplementing the use of
broz ,ast television

1 lie SCEPAL Project has examined broadcast tele-
courses that are offered for credit. We expect future
moves beyond this model to alter these two aspects It
is quite likely that those alterations will follow two dif-
feral: roads.

I Augmentation of broadcast credit courses by the
use of nonbroadcast delivery systems

Broadcast television offers a means of reaching more
utudents in their homes with nonpr .11 materials that

arc cheaper. for the student, than those of any other
visual technology. Nevertheless. there seems to be a
need to move away '.om dependence on that very rare
commodity, broaocast timeor to make that com-
modity less rare. How this is to be done is complex and
far beyond the scope of this report, we can only raise
some questions that have emerged from the complex-
ities of dealing with telecourses as they now exist

2. Extended use of noncredit/informal use of tele-
communications in education.

This usage exists at present. but there is little recog-
nition of it by the more formal organizations of society,
and it commands little support. In order to obtain rec-
ognition and support some means of identifying admin-
istrative and financial bases for such edueatioi. must be
found. To date, this is uncharted territury -- -but it is
very promising and will be an important area for fur-
ther exploration.

As a last research suggestion, let us pose some of the
questions that must be addressed and roles that must
be defined before new systems can be successful. As
you consider them, remember that they are prmentcd
as an addition to most of the questions about the tele-
courses that have been raised in this paper. In the pres-
ent mode of credit telecourse proe.ction and delivery,
most of these questions already have been resolved for
operational purposes.
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COMPONENTS TO BE INTEGRATED/QUESTIONS TO BE RESOLVED IN A MULTIMEDIA
INSTRUCTIONAL DELIVERY SYSTEM

Each component of an instructional system has four standards by which it can be measure. each of which
can separately range from rotti.n to excellent. and each of which can but must not always be supplied from
separate individual or institutional sources.

Academic
Aesthetic
Instructional
Technical

The system components can be
Visually based
Aurally based
Print based
Computer based
Person based

Who will be resn.msible for each of these?
How will they be integrated?
What role does each play in each system

component?

What role will each play in the learning process?
Who will be respcnsible for (pay for) the

production .ir acquisition) of each component?
Vho will be esponsible for (pay for) the delivery

of each component?
What will be the technological means of delivery of

each component'

As the system Is detisered, who will be responsible for educational guidance or an evaluation of learning?
The learner What will be the relationship among these?
Formal educational institutions What will be their legal and accreditational
Nortformil educational institutions, or groupings context'
formal noneducational or quasi-educational

insuirtions

The system must ultimately be paid for from among the following
The federal government Who pays. in what proportion. and at what point"
State governments
Local governments
Charitable foundation ind organizations
Profit making organwations
i:ducational institutions
Public aid commercial stations or

tekeommunications centers
1 earners

Other consumers of all or part of ilic sysiem

1

i

1



APPENDIX A:
INFORMATION ON SCEPAL RESEARCH

F.THODOLOGN
Tice research for thi, protect was 1.4inducted over a live-
month penud in late 191X and early 1979. It was based
on a writ, of ....ues (sec reds of Inquiry, below) gen-
erated by the Executive Committee of the SCEPAL
project in consul:awn with the Corporation for Public
Broadcasting.

The aim of the research portion of the project was to
provi I an overall .1SJessnicnt of the "state of the art-
in t ..ourses to .one as background to the Executive
Development Seminar-. in order to du this, We pursued
two related activities a review of telecourse literature
and series of interviews with telecourse administra-
tors in stations and colleges

The interview, were based on questionnaires devel-
oped for the project They attempted to cover a range
l)f issues and procedures about telecourses and, in the
process. demi() areas that might have been left out
The questionnatre wiss revised. slightly, about halfway
through the interview.,

The individuals interviewed wcrc selteted on the
basis of diversiy. we attempted to incliide as many dir-
ferent types of institutions. programs. and stations as
possible The common bond was tnat they all worked
with telecourse, As we had expected. patterns of usage
rind response emerged but, because of this diversity, did
not always fall into tidy categories In addition. we

loved faculty and administrator, .it two colleges
that did not offer telecourse:,

[he actual distribution of persons interviewed was as
follows

twenty-two persons at ten 2-year colleges
twenty-one persons at twelve 4-year colleges
one person at a commercial television station
nineteen persons at eleven PTV stations
ten persons at seven publishers
114c pains .it live Other Orgt1111401011S t.' repre-

senting other aspects of telecourse,
Because our attention was to cheat volunice:ed Infor-

mation as wer. as answer the pecilic questions we had
'dentate& the interviews were informal The informal
process meant that we did not always have neatly
litini:thible data 11111 is the reason. that numbers of
responses to questions arc not always given and, when
given. do nod always egad! the sum of the respondents

In addition to interview ing respondents, we also col-
lected literature Much .t the literature other than
that generated by mar telecourse producers about
this subiect is "fugitive" in the truest sense of the word
figures. thoughts. and miscellaneous pieces of infor-

=don exist in most places but are often buried in files
or otherwise inaccessible. We were, for obvious reasons,
not able to collect all of it, but we ..:d retrieve a large
number of in-house reports an f local surveys They arc
included in the bibliography.

The literature concerning telecourses fall; into a few
well-known categories and skirts a number of other is-
sues. Throughout the report we have tried to identify
are that seemed to merit some, more, or different
work. As a prclud- to this, and as a pan of our purpose
in preparing the report, we also began to identify and
chronicle broad trends in telecourse use. These are in-
cluded in the paper as are summaries of inter iew re-
sponses and written reports.

STATION-COLLEGE EXECUTIVE PROJECT IN
ADULT LEARNING- -AREAS OF INQUIRY

1. Existing telecourse audience. Characteristics, com-
parison wish.

a. General television audiences
b General student population

2. Most popular nontelecourse topics
a Community College
b. B A. degree
c. Extension Division
d. Professional

3. Potential audience /telecour..es. Pa.,1 and current
popular telecourses. most requested but not available,
potential and special audiences not now being served;
limitations from the economics of production and dis-
tribution.
4. Costs, to station and college, of telecourse produc-

tion and use. Returns in each :Area.
5 Factors that influence the decision of

a Television stations
b. Educational institutions

to offer telecourses, outline of mechanics of typical sta-
tion or college decision to adopt and impletaent a
telecourse
6 implications of broadcast or alternative distribu-

tion of telecourses

Distribution System

National broadcast
State /regional broadcast
Cable
Satellite
V alcodiscivisc/computer

prog:arn scheduling

Implications

Audience potential
Cost
Marketing
Technological potential

for educational
innovations

67
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7 Success/failure in use of telecourses. sources of
problems to colleges, stations, and students Evaluation
of telecourses.
8. Consortia and telecourses Existing situation and

potential Problems in the use of consortia Producers,
financial models of cooperation, users
9. Promotion of telecourses Currently successful

models: guidelines for the future Stations, educational

institutions, other organizations. State guidelines about
promotion in advertising for telecourses,
10, Services to telecourse students by stations and
colleges.

I I Station executive/educational administrator inter-
action in the offering of telecourses. Relations of educa-
tional institutions with public television stations;
preferred type of broadcast.

L

Institution:

STATION-COLLEGE EXECUTIVE PROJECT IN ADULT LEARNING (SCEPAL)
COLLEGE ORAL. INTERVIEW FORM

Individual Interviewed:
Name
Position
There since

Telecourse administration:
Administrative relationship to rest of institution'
Administration of telecourses?

Institutional funding:
State aid
Tuition
Grants
Other

Type 2 yr _ _ yr Ext

Prof _ _ Other
Type of degree(s) offered

General institutional experience v Rh TV:
Started using
How many TV courses typic ally uttered
What were major decision points and questions when you began to use telecourse!)

Models of television courses Lsed:
Courses from television
Cemrses by telm ISO )rl

ITN
able

Mix
Other

Cot Id you describe a typical telecourse
Oat ulty Inv( )lvment number of class meetings. )

Audience
How many students enroll ior lelewurseci
Are there any not it 4.4ibie trends in t Pie( ()tam. enrollments'
What is the retention rate tor t e'er ourses
Ito vou have anv data on the c harm teristic s of your telecourse audien«."

WM,

( °tee OM Intent". hum onteued
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How do these characteristics compare with your general student population?
Do you see any audiences not now being served?
Why have they not been reached? Would you react to the following list.

1 Simple neglect
2. Too expensive
3 Don't know how
4 Other

Do you have any indication that non-enrolled students watch telecourses?
If so, how many'

How many of the students enrolled in telecourses actually watch the TV programs?

Telecourse Appeal
Would you react to the following possible reasons for the appeal of telecourses and their Importance in

determining that appeal/
Vocational
Part of a degree program
Outstanding teacher/special feature
Cost to student
Institutional identity

What kinds of regular courses are popular in your college/university?
How does your organization determine that a particular subject area is worth offering? Is this the same

procedure as for telecourses?

Cost and Economic Benefits

Produt on
programs

Printed materials
Text

Support books
Faculty manuals

Publicity
Other

User Col ege

Rentileaseimirchase of cassettes
Taping off air
Dubbing extra cassettes for libraryimedia center
Institutional print materials
Air time
Publicity

Staff time
Direct costs

Administration
Relations with TV stations
Registration, record keeping
S and E

Faculty

Salary

Space for class
S *ind E

Courses Wraparound
for TV Courses Other

College Oral kwervtew form COnnrared
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Consortial lc--
Other

Economic Benefits
Income

Tuition
ADA
Other
Cost per sti,dent

What IS your average per
What is your breakeven

Comparison:
How do these compare, i

offer telecourses?

'class enrollment ?
loot on enrollments?

Benefsts/Problems Checklists

e .. is it economically worthwhle to

Benefits Checklist:
This 15 a checklist of posstble benefits from television courses

Would you please indicate whether each of these is quite
important. somewhat important, not important to your
institution in its decision to offer telecourses

I Reach audiences that could not
otherwise attend college

41 Housewives with small children
b Handicapped
c Senior citizens
(I Distance

2 Reach audience that would not
otherwise attend college

a Reentering ct.rdents
b Students not aware of opportunities

3 Ablity to sr hedule "clasces" at convenient times/repeat
potential of programs

4 Otter subiects for which regular faculty
not available not prepared

5 Offer alternative learning approach
0-) Provide means tor bringing students onto

roma with books
' Free faulty time for other. non-lecture

'Nerd( bon with studripts
8 Wet( h tar Lilly resourr es-1 e . allow a

tar ulty member to handle more (lasses or
students
Make money
Otter visuals for pro( eccesionformation
better ronveyed visually than on words

I)

10

Courses Wraparound
for TV Courses Other

Quite Somewhat Not
Important Important Important

4

--- -- ---- ------- ,
( (allege Oral Interview firm Conloyed
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1 I Pacing device
12 Draw students into the regular program
1.3 Provide publicity for the institution

Are there other benelits'not listed on this sheet/

Quite Somewhat Not
Important Important Important

Problems Checklist:
This is d checklist or possible problems with television courses

Please indicate the degree to which you feel each is important

Qutte Somewhat Not
Important Important Important

1 Threatens faculty

a lobs
b tried ot "quality" education

2 Inability to predict enrollments
3 Lack of suitable courseware
4 Difficulty in using unfamiltar educational

system

a For admintstrators
b Faculty
c Students

5 Administrative time needed to made pre-
parations/arrangements for courses

6 Difficult to schedule
7 Don't know whether can re-use In future
8 Uncertainty about/lack of off-air taping rights
4) Lack ot control over content /presentation

10 Lack of preparation time for course
Are there other problems not listed on this sheeti

Adoption Process
What is the adoption process for a course in this institutioni

How long does this take1
How much lead time is needed to

List a course in the catalog
List a course In the class schedule

What is the total course adoption/listing time,
Does this differ for telecourses/ In what ways/
How n this process shortened if something extraordinary happensi (do you
How important is each of the following in choosing to offer a telecourse,

I Er onomtc returpiattraction for students
2 'M ademic breadth/impor <ince
3 Interest group requests

Scheduling
When is the hest time to so hedule IV courses/
Flow have you determined thisi
When is the most popular time to c hedule regular c lasseY

. .

(ogege Ohd (mews* form Continued
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Services
What kinds of services do you provide telecourse students?

1 Letters
2 Library tacilities
3 Telephone hours
4 Discussion sessions

Are telecourse students differentiated from regular students in any way'

Publicity
Are there any prohibitions on publicity that affect your operation with telecourses?
How have you publicized teleccurses/
Is this different from regular courses/programs?
Do you feel this publicity has been optimal?
Are there things you would particularly advise people to do or not to do in publicizing telecourses?

Interaction
What kinds of contacts do you have with the television station in offering courses?
What kinds of problems have you had/ Scheduling? (when/whether) Air time?
What kinds of benefits do you receive from the television station/

Publicity/
Information regarding upcoming series/

Have you ever discussed payment with the station/ Do you know how the station meets its costs/

Success/Failure
Have your telecourses. overall, been successful or not
Could you describe to me why'
Are these problems that could be corrected/
Are these good things that could be replicated by others, under what conditions/
What do you feel is the future of telecourses/

STATION-COLLEGE EXECUTIVE PROJECT IN ADULT LEARNING (SCEPAL)
STATION ORAL INTERVIEW FORM

Station:

Station address:

Individual interviewed:
Name
Pocitton

There since
Telephone number

General relationship with educational institutions:
11.

What kind
How long

Post-seiondars

T y p e : Commercial _ .. __PBS
Licensee type

station Oral Werview Form Continuer/
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What kind
How long

Proportion of programming that is "educational"
Number of telecourses broadcast (including "from") per quarterisernester:
Models of TV courses broadcast

Courses for TV
Wraparound Courses
Other

Is of educational broadcasting to the station (their phaosophy):

Audience:
What is the population in your viewing area
Of this. what percentage watches your station?
Do you have any information on the characteristics of your audience?

General television audience:
Telecourse audience.

Do you see any potential audiences for telecoursesieducational programs that are not now being served?
Why are they not now being served?

Simple neglect?
Costs too much?
Don't know how?

Would it be possible to increase the audience watching telecourses or educational programs? What would
be necessary to do to effect this?
More interesting programs?
More publicity?
Wider range of materials?
Other.

Generally. what are the most popular types of television programs?
Vyhat measures do you use?

Costs and Economic Benefits from Telecourses
What are tl-e costs associated with offering a program? What do they range?

Purchase/lease.
Bicycling costs
Monitor technical quality, check program numbers. etc.
Dub cassettes for libraries and media centers
Administrative costs
S and E

Staff time for educational lialsOn, other activities
Opportunity costs in terms of.

Scheduling
Programming

Publicity
Staff

Direct costs
Other

What arir the economic benefits from using telecourses?
Purchase of broadcast time
Increased membership
Advertising
Other

How do these compare. i e is it worth your while to offer telecourses from an economic point of view?

Station Oral Interview Form - Continued
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Benefits Checklist:
This is a checklist of possible benefits from television courses

Please indicate whether each of these is quite important,
somewhat important. or not important to your station in its
decision to offer telecourses.

1. Reaching new audiences
2 Public service
3. Increasing memberships
4 Diversity of programming
5 Other

Problems Cheddist:
This is a checklist of possible problems with television courses.

Please indicate the degree to which you feel each is important

1. Lack of programming time
2 Pre-empt more rewarding programming
3 Unreasonable scheduling requests from colleges
4. Staff time spent answering questions/in haisorl
5 Requests for publicity
6. Other

.00

Quite Soinehat rs Not
Important Important Important

Quite Somewhat Not
Important Important Important

Benefits/Problems Cheddists:
Do you have any suggestions as to ho.v these problems might be solved?
(Commercial) If there were no FCC public service requirements, what effect would it have?

ProgrammingTelecourses:
Is there a set process by which programming is done or is it the primary responsibility of the programmer?
What are your most important considerations in deciding to program a particular senes or show, i e what

do decision makers use as a basis for their judgments?
What are your timebnes for programming/

To include pUblication in the programming guide/TV Cirlde?
Is there a way a "normal" process can be speeded up?

Scheduling:
What are the best times to schedule educational television programs?

How have you determined this?
If a college insisted on different hours, would you accommodate them:

If they wantkl to pay?
How much would it cost ?

Services:

What services do you provxle colleges Anil universities?

I Publicity
2 Accommodate needs in Programming

St

Station Oral Interview Form Continued
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N.

3. Inform about possible series/programs
4. Other

Do you have any contact directly with students? What kind?

Publicity:
Are you aware of any prohibitions on publicity for educational institutions in this area?
How do you publicize telecourses'
Is this different (less, greater) than publicity for other programs?
Do you feel this publicity has been optimal?
Are there things you would particularly advise doing to publicize telecourses?

Not doing?
Do you have special advice you would give to colleges relating to publicity of telecourses?

)

ea.

Interaction
Would you like to have more or less interaction with colleges in your area?

Why. and what would you recommend?
What, from your point of view. f"nakes a telecourse a success or failure?
Are there particular conditions that lead to the functioning of telecourses in this area as they do' Can they

be replicated/avoided in other areas?
What do you see as the future of telecommunications in post-secos dary education?

INSTITUTIONS AND INDIVIDUALS
INTERVIEWED

A. User Colleges/Universities
Arizona State University. Tempe. Arizona

Daiiiet.Phippen
Coordinator. Off-Campus Credit Courses

Brevard Community College. Melbourne. Florida
Jack Carroll
Director of Learning Resources

Ct tifornia. San Diego. Uniwtrsity of La Jolla,
CutifOrnia '.).

Mary Walshok
Associate Dean. Academic Affairs. University
Extension

Coast me Community ,College, Fountain Valley.

Calif rnia
s Th s Gripp

Dean of Telecourse Design

Leslie Purdy .

Senior Instructional Designer

Peter Vander Haeghcn
Director, Learning Systems A n d 'Services

Dallas Countr Communur College District (Dallas
ITV Center?. Dallas. Texas,'

Dorothy/lark
Business Manager

Nancy Oilier
Director of Implementation

o

S '

Theodore W. Pohrtc
Instructional Design Specialist

Rodger Pool
Director of Instructional Telovision

Eastern Kentucky University, Richmond. Kentucky
John Flanagan
Associate Dean, Non-Traditional Studies, Division
of Continuing Education

Elizabethtown Community College, Elizabethtown.
Kentucky

George Luster
Assistant Director for Academic Affairs

James Owen
Director, Elizabethtown Community College

Jackson State University, Jackson, Mississippi
Curtis A. Baliam
Director, Center of Urban Affairs

Dennis Holloway
Associate Dean of Academic Affairs

Estes Smith
Vice President for Academic Affairs .

Kingsboro Community CbIlege, Brooklyn. New York

% Elizabeth Miller
Assistant to the Vice President and Grants Officer

Maricopa C'onimunity College District, Rio Salado
Cooimunity (allege, Phoenix, Arizona

Jan Baffler
Coordinator, Telecourse Oper^:ions
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iami-De:4'e Community College District. Miami.
Florida

Kama la Anandam
Director. Computer-Based Instructional Devekp-
ment and Resear:h

Ncti Ci:enn
Director. Open College

J. Terence Kelly
Vice President of Educational Services

Robert H McCabe
Executive Vice Pr:a:lent

Dorothy O'Connor
Student Services Specialist, Open College

San Diego Community College District TV t-ollege,
San Diego. California

Hal Enger
Coordinator for Community College/Evening Col-
iege TV Courses

San Joaquin Delta College, Stockton, California
Tobin Clarke
Directs: of Learning Resources

James W. Keene
(Former Dean of Instruction)

Philip Laughlin
De of Instruction

Seattle Pacific College. Seattle. Washington
Juni: Dilworth
Director. Cone nuing Education and Special
Program,

Southern California. Unive .city of. Los Angeles.
Cahfornia

Kathi Collins
Assistant Director. Instructional Television Program

Southern Mississippi. Oliver:ay ol: aattiesburg,
Mississippi

Jams Robertson
tour: telor .`tr Independent Study. Division of Con-
tinuing Education and Public Service. Department
of Independent Study

Parrani County Junior College, Fort Worth. Texas
dv I A Windebank. Jr
Diviidon,1 Chairperson mid Director of Instructional
Television

temple Cniversitl, Philadelphia. Poinsylvania
Lee rrainsier
Diiector. (cuter for Continuing Education

tniverfity of Mid-America. Lincoln. Nebraska
Wayne I lanky
Doector a Academic Pl, noing

Washington. tin:versify of. Seattle. Washington
Betty Oldham
Manager, Media Development, Continuing

Education

Barbara Williams
Director, Division of Academic and Professional Pro-
grams. Continuing Education

William Carey College. Hattiesburg. Mississippi
Jack Rogers
Dean of Continuing Education

Nonuser Colleges/Universities
Swarthmore College. Swarthmore. Pennsylvania

Lee Devon
Associate Professor of English

Harold Pagliaro
Provost

University of the Pacific, Stockron. California
Margaret Cormack
Dean, Raymond, Callison Colleges

Michael Davis
Assistant to the President

Doc Duns
Dear. College of the Pacific

Clifford J. Hana
Academic Vice President

Alan Mik
Chairman, Communications Arts

Reuben Smith
Dean of the Graduate School

B. Public /Commercial Television Stations
KAET-TV. Tempe. Arrona

Ted Christensen
Assistant Station Manager. Coordinator
Services

KCET.TV. Los Angeles. California
David Crippens
Vice President, Educational Service

James Mathes
Director. Educa .nal Service (telephone)

KCPQ-TV. Tacoma. Washington
Wilma Scordan
Director of Instructional TV

Kentucky Authority for Educational Television. Lex-
ington. Kentucky

Virginia Fox
Associr.e Executive Director, Broadcasting

0. Leonard Press
Executive D rector

Sandy Viei
Director of Programming

KERA-TV. Dallas. Texas
Pepper Weiss

Direttor. Educational Services

of ITV

S
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aot-TV San Francisco. California ""onimerciall
Robert Mitchell
Assistant Program Director

KOCE-TV. Huntington Beach. California
Paul Corbin
Director of Programming

KPBS-TV. San Diego. California
Susan Graff
Director of Educational and Special Services

Dorothy Rediker
-Assistant Programming Ma:ager

Bradford Warner
Director of Programming

KQED-TV-F M. San Francis, 0. California
Nat Katzman
Director. Local Broadcasting (telephone)

Mississippi Authority for Jucational Television.
Jackson. Mississippi

Julius Cain
Director. Programming

Miriam Gibson
Assistant to the Director of Education

Dorothy Kicklighter
Coordinator of Research and Evaluation

Reta Richardson
Director of Education

WMcE-TV. Orlando, Florida
Robert Leffler
Director of Educational &swats (now moved)

TNET-TV. New York. New York
Timothy Gunn
Director. Office of Higher Education

C. Publishers
Boyd and Fraser. San Francisco. California

Jack Taylor

Holt. Rinehart and Winston. New York. New Yorii
tchard Owen

Hosighton-Mifflin, Boston. Massachusetts
Marcia Lout (telephone)

Kenda:I-Hunt. Los Angeles. Calihrnia
Bruce Bayley (telephone)

Mlle. Brown, and Company. Boston. Massachusetts
Katie Carl one (telephone)
Janet Carlson (telephone)

McGraw-Hill Book Company. New York. New York
Don Burden
Michelle Korf
Robert Manley

Publishers' lac . Del Mar. California
Richard Roe

D. Other
New York University. New York City

Ronald Gross
Adjunct Professor of Social Thought

Films. In, ..:prated. Wilmette. Illinois
Joseph Ell'.. (telephone)
Director c Marketing

Kentucky Council on Higher Education. Frankfort.
Kentucky

Robert Carter
Coordinator, Telecommunications Consortia

Media Five. Hollywood. Califon .

William J. Knittle. Jr. (telephone)
-----...General Manager

Stanford University. Palo Alto. California
Henry Breitrose
Professor, Department of Communications

STATION MANAGERS /COI LEGE
ADMINISTRATORS Mrr IGS

Initial reviews of the draft research document were fa-
vorable hi indicated we had neglected to include the
perspective ." the chief executives of institutions on
telecourses. In order to remeiy this. we held two meet-
ings. One included station managers and prIgrammers,
the °tin college presidents and personnel from large
Extension divisions of major universities. In each meet-
ing a structured discussion explored the special con-
cerns of administrators who needed to support
telecourses but who did not work with them on a day-
to-day level. The results of those meetings have been
incorporated into both this research document and the
SCEPAL Exec'itive Development Seminar materials.

The following individuals attended these meetings:

Denve; September 20-21, 1979: Station Managers
*aid Programmers

Tony Buttino. Instructional Coordinator
Western N.Y. ETV Assn Inc.
WNED-TV Buffalo

Jon Cecil, Director
Television is for Learning
Public Broadcasting Service

Burnill Clark, Director
Programming -Ind Oper, ''ons
KCTS-TV Seattle

Robert Ellis. Generai Manager
KAETTV Tempe
Arizona State University

Flush Fisher, Vice President for Progra.nming
WM FE-TV Orlando
Orlando, Florida.
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Myron Tisdel, Pre,gram Manager
KAID-TV Boise
Boise State University

Paul Steen, General Manager
KPBS-TV San Diego
San Diego State University
(SCEPAL Executive Committee Member)

Jack McBride. Central Manager
KUON-TV Lincoln
University of Mid-America
(SCEPAL Executive Committee Member)

Chicago, October 18-19, 1979: College Adatinistrators

Robert Carter. Coordinator
Te I ccom m u n ica t ion s Consortia

Council on Higher Education

Ralph Doty, President
Vermilion Community College
Ely, Minnesota

Sister Eileen Egan, President
Spalding College
Louisville, Kentucky

Marlowe Froke, Director
Media and Learning Resources in Continuing
Education
Pennsylvania State University, University Park

Curt Johnson. President
Metropolitan Community College
Minneapolis, Minnesota

Erling Jorgensen
Associate Director of Academic Services
Michigan State University, Lansing



APPENDIX B
STATE FINANCIAL SUPPORT

TO INSTITUTIONS FOR TELECOURSE OFFERINGS

he following report summarizes the results 'If re-
search conducted by the Coast Community College
District on state financial support for telecourse offer-
ings. The question we caught to answel was, "Do pub-
lic institutions receive funding from the state for
telecourse instruction. and. if .41, under what condi-
tions?" fhe information reported was gathered in tele-
phone interview, with faculty and administrators at
institutions that have offered telceourses and with VI-
struLtional television personnel at public television sta-
tions in the fifty states and the District of Columbia.
After J brief introducticn, the report presents our (Ind-
io?s in tabular form and brief entries for each state.

In the course of our research we found that since
teleconrses arc a very recent innovation, there arc few
formalized state or system-wide policies that specif-
ically identify telecou-se instruction for purposes of
state support. More often, telecourse:, arc absorbed into
an existing budgetary category and may be treawd dif-
ferently from one institution to anothei within the
same system. Consequently; the information presented
here represents the experience and current raciices of
institutions that have coffered telecour.es.

1 he relative .liormality and varinion in the treat-
ment of ICILA..ifSe instruction fur budgetary purposes
within a state. combined with the diversity of funding
procedures fro. n state to Ylaie, make any generalization
potentially misleading Moreover. neither the ti cal de-
tail. of state financing of higher education nor thc sta-
tus sof telecourse, per se arc stable. In many instances
4: &Al ttli that institutions are planning to or are in the

course of attempting to have telecourse instruction re-
Liassilied .I. regular instruction fur purposes of state as-
sistance. .4, our findings must be seen as .somewhat
conditional ' Flowerer. with these cautions. some sum-
mary statements can be made

State funding for telecourse instruction may be i i

the fora] of direct support or indirect subsidaation, and
both have variations in a few instances. state legisla-
tures and/or agencies of higher education have estab-
lishesl separate instructional arms. sometimes affiliated
with an acasleinic institution. to provide televised in
siruction at the college leYel I.. other insterices, the

I See the ant t (01 t ifporio.1 low myopic
sec And 1 /Trion ' of cx.imple

state provides a specifically mandated. direct submdiza-
Lion to the institution based on Its free crixlit hour
("FTE") enrollment in telecourse'

Ind.rect financial support for telecourse instruction
'orne to a:. institution via its use of full-time

c, avaient enrollments in telecour,es as part of its bud-
get-request mechanism to the state. Since these
nisms are generally subject to negotiation with state

gislatures and since the funds requested may not be
returned to the telecourse-offering unit of the institu-
tion, this type of state support is generally considered
to be indirect. Finally. some adtnimstrative costs of a
telecourse offering may be state supported when the in-
struction is offered through envisions of Extension or
Continuing Education.

While we found that the category of instruction.
level of in. 'suction, subject matter, and student charac-
teristics may all affect the eligibility of a particular
telecourse state support. one major dimensicn along
which there was a consistent distinction in state fund-
ing was by type of institution

As a general statement. the .tests of otTering a tele-
course to four year inNtiluiton *re most often met by
income from student tuition and outside (nonstate)
sources of support, while in two Year institutions. costs
are partially or fully met by the state This is in part
because telecourse:, are almost exclusively offered in
four.rar institutions through d. 'ions of Continuing
Edueaton, a category of instruction n of generally eligi-
ble for state assistance We found, however, that in
many cases a telecourse woald receive state funds if it
were offered through a regul. r academic department.

Two-year institutions. or, tile other hand, are man-
dated to offer a more varied and nontraditional pro-
gram of instruction Consequently, telecourse instruc-
tion IS more often cc, adcred part of the regular
tnstruc,ional mission of the institution and receives
gate financing

The information in the follov. mg summary iables is
organized by type of institution and method of support
Information on a particular state can be found by read
log the individual entry Detailed information on indi-
vidual state practic,,, :-xiimples, and experiences, from
which the entries were sumni.trized. Is an tile in the

( .ohlorma woboaffor.,t Loolleofc. at. ui.i lr1u. .4 the. pr.i.11.t.

79
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office of Tele:ours,: Design,' Research of Coastline
Commumi!, College, and available for those who arc
interested
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Table I

In me following states. the cost> to .2n institution offering a
telecourse are met in part through slate financial
assistance, generally based on student full-time equivalent
hours IIT The amount of state assistance varies by type
of institution and category of instrution in many
instances State assistance is usually applicable to credit
instruction only rindicates the situation may hange in
the near future I

All public instliwtons of higher education in
1 Aritona
2 Honda
3 Kansas
4 Kent,telo,
S Maryland
6 New .14:rm:*
7 Nortli Carahria
8 Oregon
() South ( arolina

10 fc n nessee

II Imes
12 West Virginia Ism-tat:0ns at the four-year level)
11 'sVisconsin 0.xtension courses receive only a 15%

of cost subsiiisi
14 Virginia* {currently telecourse, receive 50% of

regular courss subsids)

four-vear public insinuiions in
I 1 ouiskina

2 Mississippi furies from 60% to 1007 of regular
ubsidsi

1 Ohio (Ohio 1.n-sersity receives less Man the
regular still-Aso

Ii i scar public nictitation% in
t

I

Alabama
( anfornia
t olorado iloeafts supported conuminits colleges
ords1

4 ( noct.tion
s t ieorgia

Illinois
Iowa
New 'tork
Washinvon

X

9

isting Budget Formulas Used for Justifying Budget
Requests or Allocating Funds for the Operating Ex-
penses of State-Supported Colleges and Univer-
sities." Ph.D. dissertation. University of Ten,(!ssee,
1973.

Wa tenbarger, James L., and B N. Cage. More
.:Toney jOr More Opportunity. Financial Support of
Community College Systems San Francisco: Jossey-
Bass, 1914.

Table 2

In the following state>, the cost to an institution of offering
a telecourse must be met through student tuition, outside
sources of support. or discretionary funds. State financial
assistance to the institution is not currently applied to the
costs of telecourse offerings. (*Indicates the situation may
change in the near funnel

A. All public institutions of higher education in.
1. Alaska
2. Hawaii
3 Indiana
4 Maine*
5. Michigan* (except Wayne State University

degree oriented courses)
6 New Hampshire
7 North Dakota
8 South Dakota
9 Vermont

B. Four-year public institutions in
1 Alabama
2 California
3 Colorado
4 Connecticut
5 Delaware (suite state assistance for teacher

education)
6 Idaho
7 Illinois* (the University of Illinois only)
8 Iowa
9 Minnesota

10 Missouri (she University of Missouri only )
1 I Montana
12 Nebraska
1.3 New Mexico
14 New York
15 Washington
16 Utah

C Two-year public instittrions in
1 Massachusetts (where telecourses arc offered

through evening colleges)
2 Mississippi_

I
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Table 3

In the following states, there have been no broadcast
telecourses actually offered by

A Any public institution in
1. Arkansas
2 Delaware
3 Nebraska (except through the University of

Nebraska)
4. Oklahoma
5 Wyoming
6 District of Columbia

B. Four-year public institutions ur
I Massachusetts

C Two-year public institutions in
1. Idaho
2. Louisiana
3 Missoun
4 New Mexico
5 Utah

In Nevada and Oklahoma. experience with telecourse
offerings has been tuci isolated to determine whether state
financial assistance would be available. The situation also
applies to two -year institutions in Minnesota

SUMMARY S1ATEMENTS

Alabama
At the two-year level. telecourser are regarded no dif-
ferently than regular courses and are included in FTEs.
(This is a formula slate ) Telecourses must be self-sup-
porting in four-year schools.

Alaska
At both two- and four-year institutions. telecourse use
is low Telecourses arc offered through departments of
continuing education and must bc self-supporting. Stu-
dents arc charged $20.00 per credit hour.

Arizona
At both the two- and four-year ;eves. telecoures arc
not distinguished from on-campus instruction The
state reimburses on the same basis as it would other
modes of instruction

Arkansas
At kur-year institutions. tciccourscs arc considered
"off-t.ampui." t oues. and do not receive state funding.
At tv.oyear st.hoo. It appears that telecourses are
funded in the same s as traditional. on-campus
l., ourse .I. However. it seem that funding for community
l., °lieges is on an individual basis according to county/
region elections that request millagc.

14

California
In community colleges, the FIE reimbursement for-
mula is the same for telecourses as it is for on-campus
courses. In both the California state universities and
the University of California, if tclecourses are offered
through the Extension division, they must be self-sup-
porting. If a telecourse were to be offered through an
academic department, theti enrollments wotit.f. gener-
ate FTEs.

Colorado
Community College of Denver reports that "extended
campu." programs are counted toward FTEs and that
funding is on the same basis as on-campus courses. At
the four-year institutions, telecourses would be consid-
ered part of continuing education. and must be self-
supporting.

Connecticut
At the two-year level. telecourses are supported by
money from the "general fund," that is, state as-
sistance. State assistance. however. is not tied directly
to enrollments (situation similar to California) At the
four-yew-level. telecoutses are funded through the Ex-
tii4sion College and not out of the general fund. There-
fore. telocourses must be self-supporting.

Delaware
Thcre is no PBS station in Delaware. The University of
Delaware in Wilmington has picked up broadcasts by
Channel 12 in Pennsylvania. The University of Dela-
ware in Newark reports that they have found tele-
course offerings are not justified by the very small
enrollments and lack of support. There is no official
formula for reimbursement for the university or the
four campuses of the community colleges in Delaware.
State allocations are based on budget hearings with thc
leE,islaturc, and none of the funding is dependent on
credit hours.

District of Columbia
There arc no telecourses being offered in Washingtoa
D.C. institutions at this time.

Florida
Community colleges that offer telecourses do not dis-
tinguish them froin traditional classes for the purposes
of reimbursement. This is also true on the four-year
level.

Georgia
There is little experience in offering Wet-oases in chi.,
stale. The choice to participate in telecourse offerings is
left up to the individual schools. If tciccourscs are of-
fered as apt aved courses to regular students at the
junior college level. thc college will receive FTE
reimbursements.
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(.s'rnmurtity colleges arc part .it the t nisersity of
Hassan system \II telec.oirses arc currently offered
under the auspices (...ritincong I di:cation, and must
therefore be self . supporting Sonic of the administra-
toe saline are cosered by general funds. but tuition is
charged and the slats. Joe. not prosaic reimbursement
for telecourse enrolli.ents

Idaho
Idaho is not a 'Ur (1104 state Toecourses are offered
through the departments cOntinuing education at the
fitur-year lc .c1 The must cos er program costs
through lust 11. but basic departmental operating ousts
arc paid by the unisersitt Thu, far. no prepackaged
telecourse:, hase been astt. bat the wrap-around type
has been V hen the a rap-around was offered, the, costs
of copying the .idol: materials and the like were cred-
sted to the Department of Continuing Education if
these course. were to be kept by the school. However.
station Kh(il would their own tapes and erase
them when the broaucasting of the series was complete
if the college did not plan on keeping the programs
Two-year colleges hac littercd telecuurses through
Continuing I du...ition for credit and noncredit. If for
cree.t. they count toward fTL, if not, they don't

Illinois
kt the two year I.s.:1, the state makes no &talcum
between ILIA:course. and on-campus courses. State aid
is based on the number of credit hours generated by
the type of instruction. e g . vocational, general educa-
tion, or the like In some instances, telecourses are
placed in an extension category and this decreases Mat.:
41mstaratC Therefor: schools are hesitant to offer tele-
course., eptcialiy since extension courses have to be
selfsustaintlitt higher wino, than usual! is mandated
for telcsi-ion coii.sc students At four-year schools,
Monies come directly from the regUl if operating bud -
it 1 the unisersits The Midget is not tied it, enroll-
ment. and ( ontirng, 1111..t.on at the t niversity of
Illinois receises ' staatiol support irons :lie university
itself Tuition ci fleeted roe. to the state and is then .e-
allo:ated k to the edsisationai Institution At thz
tiniyerslt,. funong is not .1 tit-b.tsed, enrollment-
dm en torno.1 I he previous tc r's buJgct is used %. 1:
In increasc included I he ',rover-at> reeewes .1 stud
.Onotoil f r stn internal genera? 'mats tar continuitift cd-
ocation Vf.,..r tins ;ntinding

Indiana
Stale Mani Ihi ut nipper cducatin is not to:Mul 0-
11,1,Cd in Indiana let.;ceiorset. .:re lunant tti bs ih. I.

Ait Mott, throng) tin start-ii -.m. ( onto e Jog

1 dt11..illi:n leittOtirSt:% moat he sell .t.,i,ortal Please
see Addeadunt

Iowa
Community coiieges receive ITE credit for telecouise
enrollments. The state makes no distinction between
on-campus and television courses State subsidies are
not wholly dependent on FTE count. the formula is
.sore complex On the four -year level, there is no state
assistance for telecourse enrollment Telei-ourscs must
be self-supporting financially

Kansas
At the,four-year institutions. telecourse, are considered
part of the regular instructional base and generate
FTEs At Iwo -year schools, financing is from Itto
sources, the county and the state. If telecourses meet
the established requirements lapprused by both the
college and state boards), telecourses qualify for sub-
sidies. However, noncredit telecourses must be self-
sit pporting.

Kentucky
At b' two- aad four-year schools, telecourses gener-
ate TEs and are not distinguished from traditional
instruction for state reimbursement purposes The state
appropriates money to the Council for Higher Educa-
tion to lease and advertise telecourses The public tele-
vision station uses its state funds to broadcast these
courses Each educational institution has the option of
coffering telecourses for credit or on a continuing educa-
tion basis if a course is offered for credit, tuition is
charged and the school keeps this money The state
then reimburses the school on the basis of enrollment,

Louisiana
For the purposes of state reimbursement, telecourses
are considered the came as any other on- campus credit
course and generate credit hours at both .so ants four-
year schools The higher the instructional level, how-
ever, the larger the reimbursement

Maine
At this time, ideCOUrSeS are considered part-time/
adult learning snd do not receive state subsy'les for en-
rlments Telecourse arc offered through departments
of continuing Education This is true for both two- snd
four-year institutions However, this situation is only
te-votary because experience with telecourse. shovid
be growing in the future

Marvianu
both and four - sears' recne credit for
teleconrse enrollments

ilo.c..chusetts
ft-re ra -state scpport for evening college courses,

Ind tChtour-t's .re offered torough the :wtiats tollete
\o :"oury,;ar hOok arc altering telecourse. at this
it me
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Michigan
felecourses .1r.: Lon .itIcreti a, continuing education
courses. anti then: is no per credit state. support given to
continuing education Although continuing education
is upped to be ,elf oapporting, the administration of
the..e types of courses P. supported by Signe aid from
the state to cover salaries and the like, but the .P.-
\Marty: is not "official None of the two- or four-year
sehoot, in the state system receive aid for telecourse
enrollment I lowe% er, Michtgan State University. Lni-
versit of Michigan at Ann Arbor, and Wayne State
I 'nivel-say, which are under autonomous boards, have
also not received aid for telecourses

'VI innesot a

At the I niversity of finnesota, telecourse+ are consid-
ered ollcamptis courses and therefore do not generate
II Is It is lett up to the individual colleges to desig-
nate a telecourse as an off-campus course or as part of
regular departmental offerings If the latter is the case.
then telecourse+ would generate enrollments that would
be counted as ITE. At two-year pehtx)Is, telecooe
cosi+ are coered by state assistance and tuition. The
coimminit colleges offer almost no %recourses at this
time because schools have difficulty "breaking-even
Both community colleges and .rate universities arc on a
pit .tutlent luntling bast, that is currently under attack
In the state legislature

Mississippi
Iwo-sear schools do not receive state assistant:tier stu-
dents who attend class before It a m or after 6 p in
and or who are enrolled :'or le++ than twelve units of
credit Since telecourse+ have not generally been con-
idered part of the instructional base, few two -near

schools infer them At the four-year schtwls. telecourse
,todents are recorded as part of rege!ar enrollment-

/1-ionic irmittitions report these enroliments as full time.
oilkr, a, csiciision enrollments at a rate of 60 percent
of full time enrollments

Mi.mouri
At the I nersii% of lissouri, telecourse+ arc financed
trom the : sinirces, all internal to the university itself
i he sources arc a \MAI I niversity of Mid-America
grant. tuition and fees. and lands from the contingency
hind there is no experience in the state colleges with
telecourse.

Montana

At the tour-year lesel telecocrses have been offered
through ( imunumg Ilueatior divisions and must be
sell -st.pporting le were told if no two-year iFttittl.
(10114. that were °tiering telecour+cs

Nebraska
r multiunit% LI iliCge and %hitt colleges have not yet
used telecourse., .At the university level, telcc. .rses are

offered through the departments of Continuing Educa-
tion Enrollments arc not included 313 the departmental
budget requests nor used in any FTE or budget cal-
culations Telecourse enrollments are looked at in the
state legislature when the university's budget allocation
b discussed. but there is no direct formula used. Ap-
parently. telecourse enrollments do nut have any signif-
icant impact on telecourse funding

Nevada

Nevada seems to have little experience in offering tele-
course., for credit However, state assistance to higher
education is not tied to enrollments.

New Hampshire
Telccourses are offered through departments of Con-
tinuing Education. Funds for the teleeourses come
primarily from tuition Telecourses must be self-sup-
por tmg. Administrative costs are partially borne by the
state but rental costs, advertising costs. etc. must come
from other sources. There arc no junior or community
colleges in New Hampshire There are a few voca-
tional/technical colleges. but none are offering tele-
courses at this time.

New Jersey
Reimbursement patterns vary considerably in New
Jersey In general. community colleges in New Jersey'
treat telecourse% as part of the instructional base and
receive FTE assistance from the state, At the four-year
level. individual institutions determine whether they
will offer telecourses through departments of Continu-
ing Education (not counted toward f-TE.), or ac part of
the regular instructional base. Part-time students may
or may not be included in rim tabulations

New Mexico
Althottgh Nlew Mt'AF:,:. ::-. 1 form...O.-financed state,
telecourse offerings have not been counted toward
I-TEs because they have been offered through depart-
ments of Continuing Education. Continuing Education
courses do not generate FTEs. If a telecourse were to
be offered through a regular department, it is feasible
that it would generate ll'Es This seems true far both
two- and four-year schools

New York
At the two-year level, if a telecourse is offered for
credit, it generates the same rrEs as an on- campus
course The I.TI., money varies according to the InG1-
victual institutions If the course is not offered for
credit, the course is evaluated on whether it falls into
the area of personal improvement (does not qualify for
state aid) or into the categories of occupational educa-
tion or community needs If the course fits one of the
latter categories, the enrollments generated are treated
in the same manner as in- campus courses. At the four
ye, r level most telecourses ar0. in Extension or Con-
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North Carolina
In the community colleges, any credit course would re-
ceive FTE credit However. at the Onfversity level,
there is no institution-nide policy on credit for tele-
courses" The decision of how to treat telecourses is an
individual one. if a television course is offered for
credit, then fits will be generated There is no dis-
tinction between tclecourses and traditional. on-cam-
pus courses for reimbursements Private institutions
may or may not receive state assistance.

North Dakota
To date. use of telecourses in North Dakota has been
very shght Telecourse:, have been offered as off-cam-
pus courses and therefore do not affect state funding of
the various educational institutions. Because of a
grant/subsidy from the University of Mid - America.
0i:courses have been offered cost-free thus far

Ohio
Ohio is basically an enrollment-driven subsidy statc At
both two- and lour-year levels. telecourses arc gener-
ally considered part If the independent study program
and generate FTEs However. the rate of reimburse-
ment received is less than for regular, on-campus in-
sulation. At Ohio State University. there is no
thhttl1C11011 between regular on-campus courses and
television courses. Enrollment is counted as part of the
instructional base and generates ETEs Please sec
Aidendum

Ok;shoma
There have not been any ment offering,. of telceourses
in f Alahor.. becai:se a was nut a profitable venture for
institutton.. According to the director of a closed-cir-
cuit system owned by the regents of higher education
in Ito. state. this sytem does not purchase packaged
course material. Thin do love broadcasts only. and
thew: courses are i; onsodet cd by the state as credit
COUP"

Oregon
Television courses arc offered through the -Campus of
the Air- broadca.t over 01PBS (Oregon kducatkonal
Public Broadcao Svstem). a state-owned network
Campus of the Air operates as it department of Con-
tinuing klucatton would except 'hat they are not affil-
iated with .env partioilit; as..io...iiiii. institution The
i redo earned bs the student through participation in
telecourse% is acceptable for transfer credit AI any in-
stitution of higher education in the state 01 PBS Is
funded by the state

Pennsylvania
There are foor different patterns of state financing of
post-secondary institutions in this state. None of them
is directly tied to credit hours or enrollments

I Commonwealth universities (University of Pittsburgh,
Temple University, Pennsylvania State. and Lincoln Urn-
versity l each have separate boards of trustee:. Their state
appropriation funds are not tied to credit. telecourse en-
rollments do not affect allocations
2 Private colleges receive limited funds for instructional
support, but this support is not based on enrollments
3 Community colleges are funded by one-third local gov-
ernment funds, one-third state funds. and one-third by tu-
ition generated locally. The amount of support from each
sector is tied to the other. The amount of support any indi-
vidual school receives varies, and whether this limits en-
rollments depends on the contribu ion of the local
government directly panicipating. If community colleges
do offer telecourses. then the tuition generated would af-
fect the amount of state aid received by that institution.
4 The Pennsylvania state college and university system,
Indiana University of Pennsylvania and state colleges are
adrnmistered by the Department of Higher Education
Appropriations are not tied to enrollment. all monies ex-
cot tuition are granted through the state

Rhode Island
Telecourscs in Rhode Island are offered through Con-
tinuing Education divisions and are generally required
to be self-supporting. The public television station
WSBE coordinates a course offering, handles organiza-
tional details, then bills the individual college for the
costs of -renting the programs, publicity, and fees to in-
structors. Thus I only Rhode Island College and the
University of Rhode Island (both four-year schools)
have offered telecourses. There is some discussion of
possible cooperation of these two institutions and
Rhode Island Junior College

South Carolina ..

Telecourses are considered the same as regular courses
for FTE. Students pay the same registration fees. tui-
tion. etc there arc no true immunity colleges in
South Carolina. only branches of the University of
South Carolina that offIr two-year programs. There
arc sortie technical colleges Although telecourses are
handled under the auspices of continuing education.
they generate Ilts from the state if the telecourses

'arc given for credit.

South Dakota
Tclecoursch are offered through departments of Con-
tinuing Education and do not generate FTLs as other-
on-campus courses do. Telecourses must be scif-sup-
porting There are no separate. state-controlled. two-
yeat institutions in South Dakota. South Dakota State
University. which does have two-year, vocational/tech-
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rucal programs, may be offering telecourses in conjunc-
tion with the University of Scath Dakota in the future

Tennessee

Although experience with telecourses at the two-year
level is limited, one community college reported that it
did offer. a telecourse and charge tuition. Subsequent
enrollments were included in the FTE report. At the
Universit) of Tennessee. telecourses are treated as reg-
ular. resident courses Enrollments are counted toward
ITEs This is true at other state colleges as well

Texas

It appears that at both two- and four-year schools, the
state of Texas does not differentiate between a regular,
on-campus course and a telecourse for purposes of re-
imbursement. The state has a "contact-hour funding
rate" applicable to on-campus courses. If a telecourse
enables a student to meet the same learning objectives
or master an equivalent amount of matenal. the tele-
course will generate FTE on the basis of the number of
contact hours occurring in the on-campus course.

Ahab
Several wrap-around telecourses were offered in the
past at the University of Utah through the department
of Continuing Education. The offc:ings were financed
through tuition, but enrollments were quite low. The
program has since been dropped.

Vermont .,
All institutions using telecourses must establish the
course as self-sustaining. State assistance is not avail-
able Telecourses are generally offered under continu-
ing education; Vermont has not accepted the concept of
"learning at a distance" at this point.

Virginia
four-year institutions in Virginia receive "matching
funds" based on enrollment figures for telecourses The
status of state reimbursements for telecourses at the
two-year level is in a period of change. The State
Board for Community Colleges has approved a mea-
sure chat would consider telccourses in the same fash-
ion as on campus instruction, but the State Commis-
mon on Higher Ili:location has not yet approved this
new measure

Washington
Two-year institutions in Washington receive money on
an 1-Tli basis Telecourse enrollments arc considered

part of the instructional base and therefore generate
FTEs as would any other oncampus course. In the
State Universities and the University of Washington,
however, they are located in the Extension divisions
and must be self-supporting.

West Virginia
The West Virginia Board of Regents is the governing
body for all state public institutions of higher educa-
tion. The Board allocates $40,000 per year to pay
broadcast rights and royalties for telecourses. If the
telecourse is offered for credit, each institution could
report enrollments as part of their FTE count; however.
increased enrollments do not guarantee an increase in
funding to the individual institution. The allocation for-
mula operates more as a baseline or guideline, not a
strict formula In community colleges, the same
method of funding is used. If the telecourse is offered
for credit, those enrollments can be reported.

Wisconsin
At two- and four-year schools, telecourses receive full
FTE assistance and -,re treated the same as on-campus
courses. If telecourses are offered through the Exten-
sion division at four-year schools, they generate Exten-
sion division FTEs; however, these types of courses
must be 85 percent self-supporting.

Wyoming
There is no PBS station serving the whole state of Wy-
oming and there are no broadcast telecourses offered at
this time

ADDENDUM
Indiana
The Indiana Higher Education Telecommunications
System (IHETS) is charged to provide a range of tele-
communication services, including closed circuit tele-
courses, to all higher educational institutions in the
state. IHETS is wholly state-financed.

Ohio
The Independent Study through Correspondence pro-
gram. affiliated with Ohio University at Athens, is
charged with making correspondence instruction avail-
able throughout the state and receives direct state
funding for all Sits instruytional /6 ffcrings, including
telccourses



APPENDIX C
SELECTED REPRESENTATIVE CONTENTS OF A TYPICAL

ACADEMIC AND ADMINISTRATIVE SUPPORT PACKAGE*

GENERAL SUGGESTIONS FOR
ADMINISTERING THE COURSE
Offering a total television course for credit to students
requires a total institutional effort if the course is to be
successful. One of the challenges is to divide responsi-
bility for organizing the details of ,the course among
various departments and staff members of your college

We suggest three major areas of involvement with
appropriate responsibilities for each:

. I Administration: registration and enrollment
classification of the course
faculty assignment
support services
financial consider lions
securing of tel ision time
ordering pri materials

2. Faculty. conductin he course
student support services
information on television students
student evaluation procedures

3. Pubiicity. promotional activities to publicize
course and facilitate registration

The experience of colleges offering television courses
suggests that a planning team representing these juris-
dictions of the colleges be convened two or three
months in advance of the beginning of the course if it is
possible to do so.

ENROLLMENT SUGGESTIONS
Demographic analyses of various programs employing
the Open University approach to education reveal that
such programs often attract a unique audience. This
audience consists of the homebouncI(housewi es, hand-
icapped, aged). retired persons. employed individuals
who arc prevented from availing themselves of tradi-
tional educational opportunities, members of thc com-
munity who lack transportation or who arc geograph-
ically distant from centers of traditional Instruction..
and persons who recognize the opportunity for indepen-
dent or self - reliant instruction as well as students tak-
ing on-campus courses

If your institution wishes to utilise fully the charm
to serve these new audiences, it is recommended that
special &oil be made to

communicate with these potential students, many
of whom probably arc not on your existing mailing lists

86

streamline registration procedures to insure conve-
nience for prospective students

make sure that local course requirements offer op-
tions to campus attendance (see "Support Services"
section)

Promotional Efforti
Experience with television courses has shown that stu-
dent enrollment is closely correlated with promotional
activities. Conteqi ently. a press kit has been assembled
for your use (see "Publicity Materials" section). Your
planning team will want to work with your college pub-
lic relations staff to design an effective program of
r mmunications. Some items to consider are:

MailersThe pages of logos and artwork in the
"Publicity Materials" section can be used t4repare a
simple flyer typed on a typewriter. It is particularly ef-
fective to include a registration-by-mail form.

Target AudienceIdentify groups in yoar commu-
nity who would have special interest in this course.
Somc examples could be: school teachers, staff and
members of day7care centers, nursery schools, civic
clubs, members of the local PBS station, members of
nearby PTA groups, church groups, andin some
casesshut-ins and institutionalized individuals.
Flyers could be distributed to libraries, day -cart cen-
ters and nursery schools children's stores, super.
markets, maternity clinics, convalescent and retirement
communities, and to on-campus centers such as the
adult education office.

Newspapers Send out news and feature articles
(samples included in "Publicity Materials" section) or
purchase advertisements in your local papers Consider
including a registration form in the newspaper display.

Radio and Television -Nonprofit institutions are
eligible for public service radio and television time Of-
fer spot announcements and-slides as well as brief news
releases_ In addition to the announcement of the details
of the course, consider scheduling an interview with the
course facilitator or discussing the possibilities of tele-
vision courses for college credit with a local celebrity

Additional suggestions can be found in the "Pub-
licity Mater, !s- section. It is a good idea, howescr, for
all promotional materials to reflect clearly that this is a
college level course and that reading assignments as

'Extracted with permission from Administrative Package for
The Growing Tears r-

,r
f P:',/

1 ,.
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well as television time are part of the course require-
ments This information is necessary for the student
making a decision to register for the course and to per-
sim with it

REGISTRATION TECHNIQUES
Ease of registration is most important for insuring a
strong response from students. If your college has not
used a mail-in registration procedure, it should con-
sider this method as a possibility. A procedure is re-
quired that will serve to enroll the student in the course
and insure that she of he receives detailed iriformatiop
and text materials shortly thereafter.

Procedures must also be set up so that students al-
ready enrolled in the college can register tOr The Grow-
ing Years if they desire. )

Several items mutt be considered in dqveloping reg-
istration procedures:

,. While there are no prerequisites for the course,
your college may wish to specify minimum educational
levels or other requirements for registering.

You should be sure to provide information on course
fees, if any, as well as the cost of the print materials.

How does the course fit into the college urricu?
lum? If it can be transferred or counted towards a de-
gree, the student should be Wormed of these

considcra lions

Your registration procedures and promotional efforts
interact in a number of *Os. To increase the effective-
ness of each

In your promotion for the course (brochures, ads,
news articles) list a phone number to call for further
information. Be sure'that the person who answers that
number has complete infurmatiorton the course and
will be tva 11:t hie to talk to callers Continuously during
normal business hours

If your promotion consists of putting up posters or
sending out brochures, print a registration form and fee
information right in the pieces so students can enroll
directly

If you have an "information line" be sure that the
person answering the phone has te stack of enrollment
cards and additional printed information available; if a
potential student calls, a card and in formation can be
scot out immediately

keep a complete tile of the names and addresses of
people who call to Inquire Use every opportunity to-
build a mailing list

In addition to planning the registration procedures,
attention should be giken in advance to what materials
should be mailed to the student after registration Un-
less students receive some immediate acktowledgment,

they may not feel they have successfully completed
registration. Immediately upon receipt of the registra-
tion form, the college should prepare a set of mailing
labels and a letter to he sent to the student from the
course instructor describing the course in more detail.
Suggested items to be discussed in the letter arc:

Complete course requirements.
Print material. including information about which

books are required or suggested as opilonal, their costs,
and how to purchase them. Include-a mail order form
if your bookstore is willing to handle orders in this way.

COurse schedules, ncluding a viewing schedule for
the broadcasts on the local TV station.

Time and piacc of discussion groups, study sessions,
and exams.

Name,-phone number, and office hours of course in-
structor and other personnel assigned to assist students
in this course.

Other college services available to the student, such
as the library, media center, counseling, and off-campus
discussion groups.

Any other pertinent information.

Some samples of materials sent to students enrolled
in another television course are given in the "Ac.ademic.
Materials" section in this notebook.

COURSE. APPROVAL
Extery 4:ulicgc and university has it own procedures for

, faculty consideration and approval of new courses. and
' a course offered by "television follows essentially the

same procedures However, the following suggestions.
based on the experience of educational institutions as-
sociated with instructional television, may prove
helpful.

A faculty member or division should preview the,
course and sponsor it through the academic review pro-
em Often an administrator or chairman will know one
or two instructors who would welcome_the opportunity
to work on an innovative affignment. The initial sake-
tion of the academic sponsor may determine the divi-
sion or department that will offer the course After
having found one sponsor, administrators should also
communicate with adult education or extension divi-
mons about the possibiltty of offering the course..

At some point the course will be reviewed by an aca-
demic council or curriculum committee. A course out-
line must be prepared. usually by the faculty or
departmental sponsor, providing,details of the course
such as expected ertrolltnent. course goals. and de.scrip-
lion of text material Sample tourst:..outlines for two-
and four-year institutions .ire found on the following
page%

tw
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I COURSE

SAMPLE COURSE OUTLINETWO-YEAR INSTITUTIONS

Name

H' CATALOG DESCRIPTION
'Prerequisite' None

Date

Division

Instruction

THE GROWING YEARS 3

Descriptive Title Units ,

A basic course covering the development of the child from earliest womb
environment through adolAscence. Examines the interplay of biological factors,
human interaction/ soc1,41 structure and cultural forces in shaping the growing
child. Major psyOblogical theories are introduced and followed through
various stages of development. The course is developed in a series of 30'
television programs supported by coordinating textual material and by
additiohal print materials. Film programs will be broadcast by KOCE-TV (Channel
50) ''in half-hour segments twice weekly for 15 weeks.

III TIME ALLOCATION Hours/Week PLEASE CHECK

Lecture Fad

riMOVi'StratiOn

Other x x (Explain) two
30-minute
television
programs per week
for IS weeks.

pi II 15 II

9 Weeks

18 Weeks

IV COURSE GOALS AND OBJECTIVES (skills, attitudes, and knowledge a student may denlop from this,
coume)

1 -, .

1. Recognize genetic, biological; environmental, and Sociocultural influences.
on development:

2. Identify and discuss some of the most important aspects of normal physical,
mental, and peisonalitydevelopment.

3. Relate child developme.nt research and theoyy to real-life situations.

4, Recognize the diversity of approaches in child development research and
theory. :.

.

S.
i

Distinguish between the popular concePtions of tAgid developmental stages
and the actual flexibility that occurs in the developmental process.

h. Demonstrate openness and objectivity toward issues, theories, end
orientations in child. development.

. . .
. i

,..
..

v PURPOSE (A THE COURSF a

General Education x 'Remedial

Adult Education . -
it

otas.'iPational X 40-

r

Transfer Art ' CommunOlmnvKv fl #

/
a

t.

ti
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. .. ---
VI COURSE CONTENT (outline of course content leading toward goals and objectives)

Course consists of thirty half-hour television programs created by Coast
Community College District and produced by KOCE-TV (Channel 50). Programs will
be broadcast in half-hour segments oillta twice weekly basis. The programs are

Introduction
Studying Children
Heredity and Environment
Prenatal Development
Th4 Newborn
The GremIng Infant
The Learning Infant
Beginning Language
The Emerging Personality
Individual Differences
Preschool Physical Development
Nutrition
Preschool Mental Development
Developing Language Skills
PreschObl Personality

Social Stereotyping
Child's Play
The Preschool Experience

56. The Chlld$s Mind, Part
The Child's Mind, Part II
Aspects of.Intelligencm
The Child's Personality
Moral Development
Aspects of Socialization
Childhood to Adolescence
AdolesCent Personality Development
Adoiescent Mental Development
Children in ?amines
Adolescence to Adulthood
ConcluSion

VII LEARNING STRATEGIES OR TEACHING METHODS

lecture

audio tutorial laboratory

audio and r>r visual tutorial segments available

in media center or classroom

smallgroup instructor

team teaching

other (specify) aen Circuit Television/Print Materials

VIII EVALUATION METHODS

A bank of multiple-choice, short answer, and essay test questions will be
available in.the Administrative Package.
a

IX COURSE MATERIAIS

Kequired:' Texttook: A Child's World: infant? Through Adolescence , 2nd ed.
by Diane E. Papaiia and Sally Wendkos Olds (McGraw-Hill, 1979) is
tale of the most widely used child development textbooks in higher
education institutions in the United States. Noted for its clear,
informative writing, the text reviews recent research in the
field, presents concepts in an understandable fdsOion, and takes
a non-sexist, non-racist approach to the materials. Length: 672
pages.

The Growing Yea 4: a Study Guide for the Televised Course, end ed.
by Philip I. Kaushalt and Kiki Skagen is designed to assist
students.in viewing the programs. It integrates the video portion
with the textbook, suggests study activities, and provides
additional-Ceadings on specific topics and issues. The chapter
order palapliels the TV programs. Approximate length: 253 pages.

4

w.)
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SAMPLE COURSE OUTLINEFOUR-YEAR INSTITUTIONS

COURSE TITLE The Growing Years

DESCRIPTION A child development course covering growth from the earliest womb
environment through adolescence. Concerned with interplay of biological
factors, human interaction, social structure, and cultural factors in shaping
development. Major psychological theories introduced and followed through
various states of growth.

CREDIT Three units of lower division credit.

TIME ALLOCATION one hour of television viewing per week; reading assignments.
Two contact sessions on campus during the semester will be required.

COURSE CONTENT The course will be divided
bi-weekly television programs. These are:

Introduction
Studying Children
Heredity and Environment
Prenatal Development
The Newborn
The Growing Infant
The Learning Infant
Beginning Language
The Emerging Personality
Individual Differences
Preschool Physical Development
Nutrition
Preschool Mental Development
Developing Language Skills
Preschool Personality

into 30 units correseonding to the

Social Stereotyping
Child's Play
The Preschool Experience
The Child's Mind, Part I
The Child's Mind, Part II
Aspects of intelligence
The Child's Personality
Moral Development
Aspects of Socialization
Childhood to Adolescence
Adolescent Personality Development
Adolescent Mental Development
Children in Families
Adolescence to Adulthood
Conclusion

EVALUATONNETHODS- A mid-term quiz and a final examination composed equally
of multiple choice and short-answer essay questions will be iequired of all
students.

READING MATERIALS

1. Papalia, Diane E., and Sally Iendkos Olds, A Child's World: Infancy Through
Adolescence, 2nd ed. (New York: McGraw-Hill), 1979.

2. Kaushall, Philip, and Kiki Skagen, The Growing Years: A Study Guide for the
Televised Course, 2nd ed. (New York: McGraw-Hill), 1979.

THE INSTRUCTOR'S ROLE
Colleges and universities planning to use the television

course THE GROWING YEARS must naturally con-

sider the matter of academic credit and which divisions
or departments are appropriate for offering the course

These reasons predicate a need for early involvement of

faculty in reviewing and planning the course at your

college

The responsibilities and role of the instructor will be

determined by the format. the student group. and

available resource:. Given the nature of the materials

for the course tnere are a wid: variety of roles open to
individual in charge of it Some of them are listed

in tne following

0o
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Course Format Possible Faculty Role Possible Responsibilities

Regular undergraduate or extension Traditional instructor Explain textbook and film content
coarse Amplify correlation between texts

and video
Provide additional information
Answer questions
Moderate class discussions
Administer exams
Make additional assignments
Set course goals other than or in

addition to the. study guide
Discussion leader Basically leaves "instruction" up to

the study guide, but functions as a
moderator of class discussions,
administers exams, and answers

Coordinator in addition to carrying out either of
the above two roles, brings in

ilk outside speakers panda's, films
Not aditional course with one or Traditional instructor, with Because of the limited number of

more "contact sessions" imitations classroom meetings, relies heavily
on the study guide, but

Maintains communication with
students either by letter or phone
to get them started and give them
encouragement

Maintains regular office hours so
that students can phone or come in
with questions during meetings.
performs any or all of the
functions of "traditional
instructor" or "coordinator" above

Nontraditional course with no class Traditional instructo: "in absentia" By letter .od phone conversation
meetings Explains textbook and film comers

Amplifies correlation between texts
and video

Provides additional inform:Om%
Answers questions that students mail

or phone in
Administers exams by mail
Regularly contacts students to

-cheek up" oft progress
Maintains regular office hours so

that students can phone to
questions

Tutor Performs functions of "in absentia"
insoruvor above, but holds regular.
scheduled meetings with each
student individually, either on
campus or student's home or
elsewhere

Resource person or course manager Relics heavily on study guide for
instruction, but

r
Maintains regular office hours so

that students can phone or come in
with questions

Administers exams by mail
t becks up on student.; progress by

phone or mail
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Other miscellaneous responsibilities that may be re-
quired of the instructor

answcr students' questions about course operation
(in addition to c curse content )

appeair on local radio or TV programs or be fea-
tured in a news article for course publicity

write or adapt the examinations from test banks
provided in facilitator- faculty section

counsel mdradual students on more direct fulfil-
ling personal interests with the context of the courx

put copies of course books or other related material
on reserve in the campus or local library

s-rut)ENI SUPPORT SERVICES
Supplementing the teles ision programs and -orint mate-
rials with campuc-paced a.. tivitiec and services plays an
important part in establishing this course as a satisfy-
ing experience for both you and your students. A famil-
iar drawback of correspondence instruction is that
students feel they arc participating in a very imper-
sonal process Students need to know that you are just
as concerned about them as individuals as you arc
about on-campus students

A somewhat contrary consideration -though just 4s
important to the success of the format is that you
should not require students' attendance on campus any
more 0,49 is absolutelr necessary if you hope to reach
the new student audiences (housewives. handicapped,
homebound. geographically isolated, or employed indi-
viduals} to whom the format is especially suited.

These seeming!) opposite considerations can both be
met with a lull ingenuity Instructors can provide tele-
phone office houi % to answer individual questions about
content Inlbrinational materials relevant to course re-
qutrements, reading assignments. due dates, and so
forth can be sent through the mail

Manr students can dente a great deal of stimulation
from an opportunity to meet in person with their local
insiructor These students are motivated by the chance
to visit the campus and to feel a part of it lb meet the
needs of these students we recommend that you set up
two or more campus "contact sessions" that bring them
in contact with the local instructor These sessions
should howiner, be strictly (primal so that students
who cannot mend are not inconvenienced Summaries
of the sessions can be nulled to those students who are
unable to anend

l'he contact sessions themselves may be .onducted
as seminars. question-and-answer sessions, eview pert.
oils, or supplcnientars lectures I requeutly. student
question at these sessions deal as much with protem
(how is the course condi.-ted. what are the require-
ments. %skit is the optimum study approach, and so

forth) and mutational information (such as what is
the nature of the credit, what requirements does it
fulfill, can the credit be transferred) as they do wish
content. Your instructor should be well briefed to han-
dle these questions, or given the name and phone num-
ber of an individual who can provide answers.

Many colleges will be effering The Growing Years to
students living quite a distance from the campus or for
whom frequent trips to the campus for a discussion
group would be a hardship. In these cases, considera-
tion should be given to the possibility of holding class
discussion groups in off-campus centers. Discussion
groups cvald be held wherever twenty to forty students
could easily meetfor example, in a large business
firm during lunch hour or after work, a community
school or a community center. a church building, li-
brary. or even in students' homes. Faculty members or
student discussion leaders could be assigned to such
groups.

Some colleges. wanting to stimulate informal contact
between students taking telecourses, offer a referral
service to students when they register. Zip code lists of
enrolled students compiled from enrollment records are
used to initiate peer discussion groups. On the registra-
tion card students were asked whether they wanted to
have their name and address shared with other stu-
dents wanting to set up groups for viewing and discus-
sion. The students then contacted each other without
the aid of the college to establish meeting times and
places.

Other special communications facilities and tech-
niques available to your campus can be profitably em-
ployed to reach students in distant locations, and to
enrich and personable the core learning experiences.
Your imagination provides the only boundary.

Use of Existing Campus St.rvices
if possible. it is desirable that students enrolled in tele-
vision courses be entitled to use a ly campus service
normally available to on-campus students. Information
should be given them concerning library hours and,
where appropriate, counseling facilities, the student
union, athletic card, and the student health center. In
turn administrators of these services must be informed
of the needs of television students so that they can plan
accordingly for example. your library might want to
arrange a display calling attention to the course, and
librarians might wish to purchase and put on reserve
those books that are suggested for supplementary
reading

Study Sessions for Examinations
When television coarses are offered primarily for inde-
pendent study off-campus students, one service that has
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been found to be quite useful is a study AT review ses-
sion scheduled a day or two before examination These
sessions can be set up on-campus or at off-campus cen-
ters, they can be organized for large or small groups,
and scheduled as either voluntary or required The pur-
pose of such study sessions is to allow students to ask
questions and to profit from the questions of other stu-
dents about the course and the required,examinations.
You may want to offer more than one opportunity for
group review to accommodate students' diverse
schedules.

If regular discussion groups are available to stu-
dents, audio tapes of these meetings could be made
available to students in a media center or over radio as
another form of review

Study Aids
Lacking the reinforcement of meeting w.th the teacher
in a scheduled classroom cad.) week. off-campus stu-
dents can easily fall behind in their reading or study-
ing. Experience has hown that many forms of
communication between the college and the student
can help prevent this problem by sparking continued
concern and effort Even an occasional postcard from
the course faculty-facilitator can remind the student
that the institution is interested in students' success
with the course A card can also encourage them to
seek help if they are having difficulty with any course
material.

Often students prefer to have some kind of non-
graded quiz or other form of feedback each week in
order to measure personal progress in me course and
know generally what to expect from examinations. This
is especially valuable for students whose study habits
have not been adequate or consistent. These quizzes
can be composed of nen, from the bank of test ques-
tions and mailed to students, who can then self-grade
them or return them to the colleges. Schools with com-
puter facilities can easily grade the items and send out
a postcard with the correct answers within a few days.
CoiIvizes without such facilities or staff for correcting
weekly quints for a large number of students should
consider other options including sending the student a
series of quizzes with the answers in a separate enve-
lope to be opened after taking the quiz Since the pur-
pose is to encourage learning rather than test, the lack
of regular examination conditions is not important.

Whatever the form, the more contact with students.
the greater the likelihood of their prsistence and Pie-
ces:, in the course One college discovered that a sample
of students who received a weekly postcard survey ask-
ing for their opinion of the television programs per
formed better than student. not surveyed on the weekly
basis

A concluding note. In the beginning a the course
planning process. you should work with your instructor
in deciding what activities and services are to be
provided since these decisions have implications for the
course budget. as well ,t: for the nature of the faculty
assignment

SAMPLE TEST BANK: UNIT 8
Multiple choice

I To psychologists, the most important difference be-
' tween chimpanzees and humans in learning language

would probably be that chimpanzees
a Learn to use tokens rather than words
b. Respond to rewards mur. than hutnans
c Have not progressed beyond the level of a two-
year-old human being in spite of active training.
d Arc able to speak as well as a normal four-year-
old but learn only with training.
c. Cannot use tokens to represent objects which
are not present.

2 All over the world language development:
a Follows the sequence described in the text and
Program 7
b. Is invariant with respect to sequence. sound. and
syllabification.
c. Occurs but the sequence will vary according to
culture,
d Only takes place when there is conscious train-
ing by adults.

3. Prelinguistic speech
a Is not necessary for further language develop-
ment
b Is important in subsequent language
development
c. Is peculiar to certain aboriginal Suuth Pacific
tribal peoples and is thc genesis of the Whorlian
hypothesis.
d. Occurs only in children who interact with their
parents.
c Does not occur at all in deaf children.

4 At about nine or ten months of age Jimmy seemed
consciously to imitate the sounds of his delighted par-
ents. Psychologists call this stage of language
development:

a. Babbling
b. Using holistic phrases
c. Cooing
d. lieholalia.
e. None of the above

5 A mistake children commonly make which may in-
dicate that the ability to use grammar J. innate is

a Repetition
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b Their use of regular past tense forms for irregu-
lar verbsgoed" instead of "went."
c. Their increasingly perfect 'mita:ion of their
parents.
d. All of the above

6. Bees' dances to indicate the location of honey is not
considered language because:

a it is invariant, there is no "conversation," and it
does not represent an abstract situation.
b. It is composed solely of symbols.
c it takes several bees to perform the "dance"
d. The bees are not communicating anything.
e. Bees cannot talk.

7. Most psychologists agree on observable sequences
of speech in language development. They disagree on:

a. The order in which they occur.
b The meaning the child attaches to its first words
c. Why these sequences occur.
d Why children do not proceed from cooing to
babbling at the same time.
c. All of the above.

8. In an operant study of infant babbling, the infants
babbled more whcn they were exposed to:

a. Eitlier form of contingent reinforcement.
b. Contingent nonsocial reinforcement.
c. Contingent social reinforcement.
d. Noncontingent nonsocial reinforcement.
c. Noncontingent social reinforcement.

9. In the study of children's language development,
telegraphic speech refers to:

a. The child's use of one word sentences to express
a complete thought
b. The child's use of sentences which contain only
words for meaning
c. The child's utterance of a string of sounds which
sound like sentences but are noncommunicative
d The child's use of grammatically corre.:t verbal
utterances
e. None of the above

1 Of

10. The imeractionist theory of language acquisition
maintains that children learn language:

a. By imitating a model.
b. Because language is a soda! necessity.
c. Because they possess an innate biological
predisposition.
d. Through reinforcement.

I I. A child's fist words and sentences will probably:
a. Deal with abstract concepts but on a simplistic
level.
b. Refer to the concrete and immediate world
about him.
c Begin with the consonants b, d, and p.
d. Be an indicator of his future language
development.

_

12. When Zia calls an almond "almond" and walnuts
and pecans "nuts," it is most probably because she-

a. Doesn't know the word for pecans.
b. Likes almonds better than walnuts or pecans.
c. Has never seen a walnut or pecan.
d. is conceptually unable to use class-inclusive
words correctly, and therefore under extends their
use.

e Is unable to distinguish among the three types of
nuts and over extends word usage.

Short answer questions
I. Is the ability to use language unique to human

beings? Wh, .

2 Discuss the controversy over whether language is
innate or acquired.

3. What are the stages of language development in
infancy?

4. Describe two theories of language development.

5. What is LAD and how does it relate to the contro-
versy as to whether language is innate or acquired?
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APPENDIX Do
TELECOURSE ENROLLMENTS

nformation LonLerning national enrollments fur tele-
courses is almost impossible to collect. Telewurses are
"sold" to colleges, which offer them, in turn, to their
own students. There have been,requests for enrollment
reports in the past, but not every institution has com-
plied with them. There have alio been per head student
enrollment fees, payable to the telecourse producer, but
these have been introduced only recently.

Book sales provide the nearest approximation to
total enrollments .se have peen aLle to find. These are
imperfect because they do not reflect the actual num-
ber of students: one study at Coastline Community
College found that, on the course under review, only 60

percent of the enrolled students bought book packages,
most respondents guess that there are "trade sales" to
the general, nonenrolled public for major television

s.

series.

Several telecourse producers have provided the
SCEPAL project with book sales from their records.
These are listed below in order to indicate the magni-
tude of use for various telecourses. They are not com-
parable, however, as they cover different time periods
and broadcast arrangements in each case. Where dates
or numbers of broadcasts are available, we have in-
cluded them.

BOOK SALES (as of October 1, 1979; some figures are estimates)
Wrap-Around Telecourses

Age of Uncertainty (one national broadcast for the course, using a repeat of the
initial national feed, Fall 1977)

Adams CXronicles (1976-March 1979)

Anyone for Tennyson (two national broadcasts)

Ascent of Man (two national broadcasts, 1975; local airings since then)

Classic. Theatre The liumamties in Drama (two national broadcasts, 1975, local airings since then)

Connections (one national broadcast, Fall 1979)

Long Search (two national broadcasts; local airings)

Perspectives on Effective Parenting (one national broadcast. Fall 1977)

Roots

Shakespeare Plays (one national broadcast. Spring 1979)

Courses for Television
Producer: Coast Community College District'

Applied Sketching Techniques (since Spring 1978)

As Man Behaves (since Fall 1974)

Contemporary California Issues (since Spring 1976)

Designing Home interiors (since Fall 1978)

Dimensions in Culture (since Fall 1974)

Freehand Sketching (since Spring 1974)

The Growing Years (since Fall 1977)

The Home Gardener (since Spring 1976)

Humanities Through the Arts (since Fall 1978)

_

I Coastline tent these figures with the following note "These are
enrollment ;,gores. not book sales I urthermore, they may not be
oamplcte enrollment tigurt..s. they ale based on Coast's billing :et.
ords plus our lt.al enrollment figure. Suite we ossasionali, iadc a
source or tell it fur a Rat fee, we have nut, ono! rci_cnth...ollested

6,487

7,918

650

43,893

14,499

9,090

12,124

3,207

14,803

6,000

627

20,920

3,227

2.995

13,734

4,596

13,441

8,998

6,616

enrollment figures from all institutions that may be using the
worse Another Imitation is that there is no way of knowing
whether o data represents mid-term or t.omplction figures, or
both Last, these figures represent full semester use of the course
Ust of a si ,gle program or cluster.. is nut indicated

95
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Introducing thology (spice Fall 1978)

Project Universe (since Fall 1978)
o Yoga (since Spring 19751

Producer: Dallas County Commun'iy College
District
(all listings arc from enrolments through Fall, 1978 semester)

American Government I

The American Story

Communicating Through Literature

Earth, Sea, and ..S1t

In Our Own Image

It's Everybody 's &mess

Writing for a Reason

Producer: University of Mid-America
,

(unless otherwise noted. these sales figures are approximate only, and collected since October 1977)

t

Going Metric

Great Plains Experience (sines Spring 1978)

1,012

3,837

2,746

21,238

3,401

3,896

4,612

3,085

14,888

10,364

609

, 1,247

Japan: The Changing Tradition (since Fall 1978) t'297

Japan The Living Tradition 1,217

Pests. Peg:cedes, and Safen: 2,562

World Food Problems 886

Producer: Miami-Dade Community College District
Man and Entlronnient (since 1971 estimated for combined Vol 1 and Vol. n sales) 100.000

2
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a

COASTLINE
COMMUNTIY COLLEGE Bernard Luskin, President

10231 SLATER AGE FOuNIAN VALLEY CALIFORNIA 92708 (714) 963.0811

ORI'ENTATION LETTER

To:

From:

Student of

(Course Title)

September 1977

Letter Number 1

(Course Number) (Ticket Number)

and

(Course Learning Manager) (Course Learning Manager)

Welcom.e to televised . This
letter provides you with the course requirements and indicates what you need to
do to successfully complete the course. It contains important information, so
please keep it handy for reference throughout the course.

COURSE OBJECTIVES (sample from Moral Choices in Contemporary Society special
media course)

A
You will develop the ability to discern the established order of morality within
our society and to adjust your life within this foundation. At the completion R
of the course, you will:

1. Understand the complexity and interrelations and nature of moral, issues.
2. Understand the factors affecting and general sequence of events'leading to A

the development of these moral issues, and identify future trends.
3. Be able to critically evaluate' public statements about these issues by the

media, government spokesmen, and leaders of pirtisan groups in terbs.of
, accuracy, objectivity, and usefulness.

4. Be able to better evaluate present and proposed efforts to alleviate or solve
these issues, identifying factors in the success or .failure pf the efforts.

5. Understand the role of and need for individual input at all levels of commu-
nity efforts at problem-solving.

Mae

COURSE MATERIALS

Materials you need to purchase:

. Textbook:

Study guide/syllabus:
One IBM Electrographic pencil.

HoAAD TRATEES
Donald +4oft Robe', L $111:thfort

oVr It h In
Wuhan, f Hotrof toporgo 140033 Jr

CHANCELLOR
COAST COmMUNsTY COLLEGE OISTRiCI

Norman E walson
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All course materials can be purchased at the Coast'ine Community College
Bookstore.

Coastlinp Community College Bookstore
18806 Brookhurst Street
Fountain Valley 92708
'Phone (714) 964-1588 -

N
" ez

Located in the Fountain Plaza Shopping Center (between Garfield and Ellis)

e
HOURS: Monday through Friday - - 7:00 p.m.

N

You should purchase these materials as soon as possiblqo as these materials are
essential to your completion of, the course.

COURSE'REQUIREMENTS

1. Work in the course study guide/syllabus,
At the beginning of the study guide are the directions on how to use this
study aid. ,Thes6 directions will helryou use the study guide most effec- V
tively. At the end of each unit there are study questions to be answered.
By answering these questions and checking your answers against those pro- A
vided in the answer k6y, you will know how well you are mastering the
course material.

2. Read the textbook, as this is one of Mte sources of the course content you
are-Io learn and on which you will be tested.

A
3. View the televised lessons/read weekly newspaper articles. This material

has been designed to illustrate and to enrich the concepts which you are
reading about in the textbook. You will learn the most from the tele-
lessons-by using the telelesson viewing guides provided in the study guide I.

and by reading the assigned chapters before viewing the telelessons. A

listing of the playout dates and times for all telelessons is attached to
this letter.

e

If you do miss a telelesson, videotapes of every telelesson can be viewed
by visiting the Media Centers at Golden West College, Orange. Coast College,
or Huntington Beach Public Library (eventually, at other libraries and
Coastline Community College learning centers throughout the community).

Please note'that only tWo'tapes may be requested at one sitting, and tapes
will not be checked out one-half hour prior to closing time. Tapes are
delivered to the Media Center locations approximately 10 days after airing
on KOCE-TV, Channel 50.

MEDIA CENTER LOCATIONS AND MFRS

Golden West College Library (located directly across from College Bookstore and

15744 Golden West Street Student Center; parking off Gothard.Street)

Huntington Beach 92647 (114) 892-7711, Ext. 655/6 or 892 -0058

HOURS: Monday through Thursday 7:30 a.m. - 10:00 p.m.,

,Friday p -7:30.a.m. - 5:0Q p.m.

Saturday -):00 p.m. - 4100,p.m.

a_
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MEDIA CENTER LOCATIONS AND HOURS

Orange Coast College Library (located next to gym off Fairview)
Fourth Floor
2701 Fairview Road
Costa Mesa 92626 (714) '56 -5885

HOURS: Monday through Friday - 7:30 a.m. - 10:00 p.m.

Saturday and Sunday - 10:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m.

Huntington Beach Public Library
7111 Talbert
Huntington Beach 92'647 (714) 536 -5484 4

HOURS: Monday - 1100 p.m. - 9:00 p.m.

Tuesday,through Thursday - 9:00a.m. - 9:00 p.m.

Friday and Saturday - 9:00 a.m. - 5.00 p.m.

SELF-QUIZZES

CompleLe and mail in the self-quizzes. The self-quizzes are provided so that
you may receive timely feedback on how well you are mastering th course content.
Each self-quiz which you complete and mail in will be processed )y computer and
feedback will be mailed to you within a week. The feedback for each self-quiz
will tell you which quiz questions you m_.sed and what the correct answer should
have been. Also, for each quiz question you miss, you will receive a prescription V
of what to study in the text or telelessqns to master the material covered by the
missed quiz question. The feedback you receive will help you prepare for the mid- A
term and final. The self-quii questions, which are based on the course learning
objectives, are similar to the questions which will appear on the midterm and
final. The purpose of the quizzes is to help you prepare for the exams. (C.I.S.

Course Learning Manager: Please state credit requirements, if any, for'selft...
quizzes.) 4

A
Directions for completing the self-quizzes are as follows: Mark the best Luoice
for each question on the enclosed IBM card, which is identified by quiz number,

your name and I.D. number and the ticket number. Yop may choose only one answer
for each question and please select an answer for each question. If you are
taking more than one C.I.S. course, please be sure you use the correct card.
the card are not interchangeable - not for quizzes nor for ticket numbers.

To mark your answer, use an electrographic pencil. Please do not use ink. Make
vertical marks, neatly,"within the lines, heavy and clean. If you erase a mark
to make another choice, be sure you cleanly erase the old mark. Ignore the Form
Number option at the top of the card.

Please keep your marked quizzes and results for your personal tool. If you have

'questions or concerns about using these self-quiz feedback marerials, please
call.

COURSE EXAMS VS

in order to successfully complete this course, you must take the course midterm

and final exams. Each exam will consist of multiple choice questions.

4

B

L
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The exam questions will be similar to the self-quiz questions (if applicable) V

and to the study questions in the study guide (if applicable). All exam ques- A
tions will be based on the chapter 4nd telelesson learning objectives. The
midterm will cover units and telelessons . The final will cover
units and telelessons Please bring your IBM electrostatic pencil A
to the midterm and final exams (or, please use an IBM electrostatic pencil for B

marking all quizzes and examination cards).
E

The midterm will be given at the following times and places. You may attend
either session.

V

Date: Date:
A

Time: Time:
Place: Place:

The final exam, covering the last units, will be given at the following
times and places. You may attend either session.

Date: Date:
A

Time:

Place: Place.

You are required to take the course examinations at the time and place indi-
cated. Makeups may be made if you contact one of the learning managers at
least one week prior -o the exams. your score on the midterm will be mailed
to you approximately two weeks following the exam.

LEARNING AIDS AND RESO"kCES

The following activities and services are available to you as a means of assist-
ing you in maximizing your learning and in successfully completing the course.
Studies show that students who utilize these resources have the greatest success.
We encourage you to make full use of the resources listed below.

1. Learning Manager Hours

If you need informatio or assistance with the course content, please contact
(me/either of us) by telephone. (1/We) will be available to receive calls or
to meet with you during the following office hours:

Learning Manager

Hours:

Learning Manager

H6urs:

, Office Phone Number

, Office Phone Number

If you cannot call c- in during these office hours, call and give the
telephone answering machinf. your name and phone number and indicate when
it is most convenient for your call to be returned.
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NOTE: Questions not pertaining to course content may be answered by
the C.I.S. Course Services Office at (714) 963-0811, Ext. 231/
233 during the hours of 8:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m., Monday through
Friday.

2. Review Sessions V
A

You may attend the review/discussion sessions. At these sessions, we
will discuss' and review the course assignments, and prepare you for the

midterm and final examinations. You are not required to attend, but A

(I/we) encourage you to do so as they will ue helpful to you. Following
are the dates and times and places of the review sessions:

E

Student

Midterm Reiew Session Final Review Session
Date: Date:

Time: Time:
Place: Place:

3. Phone-In Audio Reviews
A

Phone in and hear weekly reviews of each unit of instruction. (I/We) have

prepared an audio review highlighting the important ideaa and content of
each week's unit of instruction. By phoning the OCC Media Center at 556- A
5600 or going to the GWC Media Center, you may request the audio review
tapes (by unit number) you wish to hear. In this way, you will be able

to review the important ideas of the unit In which you are working.

GRADING

In this course you save the option of receiving a letter grade or credit/no
et..Alt. Under the second option, credit is granted if you earn a letter grade
of A, B, or C, and no credit is granted if you earn less than a "C." You will

be asked your decilion as to your receiving a letter grade or the credit/no
credit option at eie time of the final. You sho*ild note, however, that credi.
(CR) is not the equivalent of any letter grade. A CR protects the grade point
average (GPA) for those studenti desiring general education experiences outside
their major, and should be avoided as a substitute for a letter grade in a
major field of study. Students are cautioned that some four-year institutions
place a limit on the number of units acceptable with a CR designation rather
than a letter grade.

Coastlille'Community College does not assign a grade of D or F, and the Veterans
Administration pr4sently does not accept a grade of No Credit.

WITHDRAWALS FROM COURSES

Upon entering Coastline Community College, the student assumes the responsibil-
ity of completing each course in which he or she is registered. Withdrawal is

not an automatic process. The student is responsible for officially withdraw-
ing by notifying the Admissions and Records Office. IC you are unable to com-

plete the course, you should then officially withdraw in order to get a grade
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of "W" on your college transcript. You may do this by telephoning the
Coastline Community College Admissions and Records Office at 963-0824.

Veterans who drop below the required number of units will lose partial sub-
sistence.

We hope your experience with will be a rewarding and
meaningful one. This course is designed to hep insure your success., If you
will do the assignments and fully utilize the learning resource:., you can
successfully complete the course and earn college units. If you need
help or have questions, please contact (meius).

Sincerely,

(name) (name)

C.I.S. Course Co-Manager C.I.S. Course Co-Manager

Enclosures! C.I.S. Course Broadcast Schedule
Quiz, quiz cards, return envelopes (if applicable)
Address change card
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University Extension. Q 014
University orCaltfornia, San Diego

La Jolla. CA 92093

DATE: January 10, 1979

TO: Students Enrolled or Interested In
Enrolling in THE SHAKESPEARE PLAYS

-rom: C. S. Munshi
Course Inst.actor

Welcome to THE SHAKESPEARE PLAYS! I hope you will enjoy the rich experience

ahead of us.

The basic aim of this self-study course is to enable you to experience a play
with understanding and appreciation. The designers of THE SHAKESPEARE PLAY:.
Zeit that the televised productions of the works we will be reading and view-

', ing in this course offered students a unique opportunity, and I agree. There
are very few literature courses where the emphasis can be on the acted play,
rather than criticism of the written work.

The course has several components. The ce one is the BBC productions of

six Shakespeare plays which will be broadcast this spring. In Sat, Diego KPBS-

TV, Channel 15'will air them on the following dates at 8:00 p.m.; there will
be a repeat airing at 1:00 p.m. the following Sundays.

February 14
February 28

March 14
March 28

April II
April 25

Julius Caesar
As You Like It

Romeo and Juliet
Richard II

Measure for Measure
Henry VIII

If you will be viewing them on Channel 28 or another PBS station, the times
will probably be the same., but I urge all of you to check local listings
because these schedules are always subject to last-minute changes.

Prior to viewing each play, it is expected that you read its text and accom-

panying assignments. These are available in a package entitled The Shakespeare
Plays which you can buy at your local community college bookstore for about
-15.00. I suggest you telephone the bookstore first to confirm the availability

III
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of the package since all community college bookstores in the San Diego area may
not have them in stock.

The package contains six books: the Pelican edition of each play and a study
guide which was developed here at UCSD Extension. The study guide includes
learning objectives, a sequence of assignments, and an essay for each play.
These were developed by leading scholars and teachers and we emphasize
"teachers" from across the United States, especially for this course. As
you will note, our second class meeting coincides with the air date for
"Romeo and Juliet." On that day we will make provision for screening the play
in class and discussing it there.

By the end of this course, in addition to enhancing your enjoyment of the plays,
you should be able to:

1. Cite examples of the ways in which Shakespeare's text is a
script that gives clues for performance.

2. Identify major characters, discuss the problems they face, and
show how they deal with them.

3. Describe the various groups of characters and discuss their
interaction.

4. Identify the main locales of action and explain their significance.

5. Trace the sequence . events and suggest why the scenes are o-dered
as they are.

6. Identify differences in the ways the vario.. characters sneak, and
show how language metaphor, diction, verse and prose forms, jokes,
wordplay, etc. contribute to the interest and meaning of the play.

7. Explore the relationship between the printed text and the televised

performances.

8. Discuss the various possible interpretations of scenes, characters,
and entire themes which are supported by the evidence of the text.

9, Relate the major themes of the various plays to human experience.

Our first meeting will be in Room 2154, Humanities and Science Building, Muir
Campus, UCSD on January 17. At that time, I will explain course requirements.
I am looking forward to seeing you there.
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RESPONSE SYSTEM WITH VARIABLE

PRESCRIPTIONS- -RSVP

From Kelly, J Terence, and Kama la Anandam RSVP.
9 Faculty-Computer Partnership, Supplement Num-
ber 1 to RSVP-Instructional Capabilities. Miami, FL
33176 Miami-Dade Community College (Auxiliary
Services), n d , pp. 7-42

The Response System with Variable Prescriptions.
which is popularly known as RSVP, is an example of
faculty-computer partnership directed toward indi-
vidualizing instruction while managing up to 5.000 stu-
dents in any single course, whether the course is

presented on campus. as independent study. or in a re-
mote setting.

Partly prompted by the increasing concern of faculty
and administrators of Miami-Dade Community Col-
lege to we! the needs of individual students. and
partly instigated by the growing frustration of students
who feel cheated of individual attention that is due
them. the RSVP system was initiatcd at Miami-Dade
Community College in 1972.

Traditional classroom instructional methods can
hardly face the challenge. This is not to say that lack of
quality is inherent to classroom interaction. On thc
other hand. constraints duc to space, time, and person-
nel cause a continuous drain on the instructors' and ad-
ministrators' dedication and commitment to provide
quality instruction RSVP is one means of answering a
question that constantly plagues educators and is so
succinctly expressed by W C. Brown, National Re-
search Council. Canada. "Flow can every student be
given the opportun.!) of salutary instructional dialogue
characterized by individual attention?" (W. C. Brown,
p 255)

The conceptualization of the RSVP system owes its
origin to another system called Thaching information
Processing System --TIPS, whose author is Professor
Allen C Kelley of Duke University Except for the
variation in core-space requirement. program call rou-
tines, and a few other unique features, both arc basi-
cally Computer-Based Instructional Management
(CBIM) %Nums which succeeded the appearance of
Computer Assisted Instructional (CAI) systems

(Baker, 1971).
Emergence of CAI systems was an outcome of 4 re-

curring theme in thc American educational arena in
devidualization of instruction. While the student
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computer interaction for learning is truly innovative.
and many creative programs have been written for
CAI systems. the originators grossly underestimated
the level of computer-related equipment and computer
time-necessary for wide-scale implementation of the
CAI systems. It is not surprising that the CBIM sys-
tems, of which RSVP is one, began to emerge with a
sole purpose of providing the faculty a means of man-
aging instructional designs planned to give individual
attention. The term "planned" is not without sig-
nificance. Anytime an instructor resorts to a computer
for management. there is a great deal of planning in-
volved. It is, indeed, a way of thinking and a way of
life.

FUNCTIONS OF RSVP
Individualization of instruction for up to 5.000 students
in a course is accomplished by RSVP by virtue of its
potential for three functions:

I. It can maintain a record on each student in a
course.

a. Name, address, telephone number, etc.
b. Personal attributes such as sex, campus, grade
point average. interests, etc.
c Students responses to items in a survey or an
exam.
d. The number of surveys and other assignments
th..t are turned in by students thus providing a his-
tory on students' participation and performance in
course activities.
e. The number and kinds of responses received by
students.

This component of the RSVP's functions resembles
the rollbook maintained by an instructor.
II. it can print reports to students.

a Scores student responses to surveys and exams.
b Diagnoses individual student problems based on
survey or exam performance
c. Prescribes appropriate, personalized assign-

ments.
d. Prods the non-responding student for being
negligent about the assignments

Thus. each student is looked upon as an individual
person. and is re4pOnded to either for performance or
absence of it ..
III it can prinide the instructor with reports

a Item analysis and test statistics of surveys and
CUM.
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b ('lass-roster with address, telephone number,
and any number of informational details, such as
sex, campus, age, surveys turned in score on sur-
veys (.1 desired). exam scores, whether instructor
responses were sent. etc Frequency of updates ..nd
information to appear oa this roster are entirely
&tar ined by the instructor.

H carrying out the functions described above,
RSVP offers the folowing services for the student, the
instructor, and the administrator respectively.

For the student. RSVP can 1) provide him with fre-
quent and immediate feedback regarding his progress
through tests that are no longer a device to coerce or
grade, but arc better labeled "surveys" of student
achievement and which serve as valuable learning aids,
2) make a diagnosis based on his personal performance
and attributes The student may be assigned special
material to restudy, additional problems to solve, a tu-
torial session or public hearing to attend, an additional
film to view. etc

The types of messages possible thus need not be re-
stricted to analysis of survey results but an serve as a
means of communicating with the student. And be-
cause the learner's needs may differ from those of all
others, he may be the onl) one with the individual as-
signment given him This means the student has ex-
plicit personalized direction so that he can adjust his
efforts and better his chances for success in the attain-
ment of the course objectives

For the instriu tor. RSVP means far less time ex-
pended in personaliiir.g efforts that otherwise may be
too sporadic to be reliable Instead, computer aided in-
structional management can provide the instructor
with CUCIISIVC and frequent insight to student progress
and to one's own instructional effectiveness.

Survey results may indicate the need for a review
lecture of the presentation or supplementary .naterial
Teaching strategies can be revised, adjusted, or ex-
panded to suit an individual student or an entire class.
The system thus provides a continuous measure of self-
evaluation for the instructor and the effectiveness of
the program

Above all. RSVP means instructor satisfaction that
each student is being provided with challenging, indi-
vidually apprornate learning tasks with the behind -
the- scenes assistance of the o mipu ter The computer is,
indeed. only a machine Vet it can become the instru-
ment for ichieving a far more detailed. variable and
individualized prescription for student accomplishment
than is attainable amid the time pressures and distrac-
tions of mans a clas,rooni

4'

For the udnunrstrator RSVP provides a valuable
managerial tool by .hich both instruction and student
achievement may be evaluated and improved Quizzes
and tests can be replaced - complemented by surveys
... nonthreatening and se. rig beyond the traditional
role of repeating verbatim what has been learned. In-
stead, each survey item is do -.fined to measure the ex-
tolt to which a specific concept has been assinulated,
on an item by item basis, and to make specific, indi-
vidualized prescriptions for improvement.

Administration thus obtains .t solid basis for upgrad-
ing instructioncollectively and singly. Courses or in-
structional activities have to be tightly constructed, and
clearly defined from start to finish This implies a
sound academic rationale has been built into every as-
pect of course objectives and evaluation There is prob-
ably far more authenticity at upper levels of college
management through this approach than any other.

The advantages are mutual to faculty and admin-
istration. Student achievement, in the final analysis,
determines the success of any institution of higher
learning. Lack of it can be one of the greatest sources
of public disillusionment

Student achievement is in direct proportion to the
extent that instruction becomes personal and relevant,
adapted to the student's learning style and needs. Re-
sponse System with Variable Prescription. RSVP,
makes this possible'

PROGRAMS IN RSVP
The RSVP system consists of eight programs with dif-
ferent job assignments to help the system execute the
three functions specified earlier.

The RSVP system and its programs as they arc de-
scribed hitherto arc just that - descriptions of potential
within the ..y.tem for various functions. The potential
awaits activation by the lit sin". strso the
INSTRI C MK,

Activation includes I) selecting instructionally use-
ful "attribute" and "performance" ini rmation, 2) in-
structing the RSVP system to store the selected pieces
of information under %pealed field codes (field code is
RSVP jargon which means an allocated space within
t1/4 system), 3) combining the pieces of stored informa-
tion in the form of decision rules (another jargon). 4)
feeding the varied prescriptions into the computer so as
to allow the RSVP system to print differential re-
sponses to student. Thus. each student is looked upon
as an individual within the RS P system of
Instruction
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Function RSVP Program Job Assignment

I Maintain RSVP 01 To describe parameters
records for coursenumber of

students, number of
tests, number of
questions, number of
attributes. etc

RSVP 02 To describe what
information related to
course, answers to
tests, student
attributes etc., to
expect and where to
store them.

RSVP 03 To add, change, or
delete student
numbers.

RSVP 04 To add, change, or
delete student
attributes.

II. Print RSVP 05 To score student test or
student surveys.
reports

RSVP 06 To write student
reports.

III. Print RSVP 07 To extract data on
instructor course descriptions.
reports student attribute

definitions. test
statistics.

RSVP 08 To print class rosters
with specified pieces of
information.



APPENDIX G:
FACTORS THAT HELP OR HINDER
STATION-COLLEGE CONSORTIA

SERVING ADULT LEARNERS

BACKGROUND INFORMATION
This study was sponsored by the Corporation for Pub-
lic Broadcasting A series of telephone interviews were
conducted with station arid college personnel at various
sites These inter ews had two purposes. to gather
background information on the various relationships
between consortia of stations and colleges and to de-
velop a tentative list of factors that facilitate or hinder
the successful serving of adult learners through such
station-college relationships The final products, con-
tained in this report, are lists of tentative conclusions of
helping and hindering factors and a method for con-
ducting onsite interviews to verify these tentative
conclusions.

In a related project, sponsored by the Fund for the
Improvement of Post-secondary Education through a
grant to the American Association of Community and
Junior Colleges, these conclusions will be yenned ai,d
expanded through the development of six case studies.
The results of both projects should be useful as a set of
techniques for planning and operating a successful con-
sortium of higher education institutions and broadcast
stations.

Great effort was made by Peter Dirr of the Corpora-
tion for Public Broadcasting and by Marilyn Kressel of
the American Association for Community and Junior
College projects to insure that duplication be avoided
and that the projects share information and build upon
each other's efforts as much as possible. Given the dif-
ferent timelines of the two projects, the two-phase re-
search effort described above seemed the best way to
achieve that goal

My sincere thanks to all those who contributed their
time, frankaes.s, and insights to the development of the
list of factors that facilitate or hinder success.

METHODOLOGYCONSORTIUM STUDY
First Phase
During the four months available for data gathering
(December, 1978 to March, 1979), telephone inter-
views were conducted with individuals at each site (in-
person interviews were held when possible) which
focused on this basic question What are the essential
elements LI a successful consortium of colleges and
broadcast ttanons attempting to serve the adult
learner' The question wa% asked in a variety of ways If
yiiu could begin again, what things v.ou,.: you change

In )

about the operation of your consortium? What things
would you keep? Whai things are responsible for your
greatest problems? What things are responsible for
your greatest successes' What is the main advice you
would offer to those about to create a consortium?

The individuals interviewed were mainly consortium
coordinators. college executives, and station or pro-
gram managers (see below). At a few sites it was also
possible to meet or talk with individual instructors, stu-
dents, and state-level policy makers. Everyone inter-
viewed was open and helpful. Each was assured that
statements would not be directly attributed to particu-
lar individuals. but rather, a tentative list of factors
that help or hinder success would be developed.

The consortia represented included a variety of
types, which are similar in some aspects and different
in others. Maryland and Kentucky both have state net-
works, but Maryland's College of the Air has been in
operation since 1970, while Kentucky's Higher Educa-
tion Telecominunicaiions Consortium is not yet a year
old. The Southern California Consortium for Commu-
nity College Television and Massachusetts' Community
College of the Air are both consortia of community col-
leges, bu: the California consortium is in a state that
has emphasized public education through community
colleges, whereas Massachusetts is a state largely dom-
inated by private higher education. Some consortia
represented serve a particular target group. The To Ed-
ucate the People Consortium founded by Wayne State
University makes higher education available to blue-
collar, working adults, and the Association for Media-
Based Continuing Education for Engineers provides
continuing education for engineers in industries, Rep-
resentatives from metropolitan, regional, and state con-
sortia were included in those interviewed.

The factors were developed by an iterative process of
reading, interviewing, tryout, and revision. The attempt
was made to search for and group elements into seven
to ten large categories (an amount information-pro-
Cessing theory indicates can be considered simul-
taneously without li,idue confusion), and then to
operationalin these general principles by I:sting under
them the specifi c Nulgactors that make them up. Once
the initial list was wmpiled, 1 and colleagues went over
it to check it for completeness and clarity. The list was
subsequently reduced or expanded based on the phone
interview~ It was field-tested at a Boston site visit,

109
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through interviews held with the consortium coordina-
tor, the community college president. three community
college instructors, two public television station pro -
grammers, ind the state director of community col-
leges Based on their suggestions. the interview
questionnaire was revised into its final form (see be-
low) This interview questionnaire will be used in the
development of six case studies of consortia for the
American Association of Community and Junior Col-
leges during the Spring and Summer of 1979

Second Phase
The first phase of this study involved the development
of a survey instrument through openended questions
Interviewees were encouraged to generate factors that
predict success or failure, based on their own experi-
ence Their responses were rich and varied, but difficult
to quantify It is possible that their responses to the
open-ended questions were reactions to some crisis of
the day. rather than a careful consideration of
alternatives.

In the AACJC-sponsored research (second phase),
interviewees will be given a completely scheduled in-
strument To accomplish this. I have chosen a Liken
type of scale, which allows respondents to rate a series
of statements about facilitating factors according to
their importance and according to the degree to which
the statement fits their own situation. By asking re-
spondents to rank specific statements on a scale from I
to 5, greater reliability of response is insured (in other
words, it is more likely that interviewees would respond
the same way if asked to fill out the instrument again).

Respondents will be given instructions on the instru-
inept Several kinds of people will be asked to respond
state level administrators, college representatives, sta-
tion representatives, consortium coordinators, and
students

It is expected that the most important factors will
differ for different groups Lad will be asked to rate
the importance of these factors. zo estimate the degree
to which they are present in their own situation, and to
give examples of ways they overcame any hindrances

A series of assumptions are made about this
methodt

I that it is an acceptably reliable instrument, with a
correlation of 0 7 or 0 X between successive givings (in
other words, that if people were asked to fill it out
twice, they would answer the same way 70 to 80 per-
cent of the mid

that the factors listed in the instrument are fairly
representative of the beliefs and experiences of those
who currently manage or participate in major college-
station consortia in the I lined States If the factors
listed are representative. and if the respondents are cor-

I

reel in their assessment of the relative importance of
these factors and of ways to overcome problems, these
items can become techniques for planning and operat-
ing ..:.uccessful station-college consortta

The limitations of the methodology must be men-
tioned as well. The list of factors was generated from
the beliefs and experiences of those involved in day-to
day station-college consortia. No attempt is made, in
the present study or in the planned follow-up study, to
check the vandity of the beliefs of those interviewed. In
oiler words, we can check to see if others agree that
these arc the significant factors, but we cannot check to
see if these are in fact the causes of successful
consortia.

To some extent, this is the only kind of study possi-
ble, for it would take years to gather the data necessary
to validate these beliefs and experiences. But the weak-
ness of such an approach must be recognized People
often misunderstand those active factors in day-to-day
practice that influence outcomes At worst, conducting
research by asking them for their beliefs and experi-
ences runs the same risks as if we tried to determine
the geography of the earth by polling thirteenth-cen-
tury Spaniards in shipping guildstheir experience
might tell them that the earth is flat, they might all
believe that the earth is flat, and if asked, they might
all agree that the earth is flat. But that doesn't make
the earth flat.

On the other hand. most innovations in education
have been based. not on basic research, but on the in-
sightful reflection upon experience of outstanding prac-
titioners In the absence of research that attempts to
manipulate factors over time. the best we can do is to
try to gather a reliable and valid test of factors believed
by praaitioners to influence success. and assume that
this is probably a fairly accurate picture of the
situation.

CONSORTIA AND INDIVIDLIAIS
INTF.RVIEWED

Association for Media-Based Continuing Education for
Engineers

Engineering Science and Mechanics Building
Georgia Institute of Technology
Atlanta. GA 30332
404-894-3362

Membership Nineteen Universities
Area C nrred Coast to coast. north to south
(wren:attic Executive Committee and Industrial Ad-

visory Council
I4Jtg in Operation Informal meetings since 1974.

incorporated 1976, orgammtional grant from Na-
tional Science foundation. NU
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Major Goals and Activitie.s To increase the national
effectiveness of continuing education for engineers.
through a centralized system for nationwide satellite
video broadcasting of classroom instruction from
major American universities to employed engineers
at industrial plants and research laboratories
throughout the country.

Courses Offered Over 300 courses per year.
Persons Interviewed:

Dr. Paul Hadley
Voce President of Academic Affairs

. Bovard Administration Building
University of Southern California
Los Angeles. CA 90007
213-741-2231

Dr. John T. Fitch
Executive Director
A MCEE
Georgia Institute of Technology
Atlanta, GA 30332
404-894-3362

College of the Air
Maryland Center for Public Broadcasting
Owings Mills. MD 21117
301-346-;-:600

Membership Maryland Center for Public Broadcast-
ing and la colleges around the state. through the
four stations of the state network.

Area Covered Most of Maryland.
Governance Directors of continuing education meet

twice yearly to review courses available for that se-
mester. Approval is by department heads at each
campus

low Ling in Operation 1970
Major Goals and Activities: To provide learning oppor-

tunities to nontraditional students through televised
instruction and to otter necessary support services to
colleges

Courses Offered Fail 1978 The Adams Chronicles,
The American Store. The Long Search. Writing for a
Reason Dimensions in Literature II. plus eight Open
University courses through Marylapri University
College Spring. 1979 It's Everybody's Business.
The Growing Years. Europe the Mighty Continent.
Of Earth and Man. Introduction to Math. From So-
t-rates to Sartre

Persons Interviewed:
Mr Richard Smith
Director of Development Projects
Maryland Center for Public Broadcasting
Owings Mills. MD 21117
301-356-5600

M, Han Petty, Assistant
College of the Air
Maryland Center for Public Broadcasting
301-345-5600

Community College of the Air
Bunker 1:ill Community College
Rutherford Avenue
Charlestown. MA 02129
617-241.8600

Membership. Twelve, Massachusetts community col-
leges formed to offer two telecourses each semester
over open-circuit broadcast on WGBH in Boston
and WG BY in Springfield.

Area Covered. State of Massachusetts
Governahce: Informal collection of continuing educa-

tion deans who meet twice yearly to select courses.
How Long in Operation. September, 1976
Major Goals and Activities: To expand the college's

central mission of providing community service, and
positive public relations for the system as a whole.

Courses Offered: Fall. 1978: The Growing Years, The
American Story. The Long Search. It's Everybody's
Business. Spring, 1979: The Growing Years. The
American Story, The Shakespeare Plays.

Persons Interviewed:
Mr. R. Brent Bonah
Coordinator of Television Instruction
State Coordinator for Community College of the Air
Bunker Hill Community College
617-241-8600

Dr. Harold Shiveley
President
Bunker Hill Community College
617-241-8600

Mr. Mark Stevens
Director of Broadcasting
WG 1311-Bost on

125 Western Avenue
Boston. Massachusetts
617-492-2777

Mr. Douglas Smith
Radio and Television for Learning
WG B11-Boston
617.492-2777

Dr Jules Nano
Massachusetts Coordinating Board for Community

Colleges
470 Atlantic Avenue
fkmon. Massachusetts
617-727-1260

)
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Florida Community College Television and Radio
Consortium

Coordinator. Tom Hobbei,
Seminole Community College
Sanford. FL ,
305-323-1450

Membership, Twenty-eight community colleges, each
assigned to one of six regions within the state Re-
gions determined according to the broadcast range
of a particular education television station

Area Covered: Entire state
Governance' Regional coordinators meet on a state-

wide basis. Community college representatives of
each region meet several times year!) to pit:tYiew
courses.

How Long in Operation 1974

Major Goals and Activities To use radio and television
as alternatives for instruction for the adult learner
Regular activities include preview of available mate-
rials, recommendations for utilization, clarification
of the roles of the regional coordinators and institu-
tional coordinators, development of logistical opera.
tions, possible production of materials, operation of a
clearinghouse for materials, and long-range plan-

s ning. .

- Cources Offered Depends'on region: for example. Re-
gion IN in 1978779 offered Humanities, Environ-
mental Horticulture, Freshman English Composi-
tion. Art in America, Introduction to Anthropology.
Growing Years. General Psychology, Man and En-

...
vornment I and II, Earth Science, Introduction to
Business, The Long Search

Persons Interviewed
Di Donald A Thigpen
Dean of Learning Resources
Region IV Director
Daytona Beach Community College

, PO Box 11 II
Daytona Bcach, FL 32015
904.255-8131

Mr Hugh Fisher. Vice President for Programming
WMFE-TV. Channel 24
2908 West Oak Ridge Road
Orlando. El. 32809
305.273-2300

Dr Robert McCabe
Executive Vice President
Ivhaini-Dade Community College
Miami. Ft 13176
305. 596-1213

...

i

Higher Education Instructional 'television
Statewide Coordinator
Station WWVU-TV
West Virginia University

Morgantown, WV 26505
304. 293-6511

Membership. Fifteen colleges and universities under
the state-funded West Virginia University Board of ...-0
Regents. WWVU-TV is licensed to the West Vir-
ginia Board of Regents.. two other state-funded pub- -
lic broadcast stations arc licensed to the West
Virginia Educational. Broadcasting Authority.

Area C'overed;Suite of West Virginia
Governance.Six-person Higher Education Instruction

Television Executive Committee. with representa-
tives from the Board of Regents and each of the
three television stations.

How Long in Operation. Operating since 1975; funded
by Board of Regents since 1977.

Major Goals and Activities. To service the entire state
with higher and continuing education courses for the
nontraditional student.

Courses Offered.' Fall, 1978The Long Search, The
Growing Yea, Earth. Sea and Sky. It's Everybody's
Business. Africa File.

Persons Interviewed:
Mr C. Gregory Van Camp
Director. Office of Radio. Television and Motion

Pictures
General Manager. WWVU-TV
West Virginia University
Morgantown. WV
304-293-6511

Dr. Jay Barton
Vice President and Provost for Academic Affairs
West Virginia University
304-293.5701

e e

,Kentucky Educational Television/Council on Higher
Education

Telecommunications Consortium
West Frankfort °Bice Complex
U.S. 127 South
Frankfort, KY 40601
502-564-5483

Membership: All public and independent colleges and
universities and Kentucky Educational Television.

Area Covered: State of Kentucky
Governance An Advisory Board with representatives

from each public university, one representative of the
U K.' Community College System. one representa-
tive 4f the Council of Independent Kentucky Col-
leges. and Universities and one representative of
Keinueky Educational Television. This Advisory
Board is chaired by the Coordinator of the Telecom-
munications Consortium who served full-time as the
Council staff member for the project.

Bow 'Amos Operation: July 1. 1978
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Major Goals and As:tholes The Telecommunications
Consortium has been imolved in necessary organiza-
tional activities. in providing telecourse:, on KET for
college credit during the fall semester, and in plan-
ning teleconferences to determine the need for con-
tinuing education of professional groups

Courses Offered Fall, 1978 The Lung Search. Cine-
mark Eye. Guten Tag in Deutschland, Teaching Life
Science in the Elementary .Sshool Spring. 1979.
Gwen Tag in Deutschland, New Approaches to High
School Learning and Discipline, Of Earth and Man,
Writing for a Reason. Designing Home Interiors, The
Shakespeare Phi) s. teleconferences for nurses, en-
gineers. pharmacists, lawyers

Persons Interviewed:
Ms. Virginia G. Fox
Associate Executive I)Irector for Broadcasting
Educational Television Authority
600 Cooper Drive ,

Lexington. KY 40502
606-233.0666

Dr Robert E Carter
Coordinator of Telecommunications Consortium
Council on Higher Education
West Frankfort Office Complex
U S. 127 South
Frankfort. KY 40601
502. 564-5483

Southern California Consirtium for Community Col-
lects Television

011ice of the Los Angeles City Shool
Superintendent of Schools
9300 East Imperial Highway
Downey. CA 90242
213-922-6221

Membership' Over 30 community colleges in 20 dis-
tricts. using six public, commercial, and cable sta-
tions as outlets.

Area Covered The six counties of southern California,
stretching from San Luis Obispo to Palm Desert and
Ridgecrest to Barstow

Governance Each member district appoints at least
one representative 16 the consortium, and meetings
of all the reps Plenary Sessions are held twice a
year Seven members are elected to the F:xecutive
Council, which is empowered by the members to
make many decisions Decisions requiring research
and study are often referred to committees: Curricu-
lum. Production. Public Information, and Finances/
I cgislation, Executive Council. Legal authority re-
sides in the °like of the Los Angeles County Super-
intendent of Schools The consortium functions
according to a joint powers agreement.

Mx Long in Operation 1970

Major Goals and Ado:stns. To provide televised

.courses for college credit through a cooperative
effort to solve,a variety of problems. from the selec7
lion of courses, academic advising, production staff,
and facilities, to the acquisition of broadcast time.
Provides a means for member colleges to share costs
and make decisions elated to open circuit televised
college instruction.

Courses Offered. Sixteen to eighteen per year.
Persons Interviewed:

Ms. Sally Beaty
Administrative Coordinator
Southern California Consortium for Community

College Television
9300 East Imperial Highway
Downey, CA 90242
213-922.6221

Dr., Leslie Wilbur. Consultant
Office of the Los Angeles County Superintendent of

Schools
9200 East Imperial Highway
Downey, CA 90242
213-922-9343

Dr. Bernard Luskin, President
Coastline Community College
10231 Slater Avenue
Fountain Valley. CA 92708'
714-963.0811

Dr. Dale Heckman
California Post-secondary Education Commission
1020 Twelfth Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
916.445-7933

Dr. Edward Decker
Dean of Instruction
Coastline Community College
714-963-0811

Mr. Don Gordis
Station Manager
K 0C E -0Tx V

Huntington Beach. CA 92647
714-897.0302

To Educate the People Consortium
University Studies Weekend College
Wayne State University
600! Cass Street
Detroit. MI 48202
313-577-2258

Membership. Higher education institutions, labor
unions. public and educational television broadcas-
ters. university-based labor education centers. adult
educators

1211
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Area Covered International. headquarters at Wayne
state University's Weekend College

Governance. Organiting committee being formed.
How Long in Operation June 21,1978
yaw GivIt and Actevenes To implement models for

maki,,g higher education accessible to working
adults, thiough .seven functions resource-sharing,
sha ing of TV and audio courses and related mate-
rials; faculty and staff exchanges and development;
conaboration in recruiting; a network of evaluation,
cievelopment, and research projects Ind experts, a
communication system; and coilaboration in obtain-
ing outside funding for the above six functions

Courses Offered. A four:year. full -Aim general studies,
program in social seiencis, urban humanities. and
science and technology, with a senior year project
and courses in theory and method. Variants offered
in urban studio -s, labor studies. and prison stuZics.
Delivery mode'S workshops. television programs, and
weekend conferences.

. Person Interviewed:
Dr. Otto Feinstein
Professor of Political Science
University Studies Wrkend,College
Wayne Stec University
6031 Cass Street '.
Detroit. MI 48202
313-577-2258

Tri-State Consortium (Eastern Consortium)
Bergen Community College
400 Paramus Road
Paramus, NJ 07652
201.447-1500

Membership. Twenty-seven member colleges. plus the
following cooperative members New Jersey Public
Broadcasters WMIIT, WNFT, WSKG, Suburban
Cable, Cablevision, and Vision Cable

. .
Area Covered Originally founded to service institu-

tions of higher education in the New York, New
Jersey, and Connecticut area. However, soon to be
enlarged to include the whole northeastern seaboard
from Maine to Maryland. .

Governance. Central office at Bergen Community Col-
lege to coordinate activities, plus preview, research.
and promotion committees to perform specialaed
functions.

How Long in Operation. 1974
Major Goals and Activities: To bring together colleges,

broadcasters, and publishers to share information
and expertise onlhe use of media education for the
distance learner. ,

Courses Offered. Consortium does not collect exact in-
formation on courses offered by each member.

Persons Interviewed:
Dr. Phillip Dolce
Chairman of Executive Council
Bergen Community College
Paramus, NJ 07652
201-447-1590

Dr. Janet Lieberman
Past President of Tri-State Consortium (1975-77)
Professor of Psychology
La Guardia Community College
212-TR9-3221

Dr. Don Burden
Senior Marketing Manager and Editor of Telecourse

Materials
McGraw-Hill
1221 Avenue of the Americas
College Division 27
New York, NY 10020
212-997-3411

bk
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INTERVIEW QUESTIONNAIRE:
AACJC Adult Learning and Public Broadcasting Project

Name of Repontlent

Title of Respondent

Ins Mutton

Instructions: Attar hed are a list of factors believed to help or hinder station-college consortia w Itch
ser.e the adult learner Each general factor is followed with a number of subfactors.

Piease read the h;t and answer these questions before the interview:

I How irrif,10i-tant is each of the factors, as it is generally perceived by members of your consortium' In
other words, how important do people at your consortium believe this factor is, in helping or
hindering the success of the consortium? (Please simply giv ? your best guesf, about their ,iew 5 )

I-Extremely important
2-fairly important
3-Neutral
4-Fairly unimportant
5-Extremely unimportant

2. How much actmity is devoted to each of the factors, in the opinion of the people in your consor-
tium? In other words, how much of it is present? (Again, make your best guess of the general iews
of au those who work in the consortium.)

1 -A very large amount
2-A large amount
3-lust about enough

4 -Not enough
5-Greatly lacking

3. A number of subtactors are listed under each large factor. Considering the situation in your particular
setting, rank them in importance, from most to least important. Use( I) for most important, (2) for the
next most important, and so on

Than in our interview, I'll ask you for examples in each case of how that factor helped or hindered the
consortium and how you overcame the problems.

Thank you tor your .issistance; I look forward to talking with you.

1 0 1

A.- ....,
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A. Commitment of Leaders. key individu.als at
various levels, but particularly institutional leaders.
must believe in the value of the enterprise and must
make a tangible commitment to it

Rank .the follosong examples in order of their
importance at your consortium (1) is the most
Important, (2) is next, and so

Resources of time,
made available by s
community 'eaters

b . Public statements o
policymakers (colle
presidents. deans o
managers. program

c. Special incentives a
bftered to staff me
and participate

d Effort expended by
political and operate

e Individuals with do
appointed as conso

Check the importance
as seen by members
of your consortium
1-Extremely important
2-Fairly important
1-Neutral
4-Fairly unimportant
5-Extremely unimponant

Check the amount
present
at your consortium
1-A very large amount
2-A large amount
3-Just about enough
4-Not enough
5- Greatly lacking

.tatt, and money
tation. college. and

1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5

I advocacy made by
:e board members.
instruction. station

directors)

id support services
nbers who contribute

leaders on solving
lanai problems III
it at college or statior
Mum representatives '

11

B. GovernanCe. Consortia/institution authortty
relationships must be clearly delineated and a
management system developed for implementaLon

Rank the tollowing examples in order of their
importance at your consortium ( I) is the most
important, (2) is next, and so on

a Initial agreement reached on the pur
of the consortium, the differing
expectations of various members
explored. and a method for determinin
priorities established

b Appointment of a fulllime prolemional
provide administrative leadersnip in
budget management, course selection
development, personnel development
and training, interpersonal oblations
Governance mechanisms established
each level (executive count el 01
consortium, subcommittees su( h as
curriculum. course promotion. tinances
special commit teesat campus and stab
to perform necessary functions)

d Nitty-gritty operational Arrangoneets
c.' *illy worked out so they can be
e ,ily administered (information on cou
41( hedules, registration, a( ( ens to
Materials. (red° . _ _
Regular sessions 01 the i onsortium
scheduled for int orMation ( x( Kinge
poll( y-maker lg. spec tiro isic)ns

4

pose

8

to

or _

or

m .

. ..
.

rs(

, -

4
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C. Learner-Centered Focus. The total instructional
system must be designed and coordinated with the
needs of the adult learner at the center

Rate the following examples :n ordor of they
importance at yocz (onion:urn (1) :c the most
important. (2) is newt. and so on

a Syste
proc
large
train'
mana
des;

b. __Each
instru
work
instru

c Local
(pe
and f
etc )

d . _Admi
adult
mate
proc
talon
etc )

e Telev
cony

Check the importance
as seen by members
of your consortium
1-Extremely important
2-Fairly important
3-Neutral
4-Fairly unimportant
5-Extremely unimportant

Check the amount
present
at your consortiurri
1-A very large amount
2-A large amount
3 -Just about enough
4-Not enough
5-Greatly lacking

m has tpeciai game plan, including
isses for academic ajrninistration,

1 2 3 4 1 5 1 I 11 .1 3 5

populatior .0:..es3ment, inservice
lg for counselors and course
gets. curriculum development and
3. research, and evaluation

course designed.as a coordinated
atonal system. with all components
ins together to serve the same
atonal objectives

I

support services foster involvement
rs mai contact by phone or mail, etc.)

eedback (grades, self-study quizzes,

nistrative arrangements designed for ,
learner (information and recruitment
nals easily available; simple
?dures available for registenng.
; exams, obtaining course credit, I

. 1

iston programs offered at times
enient to the adult learner

D Stability. A firm financial and legal basis for
operations must be established which allows for long-
range planning and development

Rate the followtng examples in order of they
Importance at your consortfun-s (1) is the most
important. (2) is next, and so on

a Constitu
spelled
authont
unit

b Sufficien
fees. vi
Costs. a

Equitable
based o
rhembe

ci ,Meehan
contnbu
for proc

e Proced
mernhe
fashion

tionibyiaws of consortium
out in writing; legalicontractual
,, vested

C._

in central administrative

l
I funding to cover course lease ..
leotape stock, air time, pror. motion
frninistrative /instructor staff time

financial assessment system,
n differing size and strength of
institutions

isms exist for institutional
bons to provide venture capital
luction of new courses

res exist for withdrawal of
institutions in an orderly. stable
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E. Quality of Instructional Materials. Course materials
offered (television, print audio, other) mwt be
excellent in learner appeal. academic content.
production quality, and instructional design

Rank the following examples In order of their
invortarxe at your consortium ( 1) is the most
important. (2) is n

a Material
interest,
large. g

Material
and me

Material
content
college

Material
motivati
learning
learner

e Material
ompati

Check the importance
as seen by members
of your consortium
3-Extremely important
2-Fairly important
3-Neutral
4-Fairly unimportant
5-Ext emely u..important

Check the amount
present
at your conwnium
1-A very large amount
2-A large amount
3-lust about enough
4-Not enough
5-Greatly lacking

meet learner's needs, stimulate
have broad appeal, and attract
.neral audienc es

1 2 3 4 S 1 2 3 4 S

5 are ot high production quality
?i the standards 01 the station

s have substantial educational
and meet the standards ot the

(

s are structwed to enhance
on. partic ipation, persistence, and
on the part of the at-home

3

S are designed for flexible and
We use in a variety ot settings r,

f. Positive Station-College Relation ps. The
relationship must he based upon mutual self-tntia.
mutual respect. and mutual understanding of each
others priorities and constraints

Rank Inc tollootng examples in order or their
importatxe at sour consortium (1) is the most
important. (2) is next and so on

a Commitment from general m
program dire( for to educatio
brr 3t a SI ing and id rooperati
relationship, with c olleges, pro
urn ular input at earliest poss

Commitment from colleges to
entered wurses that are CO

produt tion quality with stall()
programming respect for pro
expertNe

Joint awareness 01 importanr
ommunir ating sc hedules.

intetrmation changes, a, far in
possible _

d tount awareness 01 politic s ot
taculh, aro Ntation personnel
!unitd tinan«.s 411(1 limited la

e font commitment to budding
and marketing products na
K lecmate lexl to between
and telex-4.i 'tor preparation or
materials and tor implemental
promotion and unit/anon plan

nager;
'al

VP

ovision for
hie stage

television-
ipetitive in
I's regular
duction

ot
irse

advance as

!eating with
n a time ot
Mitres _
Rickert( es
tionally.
Nortur lion
printed

on of

1.2 .
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G. System Linkages. A communication /clearinghouse
system must be established between levels of
governance (institutional. state, tederal) for shanng of
resources, information, expertise. and political
support

Rank the following examples in order of their
importance at your consortium (1) is t
important, (2) is next, and so on

a information available on ext
on available course develop
and on new course product

b Strategies developed for lo
state, and national level on
at-home "distance" learner

c Strategies developed for sh
in staff development. Institut
development, technology d
etc

d Strategies developed for pr
compatibility among organa
system (in response to the t
currently, different policies
granting, staff salaries, finan

e Systems linkages developed
colleges, among stations, an
consortia interested in televi
materials development and

Check the importanf e
as seen by members
of your consoreourn
:-Extremely important
2-Fairly important
3- Neutral
4-Fairly unimportant
5-Extremely unimportant

Check the amount
present
at your consortium
I-A very large amount
2-A large amount
3 -lust about enough
4-Not enough
5-Greatly lacking

2 3 4

ting courses,
ment funds,
ion priorities

bying at local,
*half of the

siring expertise
tonal
.velopment,

imoting
ations in the
act that,

exist for credit-
es, etc )

among
d among
soon- centered
Jse

H. Supportive Context for Distance teaming. Policies
at the local, state, and federal level must facilitate
access, flexibility. and outreach

Rank the to/lowing examples in order of their
importance at your consortium (1) is the most
important, (2) is next, and so on
Local
a Flextble

credits, a
compete

b Coopera
other co
industry.
voluntary
agencies

State
d

Federal
e

Satistact
unions a

Financial
-distant e
regular ct
to Institut
students

Pr& IS as
"distal( e
level. tun
developn

olicies for admissions, transfer of
isessment of prior learning.
icy based assessments

[eve relationships established with
nmunity agencies business,
labor unions, museums,
agencies, social service

ry arrangements with teachers
id broadcast station unions

aid available for part-time
students on same basis as to

orients, reimbursements available
ions on same basis as for regular

_.. _.

Id programs which support
learning supported at federal

clers inuirested in research and
lent on concept _. . _ _._ _._ _ _ . ..
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CONSORTIUM FACT SHEET

THE CONSORTIUM

1 Name of consortium

2 Name of consortium.director

3 How long in position?

4 Consortium address

5 Phone

6 How many years has consortium been in

existence?

7 Geographic area covered _

8 Number of full-time consortium staff
positions)

9 Services provided by consortium (please list)

(list

10 Governance/organizational structure of consor-
tium What decision-making bodies exist? Who is
represented on them? (Please attach organizational
chart.)

11 Financial base. How is the consortium funded?
(Please attach statement of financial policies for the
consortium.)

12 Legal base What contractual arrangements are
made by the consortium? (Please attach copy of
legal documents )



THE COLLEGES
13. Names and addresses of member

colleges (include name and phone at
campus telecourse coordinator, please)

APPENDIX G 121

14
Campus unit uttering
telecourses

15

st ut 'IA cuurses
offered per sem

16

Averages ut tele-
course students per sem

17

Average total
students per sem

Cont Ed' At ad Voc Other

I

1 i .

...... .... my 1W

18 Names ,nd addresses of stations with
whom consortium has a relationship
(include name and phone of main
contact person, please)

19
Type of Station

20
Nature of Relationship

C.ornmerc I:Public-license type' Cable Co-prod

.-
Contrib
airtime

Buy
time

Promote

4-

.1_

4-

1

I

L.

.

---

-

1 --. - -i- 1

:?
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THE STUDENTS
0

21 Do you have any data on the characteristics of
your telecourse audiences? (Please attach any
reports, evaluations. articles, memos, which
describe them )

22 What factors in a course seem most related to
their satisfaction?

23 How do these characteristics compare with your
general student population?

24 Are any audiences not now being served? Why?

25 What support services are offered to students?

r
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